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Preface
The Tel Dor excavations have entered their second decade.
Much has been learned over the past ten years, and not just about
the material culture of the site. We have also profited
methodologically. Every year Ilan and Ayelet's handouts about how
to dig, and to fill in the record sheets, became longer, as have
the lectures for the new staff. This was not without good reason.
The fullness of the final reports, and the accuracy of their
conclusions, depends first and foremost upon the quality of the
primary records, i.e. the locus cards and daily basket lists.
Having started at Dor as a square supervisor I can well
recall my own confusion over just what was expected of me in
these matters. As an area supervisor I have had to "train"
several generations of new staff members, and seen my own earlier
confusion in their eyes. The explanations they received needed
fleshing out in written form, lots of examples with illustrations
of what was being discussed, something they could hold on to,
i.e. we needed a manual.
A second reason for having a manual is to standardize the
way records are kept. It is mentally jarring to have to switch
back and forth among locus cards done in several different
styles. It makes the work of the analysts that much more
difficult.
Like much of what goes on at Dor, this manual is a team
effort. Ilan Sharon contributed the bulk of the sections dealing
with stratigraphy and architectural phasing, and archaeological
methodology in Israel. Ayelet Gilboa's contributions lie mainly
in the sections on artifact separation and analysis. My duties
were to put together the data base program, compile the
bibliography and act as general editor (mostly condensing some
areas and providing examples). Professor Andrew Stewart of U.C.
Berkeley has allowed me a free hand in much of my work at Dor and
was able to give me the time to work on this project.
At Dor we have begun to use computers to store and sort
locus cards and basket lists. This has necessitated certain
changes. Locus cards are now done on standard 8.5" x 11" computer
paper, requiring that the orientation of the card be turned 90
degrees. There are also a few new pieces of information to be
filled in. The information required is virtually the same as
before, only its appearance has changed.
Manuals of Archaeology always stir up discussion when
reviewed by those outside the excavations for which they were
designed. Those in the "Balk and Debris" school may find this
manual interesting to compare with the various manuals which
outline their own methodology (Gezer, Hesi, etc.). Those in the
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"Architectural" school may find it useful to compare our
treatment of this method, with their own practices.
Much of what I know of the locus system, the daily top
plans, and basket lists I learned from steve Lumsden and Mel
Hunt. I wish I could thank all the square supervisors and
recorders who have worked with me over the years. I can only
mention Dennis Stanfill, John Sloan and Kirk Karhi here (Andy,
Dennis, and John also reviewed an early draft of this text);
Their questions on what to do in a variety of situations focused
my attention on their needs. This text is really dedicated to
them, and all the rest of the square supervisors and recorders,
past, present and future who have worked, or will work, at Dor.
If this "manual" helps them through a summer at Dor it will have
accomplished the goal which I set for it.
Jeffrey Zorn, editor

Kirk Karhi died in the spring of 1991. He was a square
supervisor in Area F for the U.C. Berkeley team in 1986 and 1987
seasons, and field supervisor of Area F in 1988. Ayal Ben-Arieh,
supervisor of Area B1 for the Hebrew University team, was killed
in a traffic accident on the way home to Jerusalem from Dor in
July of 1991. This manual is dedicated to their memory.
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EXCAVATION TECHNIQUES AT TEL DOR
Ie

Introduction:

The following is a comprehensive review of the principles of
excavation and analysis used at Dor. When you see square
supervisors hunched over their day-books or locus cards,
recorders trying to make computers work, or directors scratching
their heads, it is these principles which they are striving to
fulfill.
This manual was designed with certain assumptions in mind.
First, the excavations at Tel Dor fall within the "architectural"
school of archaeology, which traces its beginnings back to G.A.
Reisner and C.S. Fisher. As such it is the first extensive
treatment of this approach "in print" (For more on the different
schools of archaeology see below: The "Zen" of the Architectural
"School" of Archaeology) .
Second, this manual also assumes that square supervisors
already have some experience in "digging," gained as volunteers
either in earlier seasons at Dor, or elsewhere. For this reason
the manual does not explain basic digging techniques such as how
to swing a pick or trim a balk. Instead, the focus is on how to
"handle" loci as they are encountered in the field, and then how
to record them. The manual does not assume that recorders have
prior experience at Dor, nor as registrars on other excavations.
For this reason the section on recording finds is quite
extensive. Area Supervisors and Directors are expected to have
had lengthy excavation experience at Dor, and possibly at other
sites; they are assumed to have been square supervisors
themselves and will be able to answer questions posed both by
their own square supervisors and recorders.
During its gestation the manual has grown considerably, and
much of the reading is quite technical. In order to not unduly
burden staff members the "reading assignments" for each position
are as follows:
Square Supervisors I. Introduction (required)
II. The Responsibilities of the Square Supervisor (required)
III. The Role of the Recorder (strongly recommended)
IV. The Dor Computer Data Base (recommended)
V. The Role of the Area Supervisor and Director (optional)
VI. The "Zen" of the Architectural "School" (optional)
Recorders I. (required)
II. (strongly recommended)
III. (required)
IV. (required)

Introduction
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V. (optional)
VI. (optional)
Directors and Area Supervisors Every section is required
Each staff member should have an idea of what the duties of
the other staff members are. This ultimately makes the entire dig
run more smoothly. For those who intend to go on in careers in
archaeology, especially in the Middle East, the whole manual is
valuable reading in that this is the first extensive treatment of
the "architectural" school available. The bibliography at the end
is for those interested in reading more about the discoveries at
Dor, and its history.
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A.

DEFINITIONS -

A tel is formed by successive cycles of construction,
occupation, and destruction of a site. Each such cycle causes the
"deposition" of at least one (but usually many more) units (or
"layers") of debris and walls. The task of the excavator is to
offer the most reasonable interpretation of his or her excavated
portion of the site, defining the construction to destruction
cycles, and characterizing them by "representative assemblages"
(any group of artifacts found in the same stratigraphic context,
i.e. within a single construction-destruction episode, not to be
confused with a "typological assemblage," which is when artifacts
are grouped together because of similarities in form; e.g.
pottery vessels which are all of the same kind of clay and have
the same decoration,).
stratigraphic excavation is the orderly removal and
recording of the material of the tel, dividing it (and the
artifacts in it) into "depositional units" or "loci" which model
the excavator's interpretation of how these units came to form
the tel.
The standard practice in Israel is to layout a grid of 5 x 5
meter squares over the excavation area and to give each "square"
supervisor responsibility for excavating one square. Note: using
a 5 x 5 meter grid is rather arbitrary. Prehistoric digs often
use 1 x 1 meter squares, while some other digs prefer a 10 x 10
meter unit. In fact the area excavated at Dor is not a full 5 x 5
meters. Each square is required to have a border of 0.20 meters
on all sides. This means that the squares are really 4.6 x 4.6
meters (5.00 - 0.20 - 0.20 = 4.6). Two adjacent square will have
a "wall" of debris 0.40 meters thick between them. These walls
are called balks. The main purpose of a balk is to preserve a
record of the vertical relationships of the excavated materials
in that part of the square (see below for more information on
balks) .
The locus is the basic and primary depositional unit upon
which all else is built. This is why much time must be spent in
cleaning and defining each locus, and making sure that all
artifacts are attributed to the correct locus (i.e. making clean
separations). Mistakes at this level can seldom be corrected
later. The locus models a single depositional act, such as the
filling of a garbage pit or the collapse of a wall. A stratum is
the grouping together of all loci belonging to the same
construction to destruction cycle, with their associated cultural
assemblage. This is a model which seeks to link single loci in
one area together, and then link areas across the tel into a
single cultural phase. The stratigraphic analysis of the
excavation is the process by which these models of the
construction to destruction of the site are built - the
aggregation of loci to strata.

Definitions
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Examples of some of the various types of loci are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
8.

Fills (fill down to floor)
Walls
pits
Robber Trenches
Foundation Trenches
Drains
Burials
Floor Makeup (on occasion)
Non-Stratified Messes
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B.
1.

HOW LOCI WORK How Loci Are Numbered -

Each locus (including walls, installations, etc.) in the
excavation is designated by a unique four or five digit number,
prefixed by the letter L (for all deposits or debris-layer loci)
or N (for walls, and occasionally other constructional features).
Uniqueness of locus numbers is insured by sequentially assigning
them from a "bank" of unused numbers allocated to each area at
the beginning of each season. By consulting a table of the blocks
of numbers allocated to the different areas over the years one
may find the area in which a particular locus is located, and the
year of its excavation, from its number alone.
2.

Opening and Closing Loci -

a. When in doubt - open a new locus! Uniting the artifacts from
two loci which turn out to be the same deposit is a straightforward matter. "Splitting" the artifacts from a locus into two
groups is often impossible.
b. All other things being equal, a scheme which uses fewer locus
numbers to describe a given situation is preferable. When
possible try to avoid assigning numbers to features which are
clearly parts of the same "thing" and/or are unlikely to produce
much artifactual evidence. Example: the two walls and channel of
a drain technically could receive separate locus numbers, but are
treated as part of the same feature. However, any artifacts
retrieved from a "sub-feature" (e.g. an assumed, but unseen,
foundation trench next to a wall) must be separated under a
different basket tag, and their place of origin clearly marked on
the basket list and the locus card.
c. Whenever a new feature appears within a locus - close the old
locus and open new ones. A couple examples:
i. When the top of a wall is encountered the locus which
came down on top of the wall is closed and three new ones
(usually) are opened: one for the wall and one for the
material on each side of the wall.
ii. While excavating a locus a patch of distinctly different
material is encountered. It is gray and full of bones, ash
and pot sherds; clearly a garbage pit. The old locus is
closed and two new ones (usually) are opened: one for the
pit and one for the material into which the pit is dug.
d. A wall, or any other clear feature, which crosses a balk into
another square, should be given the same number on both sides of
the balk (remember, balks are artificial barriers). The same
holds true if the feature crosses an Area boundary. Each square
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supervisor through whose square the feature passes will fill out
a card for that feature, describing its relationships in his/her
square. If two walls have initially been given different numbers
and then turn out to be the same feature, one locus card is
closed (explaining that, for example, W9567 is the same as W9458)
and from then on only the other number is used. If a wall has
several construction stages, each stage is described separately,
but under the same wall number.
3.

Loci, Interfaces and Features -

a. An interface is the abstract plane where two loci meet. It is
also referred to as the relation between these two loci.
Sometimes one needs to refer to the interface itself, as distinct
from the loci adjacent to it. A case in point is floors.
b. A floor (defined as the surface upon which people lived and
moved and had their being) has the same number as the deposit
(locus) above it (an exception to this rule is the "Phantom
Locus" described below). When an object is described as coming
from "Dor Stratum III" it means that the object came from above
the floor of stratum III. If a locus starts out as a fill, and
then a floor turns up over all, or part, of the area - close the
current locus and describe it as "deposit down to floor". The
floor surface gets the number of the locus above it, while the
floor make up gets the new number of the deposit (locus) below
(for more on the zen of floors and associated deposits see below;
this is actually one of the most crucial aspects of the
stratigraphic analysis).
c. The cut-off point between the deposits "above" and "below" a
floor is the plane of the floor itself. The material which has
collapsed on the floor did so at the time the floor was last
used, or after. The material below the plane of the floor comes
from the time the floor was laid, or earlier. Now comes the
tricky part conceptually. The "living surface" (the surface on
which all human activity took place) of the floor belongs to the
locus above it and is called by that locus number, while the
makeup of the floor is usually lumped together with the locus
below. If the makeup of the floor is fairly substantial, say
crushed limestone 4 cm. thick, and contains some artifacts, then
it may be assigned its own locus number. If the floor makeup is a
very thin layer, without any significant finds (which is usually
the case), then the floor makeup is united with the deposit
(locus) below. If there is a destruction layer, or vessels in
situ (i.e. the vessels are found as they were left by the last
people who used them, not scattered in a fill which got tossed in
a depression to level it out long after the floor went out of
use), or other sUbstantial occupational accumulation on the
floor, then that material may be assigned a separate locus number
(and the floor will, of course, have this number), or be isolated
in a different basket with a new tag (marked as "is" for in situ
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material in the stratigraphic definition column of the basket
list) and still be considered as part of the fill above the
floor.
d. Features: Whereas a locus is any depositional unit (i.e. a
volume of dirt, or mudbrick, or whatever), a feature is something
which was intentionally constructed in order for a certain
activity to take place within it. Examples includes an oven, a
room, a house. Note that unlike loci features are not mutually
exclusive. An oven is a feature within a room which is a feature
within a house, and so on. Many features are composed of only one
locus, e.g. a small pit. In such a case the feature is referred
to by its locus number. There are, however, mUlti-locus features.
A room (feature) might contain a series of floors, each with one
or more debris layers. Such a feature is usually referred to by
the number of the lowest locus which is associated with it, i.e.
which is an integral part of that feature. More baffling still
are features which have no directly associated loci.
4.

Features and Phantoms and Ghosts, Oh My! -

a. Ghost Features: certain stratigraphic features may not be
visible in the fill as it is being excavated but whose existence
must be postulated from other evidence in the square. These will
require either that separate loci, or at least separate baskets,
be opened to take account of their presumed presence. Chief among
these are foundation trenches and robbed-out walls. Most walls
were built into foundation trenches (the notable exception being
"poured" Roman cement-and-rubble foundations). These trenches are
not always visible. They may have been back-filled with exactly
the same material as the soil into which they were dug, or the
foundation could fill the entire trench. Sometimes the foundation
is laid up against one wall of the trench, but not the other. The
foundation trench would then only be visible on one side of the
wall. When excavating alongside a wall it is almost impossible to
know how far down the bottom of the wall is. Therefore, if there
is the least suspicion that excavation may already be below the
floor level of a particular wall (and in very many cases all we
have left is the foundation below the floor), keep all finds
originating from the fill just adjacent to the wall in separate
baskets. These will be tagged with the wall's number because it
is assumed that they are coming from a possible foundation trench
for that wall. All records should note that this is an assumed,
not observed, separation. After the bottom of the wall has been
reached it can usually be decided if this was a valid
assumption/separation, or not, and all records then be updated to
reflect this decision.
Many walls, especially ashlar walls, were robbed in
antiquity. Whenever there is a reason to believe that a robber
trench may have existed, a separate locus should be opened along
the line of the "missing" wall.
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If a Ghost locus is created it must be clearly stated on the
card that the feature was only suspected, not actually seen. A
comment should also be added to the locus card of the locus to
which this Ghost locus would otherwise have been assigned noting
the presence of, extent of, nature of and reason for the Ghost
locus. In the foundation trench example above, the square
supervisor would add a note to the card of the debris locus
adjacent to the Ghost foundation trench explaining that a narrow
band of material that would otherwise have been assigned to the
debris locus has instead been assigned a separate locus number as
a suspected foundation trench. The same kind of brief notice
should also be added to the comments section of all baskets from
Ghost features; i.e. there should be a statement of what adjacent
locus the basket would have belonged to if it had not been
assigned to the Ghost feature.
b. Phantom Loci: Each feature must have a locus number.
Occasionally this means that a number must be assigned to an
entity which has no real "volume" and out of which no artifacts
are recovered. The circular smear left by the walls of a
tabun/oven on a plaster floor, when the walls themselves have
long since disappeared, would be a phantom locus. Another example
would be a pit which is seen in the balk after it has been
excavated. A locus will be opened for this pit and all the locus
cards of neighboring loci will be marked as being probably
disturbed by this pit.
5.

Separations-

a. Separation: One of the main aims of excavating
stratigraphically is to isolate all the artifacts from one locus
from all the other loci around it. Another way of putting it is
to try to "deliver" assemblages which are as "clean" as possible.
However, it is impossible to be "clean" all the time. If there is
ever the suspicion that contamination has occurred it must be
noted down on all relevant locus cards and basket registration
lists. The reason for the expected disturbance must also be
stated. Example: After a couple days of excavation a pit which
was undetected while a locus was being dug is noted in the
section. The locus card for the locus contaminated by the pit,
and all baskets from that locus, must be updated to make clear
that the discovery of the pit is the reason for the
contamination. If possible the date of the contamination should
be noted. Did a Roman pit contaminate an Iron I fill, or was it
an Iron II pit?
b. Twilight Zones: Of course it is very difficult to maintain
such rigid separations, especially when excavating adjacent
fills. In order to handle this situation special baskets are
opened which contain all the materials which come from the
doubtful boundary area between the loci. These are known as
"Twilight Zone Baskets." It is best to assign all twilight zone
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baskets to only one locus, rather than, for instance, all the
sherds to one locus and all the other materials to the other
locus. Asa general rule, all material from the border between
two loci should always go into the baskets of the more disturbed
of the two, or the later of the two loci.
Final Note on Ghost-Twilight-Phantom Features: Use these
only when a situation really warrants it. Most often careful,
patient and clean digging will permit the detection of most
features. Meaningless loci are to be avoided! If it turns out
that half of a square supervisor's baskets are from Twilight
Zones something is wrong!
c. Sealing: When a locus is separated from another locus by an
intact physical barrier (like a floor), the upper locus is said
to seal the lower locus (remember, the floor has the number of
the locus above it). This means that there is (or should be) no
question that the material beneath the sealing locus is clearly
earlier than the sealing locus, and that there has been no
mixture of artifacts between the two. This is crucial for the
stratigraphic analysis. About the only thing which can usually be
said about artifacts from a fill is that they are earlier than
the element which seals them. Nothing at all can be said about an
unsealed locus. The ideal example is a thick, unbroken plaster
floor which reaches all four walls of a room.
If a deposit comes down on a floor, but the floor only
spreads across part of that deposit - close the locus and open
two new ones: one for the "sealed" material below the floor, the
other for the "unsealed" material which is below the level of the
floor. When excavating the area of a "sealed" locus the new locus
should always be made slightly smaller than the sealing feature,
and all objects of questionable origin should be put in the
baskets for the adjacent unsealed material. If for some technical
reason a series of super-imposed loci have been opened which are
clearly the same deposit, and the top locus was sealed by a
floor, then the others may be said to be sealed by the same
floor. One should not be over-zealous here; a Roman stone-paved
street may seal an Iron age deposit 3 meters down, but it is not
likely to have any real pertinence. A fill under a wall is
sealed! Think of the wall as a very thick, narrow floor. After a
wall is removed the fill underneath it is a separate locus from
the loci on either side. It should be excavated as a separate
locus until it is clear that it is the same material as an
adjacent locus.
d. It is impossible to list all possible reasons for separating
loci. Only those which tend to be forgotten will be mentioned.
When excavating alongside a wall:
i. The fill adjacent to the wall must be separated from the
fill below the bottom of the wall. When the bottom is
reached a new locus must be opened. Usually it is only
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realized that the bottom of a wall has been reached
after digging some 10-20 cm. below that level. You
can't tell that a wall has no more lower courses until
you reach the level of where that course should be! In
this case notes should be added to the locus card of
the fill adjacent to the wall, and the one below the
level of the wall, stating which baskets probably
contain material from below the bottom of the wall.
Similar notes should be added to the comments section
of the baskets which may come from below the level of
the wall.
ii. When it seems likely that the base of the superstructure
of the wall has been reached and that the excavation is
now adjacent to the foundation a new locus must be
opened. This is below floor level, even if the floor
itself has not been observed - see point c. above.

e. "Technical" Divisions - Now and then an area supervisor or
director will tell a square supervisor to make a "technical"
change in locus. What does this mean? First it is important to
grasp a fundamental concept behind the evaluation of the
stratigraphy at Dor. Each locus is conceived of as a rectangular
box of debris, i.e. its sides are more or less regular. This
"abstraction" or simplification allows the evaluator to handle
the loci as "building blocks" one atop the other, or to one side
or the other, and makes the relationships of the hundreds of
excavated loci easier to describe. Imagine how difficult it would
be to explain a single locus of red mud brick debris which comes
down on a wall, and which then continues down on each side as the
same brick matrix. Instead of having three new loci (the wall,
and one on each side of the wall), you would only have one (the
wall), and the only way you could describe the locus is as some
sort of inverted "U". "Technical" separations occur when some
feature is found while excavating which might make a description
"hazy."
Example 1: Because of a great number of pits in one area a
supervisor is left with an undisturbed locus which has the shape
of a figure-So Instead of trying to describe this as one locus,
the supervisor breaks it into ~ loci of approximately circular
shape. This will have no affect on the final analysis of the
stratigraphy, it is just a book-keeping "trick."
Example 2: Another supervisor has excavated loci on both sides of
a wall. In order to find the bottom of the wall the supervisor
has to go below it on both sides. This leaves the wall sitting on
its own short pedestal of debris, which it seals. Once the wall
is removed, the pedestal is excavated as a sealed deposit and
receives its own locus number. When the pedestal has been brought
down level with the loci on either side the supervisor may decide
to "collapse" all three loci together because it makes more
logical sense to deal with them that way. Again, this has no
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affect on the final analysis. The supervisor could have continued
excavating all three loci separately until some other feature
(such as a wall running below all three loci appeared) appeared
which necessitated a real change in locus.
Example 3: The notorious "Walking Locus" trick. Imagine a
situation where the ancients poured different kinds of debris
down a slope, as for example in building a rampart. Each layer is
a different locus, but instead of being relatively level, they
are at a pronounced slant. When the first locus of this sloping
set of loci is uncovered it will appear as a thin line of
material in one part of the square. Since this is a change in
matrix the old locus is closed and two new ones are opened, one
for the new material, the other for the continuation of the old
locus (see walking locus box 1). Another pass down across the
square takes the supervisor further into the sloping locus. The
sloping material now takes up more of the digging surface of the
square, and the other less. At some point in the excavation of
the first sloping locus the next one below will likely be
encountered. It will appear as a thin line of material on the
edge of the first sloping locus. The first sloping locus will be
somewhere in the middle of the square, and the original locus
will be at the other edge (see walking locus box 2). Eventually
the original locus will be completely excavated and the first
sloping locus will exist only as a rather small patch of debris
in one part of the square, while the second sloping locus will
have spread across most of the rest of the square (see walking
locus box 3). Top plans showing the first sloping locus in the
process of excavation would show how this feature appears to have
"walked" across the square. The way to avoid this awkward
situation is to dig first the shrinking locus because it lies on
top of the other and is a later deposit. Once this locus is
removed the sloping locus will be revealed clearly for what it
is, and can be excavated properly.
6.

Last Thoughts -

In many situations there is no single "solution" to a
problem, and any scheme which conforms to these guidelines, and
enables the individuals performing the stratigraphic and artifact
analyses to make the correct distinctions, will be considered
correct.
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C.

The Art of Artifact Analysis -

1.

Introduction -

The complex network of "finds" which we label a "stratum"
has two main components:
a. Architectural remnants and deposits of debris (walls and
loci).
b. A large variety of "portable" objects called "small
finds" (even a stone anchor is "small" in that we can
move it).
A stratum (or phase or stage for that matter) is a set of
architectural remnants (et al) and "small finds" which are
believed to have been used together in one certain period.
Artifact analysis is conducted in two main stages:
a. First, all small finds are grouped together that are supposed
to belong to the same stratum, i.e. to the same set of interrelated walls and loci. The result of this grouping is an
assemblage of (mainly) pottery vessels and sherds, and also
glass, metal, stone, etc. artifacts which represent the material
culture of a certain (architectural) stratum. This is the most
important step in artifact analysis for two main reasons:
i. It is very difficult for an outsider, critic or reviewer
to criticize or repeat this process because they are unable
to examine all the evidence again first hand (although in
the Dor excavation reports a great effort is made to
facilitate this sort of criticism).
ii. By conducting a careful stratigraphic excavation on a
tel of super-imposed layers the excavators are able to
base chronological and other conclusions on internal
evidence, unbiased by comparisons with other sites or
previous knowledge.
b. The second stage comes only after this initial analysis. This
is the examination of specific classes of finds (coins, bones,
etc.) by different experts who look for external evidence which
will help deduce the date/nature/significance of the various
small finds.
Field work can contribute little to stage b of the analysis,
which is based mostly on the examiner's expertise. The first
stage, however, i.e. the grouping of small finds into
stratigraphical/chronological assemblages depends almost
exclusively on correct excavation and registration.
This grouping is based on the stratigrapher's stratigraphic
analysis and should theoretically be a straight forward matter.
For example, if our distinguished glass expert wants to examine
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the stratum XXII glass assemblage, all that should be necessary
is for him/her to look for all the loci the stratigrapher
assigned to stratum XXII, "fish" for glass artifacts in these
loci, and there he/she is! Alas, in reality things are seldom so
simple; in many cases loci have, chronologically speaking,
"mixed" contents.
Mixtures are often unavoidable. There are fills which were
already mixed in antiquity (how thoughtful of them!) - nothing we
can do about that, and sometimes fills from different periods are
just indistinguishable - even to the most experienced
archaeologists. still, sometimes we create mixtures by inaccurate
excavation and/or registration.
For the stratigrapher to do his/her job mixtures are of
little consequence. I.e. if two super-imposed rooms, separated by
a thick floor, are excavated, but somehow the pottery from above
and below the floor gets mixed together (the recorder makes an
error assigning baskets from below the floor to the locus above
the floor), the stratigrapher will still be able to deduce that
Room A belongs to a later stratum than Room B. The artifact
analyzer, however, will receive false information concerning the
contents of these rooms
Therefore, excavators and recorders must remember that a
solid "correct" stratigraphical sequence of loci is not enough
for the artifact analyzer. This is only part of the required
information. Of crucial importance for the analyzers is to have
an honest and (as far as possible) accurate description of the
actual source for each small find.
2.

Avoiding Mixtures while Excavating and Recording -

The most sophisticated registration system cannot makeup for
sloppy excavation! However, a wretched job of recording can ruin
the most carefully conducted excavation! It is crucial to do
everything possible while excavating to avoid mixing artifacts
from different loci. In the main this is done by the proper
division of debris and walls (with their attendant small finds)
as they are excavated into separate and distinct loci. These
methods have been described above. The use of twilight zone
baskets is one of the main techniques used to avoid mixtures when
excavating adjacent fills (one of the most difficult and frequent
situations encountered), as has already been described.
Following are a couple of examples which show how a bucket's
"actual" definition can come to differ from its "formal" (i.e.
recorded) definition:
a. L9000 is being excavated beside W9002. The excavator must
change locus when the bottom of the wall is reached. But it is
only clear that the bottom of the wall has been reached by going
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below that level (unless, of course, you have X-ray vision and
can see the bottom of the wall through the dirt!). This afterthe-fact locus change must be noted in the locus card, and it
must also be noted in the registration list that certain buckets
are mixed and contain material from above and below the bottom of
the wall; i.e. they contain material from two different loci. It
must be explicitly stated which buckets these are.
b. A massive pavement has been removed, and a new locus opened.
This new locus is sealed by the pavement. Only a little bit of
this locus is dug before lunch. Upon returning from lunch the
square supervisor spots a tour guide pointing out different parts
of the square by tossing pot sherds into it. The best thing to do
would be to close the current basket from that locus, then open a
new "unsealed" basket in place of the previous one, take the
locus down 5-10 cms, close the "unsealed" basket, and finally
open a new "sealed" basket since any contaminating material was
on the surface of the exposed locus. Notes will go in the
comments for each basket, and on the locus card, explaining why
these baskets were opened, closed and had different cleanliness
codes.
3.

Restoration Pottery: Excavation and Registration -

A small number of the pottery pieces excavated can be put
back together to create complete, or partial, vessels. These are
sent for Restoration (i.e. "mending").
usually pottery is sent to restoration straight from its
excavation in the field. Often the pieces of restorable vessels
are found close together; they may even be found maintaining the
original shape of the vessel because they only broke after, or
as, they were buried. When dealing with only a single, clearly
recognizable vessel, all its possible pieces are to be collected
into one box or bucket (if all the pieces cannot be found, send
the entire locus for restoration - see below). If there are joins
which are visible in the field (i.e. it is clear where two pieces
are to be joined together), but which may no longer be apparent
after being placed in the bucket, the pieces should be marked
appropriately before being sent from the field (the recorder or
area supervisor can explain how this is to be done). The bucket
tag should be marked with a circled R. and a (R) should be
entered in the comments section of the basket list for that
basket.
More often a locus will contain several restorable vessels.
In this case the entire locus should be sent for restoration.
This means that all pottery pieces from that locus must be
meticulously collected, and all buckets marked with a circled R,
both on their tags and in the registration list (3 in R, (R) in
comments). If it is possible to isolate most of the pieces of
different vessels in different buckets, do so. Each tag should
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then be marked to indicate which vessel the sherds in a specific
basket are from. Example: A locus contains three restorable
vessels: two cooking pots and a large storage jar. Each cooking
pot gets its own basket, and the tags say "vessell" and "vessel
2." The storage jar takes up three baskets; these could each be
marked "vessel 3," or even "vessel 3A," "vessel 3B," "vessel 3C."
comments should note that the excavator attempted to collect
each vessel in its own basket, but that the entire locus was sent
for restoration in order to be on the safe side. Mark all joins
when possible. When in doubt, let the pottery reader render
judgement; send the entire basket with a circled R? marked on the
tag, and a (R?) in comments. The decision regarding the "fate" of
these buckets will be made at the pottery reading. If it is
decided not to keep the vessel(s) for restoration, these changes
should be noted on the tags and registration lists at the reading
(the same is true if it is decided to keep a bucket of pottery
for restoration which was not so designated in the field).
If it is decided that a locus should be restored after some
of its buckets have been sent from the field without a "R" on
them, someone must be sent to the pottery washing site to add the
"Rs". The same holds true for buckets found on different days. If
at the beginning of a day a locus excavated the previous day
comes down suddenly on a floor with in situ vessels, the buckets
from the pervious day should be marked for possible restoration.
Likewise, once baskets from a locus have been marked for
restoration, all subsequent baskets from that locus must go for
restoration until the locus itself is closed.
In all cases the "comments" section of the basket list
should contain an explanation of why the locus was sent for
restoration, and what the restorers should be looking for (e.g.
cooking pots, lamps, storage jars, etc.; one vessel, or several;
which buckets may be restorable with which others).
If it is suspected that adjacent loci may contain "joinable"
fragments, send those for restoration as well. Again indicate
clearly on tags and basket list which loci and buckets should be
restored together.
Seldom are loci sent for restoration for reasons other than
those given above, but it does happen. sometimes there are, for
instance, super important loci which, although they did not seem
to contain restorable pottery, it is felt necessary for the
restorers to try anyway.
In some cases Restoration can serve as a means of
establishing stratigraphical relationships between debris loci.
Example: two "fill" loci are separated by a wall, and it is
suspected that the wall is later than the fills, i.e. that it cut
one fill locus into two. This theory may be put to the test by
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having both loci sent for restoration. If the restorers find
pieces from these loci which join together, they were likely
contemporary deposits (of course not finding any joins does not
prove that they were not contemporary!). In this case it is
especially important to inform the restorers why the buckets were
sent to them; if the theory is wrong, pieces from the two nonrelated loci may inadvertently be mixed together by the
restorers.
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II.

The Responsibilities of the Square Supervisor:

At the end of this section are model examples of all the
paper work that a square supervisor is responsible for: day-book,
locus card, and section drawing. Please refer to these during the
following discussion.
A.

Beginning Each Day -

It is the duty of the square supervisor to inform the
recorder each morning which loci he/she will be digging that day
and how many basket tags (and of what sort, e.g. 1 for pottery, 1
for glass, 1 for bones) will be required for each locus. These
requests should be written out on slips of paper ("post-its" are
ideal) so that the recorder can fill each supervisor's order in
turn. Tags for baskets are attached to handles, those for small
finds are placed with the finds in bags or boxes.
The square supervisor will also inform the recorder of any
changes made during the day concerning loci closed or opened, and
show where new loci should be marked on the daily top plan.
Elevations for any special finds should be immediately sent to
the recorder.
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B.

Daily Records or Recording Daily -

The backbone of any excavation is the quality of the records
which the square supervisors make. It is impossible to do an
adequate job filling in a locus card by relying on one's own
fallible memory. There are 2 basic ways to approach recording an
excavation.
The first is to begin a locus card as soon as a locus is
opened and fill in all the relevant information directly as the
excavation proceeds. Once the locus is closed the information on
the "field" locus card is transferred neatly to a clean new card
which becomes the final record. This method has the advantage of
having all the material directly relating to each locus in one
place. Its weakness lies in that it may be difficult to go back
to a single "day" in the excavation to see what was going on at
that moment across an entire square.
The other method is to use a day book. The day book is a
day-to-day record of all the activities in each square. The
advantage of this method is that relationships between loci
uncovered over a span of time are easier to review. Its weakness
is in the amount of paging back and forth required to write a
card for each locus.
The area director or area supervisor will inform the staff
members of his/her group which method is to be employed. It is
also up to them to make sure that new staff are recording things
correctly. Since filling a locus card in the field is the same as
filling one in back in the office only the use of a day book will
be explained here. Those who prefer to use field locus cards
should consult section C below.
1.

"Dear Diary .•. " (or the purpose of a day-book) -

This is a small booklet bound with heavy stock cardboard
covers. Inside are pages of graph paper. This is where each
square supervisor records everything which happens every day in
his/her square.
This is a mentally taxing exercise made worse because there
is a natural tendency for the supervisor to feel like he/she must
be digging every instant, and that the volunteers will think
he/she is "loafing" while they are "working". It cannot be
strongly enough emphasized that the supervisor must make whatever
time is necessary each day to do a good job on his/her day-book.
The locus cards, which are the "formal" and "final" records for
each locus cannot be completed without a competent and up to date
day-book. The volunteers can easily understand the importance of
record-keeping and the time required to do that well. If accurate
records are not kept all their work will be wasted!
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There is no "set" format in which the day-book must be done.
Each day-book must, however, have the supervisor's name, square,
year and season on the cover. One blank page is left on the
inside and the same information is repeated on the second page.
If a day-book is being kept, the square supervisor should
begin filling in the top part of the locus card as soon as the
information becomes available. This is especially important for
the elevations. This will prevent the square supervisor from
forgetting to take closing levels for his/her locus.
Each day-book must also contain all the following elements
for each day's entry:
a. Top Plan - This shows all loci which were opened, excavated
and closed that day. Floors should be drawn in and the top course
of stones or bricks in a wall must be drawn. Any elevations taken
must be shown on the plan, either placing the elevation directly
on the plan or off to one side with some kind of code to indicate
where the elevations belong on the plan. Any special small finds
should be carefully triangulated on the plan. (See below under
Locus Card for more tips on drawing top plans.)
b. section (Optional) - If there are a number of complicated
vertical relationships which a plan can not make completely c·lear
a section drawing should be done through the square. The
beginning and ending points of the section should be shown on the
plan (e.g. A-A') and the two points connected by a dashed line.
These need not be accurate in scale, but they must show
relationships clearly. Now and then the visible face of the walls
in a square should be drawn accurately to scale and show where
any floors may have reached them.
c. Basket List - Always get the basket numbers and the rest of
the description used for each basket. This is an important check
on the recorder's work. Tabulate these the way they appear on the
basket list.
d. Photograph Numbers - These are discussed under the locus card
section. Here it will only be emphasized that the supervisor
should obtain all photo numbers from the photographer as soon as
they are taken.
e. written Description - This is where all factual observations
and interpretations go. Here is where the supervisor explains why
loci are opened or closed, what the matrix and color of a locus
is as it is first dug (colors dry out after a few days' exposure
to the sun!), the number of courses in a wall, the dimensions of
the stones in a wall, whether the courses are uniform or vary,
all possible relationships, not just to the loci in that square,
but in the surrounding squares as well. The supervisor also
explains his/her reasons for digging particular loci. All
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interpretations of the evidence should be noted. This is a place
for experimentation and the supervisor should not be afraid to
put down any comments he/she feels may be helpful.
f. Flow Charts - A "running" flow chart or "locus family tree"
showing the vertical relationships of all loci to each other is
of great value when doing locus cards. These should be done
toward the back of the book, but several extra pages should be
left because these charts need to be redrawn on occasion as they
get messy and crowded. Boxes are used to represent each locus and
wall; the beginning and ending elevations for each feature are
noted; lines are used to connect those loci which are above/below
each other. Floors are marked as extra thick lines across the
bottom of each box. If a floor only covers part of a locus the
locus below the floor and the unsealed locus are connected to
different parts of the upper box.
g. Index - This helps in tracking down all references to each
locus. Reserve several pages at the back of the book. Enter the
loci in the order in which they are opened. Whenever a locus is
mentioned in the day-book enter the page number here. It is
useful to note on which pages they are drawn; this is done by
putting parentheses around the page number.
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C.

What Mean These Locus Cards? -

This is a detailed treatment of how locus cards are to be
filled in, along with a few common problems/situations that
supervisors often encounter. Each card will probably have to be
corrected at least once; this should not trouble the square
supervisor; it is just a form of "editing".
All Locus Cards are due for review by the Area Supervisor and
Director 2 days after the locus is closed!!!!
1.

First line -

This line is for such straight forward items as locus
number, date, field number (e.g. F and G), square number (e.g.
AK3l, not 3lAK! Loci which extend into an adjoining square use
the following notation: AK\AJ3l, AK3l\32, AK3l\AJ32), and locus
type. By the time the locus is closed its type is usually clear.
Often it is just an undistinguished fill. If it comes down on a
floor be sure to write "fill down to floor". If it includes the
makeup of a floor and material below write "makeup of floor and
fill below". It is certainly possible to have "make up of floor
and fill down to floor".
2.

Dates, Levels, etc. -

The box below and to the left of line 1 contains the
following information, explained line by line:
a. Day opened, highest point of elevation as the locus is
opened, what approximate part of the locus this high point is in
(e.g. NW, E, SE, etc.) , the lowest point of elevation as it is
opened, and the approximate location of this low point. Note that
this information also gives us an idea about the general slope of
the top of the locus. The high point of a wall is the top of the
highest stone which makes up that wall. The dates are done
European fashion, i.e. dd/mm/yy. It is essential to take several
elevations when opening/closing loci. In small loci the high and
low may be virtually the same; if this is the case the two areas
must still be filled in because this affects the way the computer
calculates the volume of each locus.
b. Day closed, etc. This is the same information as in the line
above, but this time for when the locus is closed. The closing
level of a wall is the lowest point in its foundation; i.e. the
bottom of the lowest stone in the wall. Note: all debris loci
must be closed at the end of the season. This is because over the
off season wind, rain and tourists will deposit debris over the
area of the locus, providing a layer of non-stratified material
which must first be removed before stratified material is again
reached.
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c. Floor. Basically the same information as the two lines above,
but now for any floor(s) encountered in the locus. The first
space is for Floor Type. These are described according to the
following codes:
c - certain: there is no question that this is a floor.
h - hypothetical or ghost: a floor is presumed to have
existed, perhaps a line of plaster which looks like a
floor line is found clinging to a wall, but it does not
continue into the locus.
? - uncertain: the excavator believes there may have been a
floor, but can not be certain; often the case with dirt
floors. A change of sediment, without and additional
evidence, should be considered a ? floor.
e - entire: floor covers bottom of entire locus, and may
thus seal it.
p - partial: the floor is sUbstantial but preserved in only
one part of the locus.
f - fragmentary: patches of floor are found in different
parts of the locus.
"c" and "?" may be combined with any of the last three
characters to describe the floor type; e.g. "cp" is a certain but
partial floor, and ?e is a questionable floor across the entire
locus."c" and "?" must always come first in the code! "h" cannot
be combined with any other code letter. One cannot have a
hypothetical fragmentary floor!
Floors are not level, and the high and low points on a floor
should always be given.
d. Length, etc. Ball park figures for the length and width of the
locus. The computer takes these figures multiplies them together
(yielding the area of the locus), estimates the approximate
height of the locus from the opening and closing elevations, and
multiplies it by the area and determines the volume of the locus.
e. Value. The stratigraphic value of the locus comes next. This
is another code, as follows:
i - i n situ: material in its original context.
p
primary: material almost in its original context.
s - sealed: all material may not be in original context but
it is sealed by some other feature.
u
unsealed: locus was not sealed.
d
disturbed: locus is probably contaminated by intrusions,
seen or inferred, such as pits.
d?
possibly disturbed: locus may be disturbed, but the
excavator is uncertain.
n
non-stratified: wash from a slope, backfills from
Garstang's excavation, etc.
Note: The code used for "stratigraphic value" on the locus card
is the same code called "cleanliness" in the basket list. Usually
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the baskets from a locus should all have the same cleanliness
code as the stratigraphic value of the locus itself. There are
some exceptions. If an unsealed locus comes down on a floor with
in situ vessels the baskets of material from the floor will be
"i" rather than "u." Or, a robber trench cuts through a floor.
The baskets under the floor are "s" for sealed. The excavator may
want to have a separate basket for material adjacent to the
robber trench. This would be "d?" (it would also have a
stratigraphic definition of "tz" for twilight zone).
f. Removed. Some loci, such as walls, may continue to exist for
many seasons before removal, but loci are closed each season. If
a locus is closed and removed at the same time this gets noted
down then. If a locus is left for several seasons, the excavator
who removes it must go back to the original card and add the date
of removal. Format is dd/mm/yy
g. Drawn. Whenever a wall or floor or any architectural feature
is to be removed the architect's permission must first be sought.
He must draw these in on the site plan before they can be
removed. Always let the architect know as far in advance as
possible of the time when a feature is to be removed. Nothing
slows up an excavation like having a floor covering most of a
square which could have been drawn the day before, but which the
next day idles the volunteers for an hour or more. When
permission is granted a "yes" goes here. If it is just a fill or
other non-drawable locus this box gets "no". If a locus or wall
is drawn it must also be photographed!
3.

Photos and Initials -

The next box down contains two spaces for photograph numbers
and a space for the excavator's initials and the initials of the
supervisor who okays the locus card.
a. All floors, walls and installations (drains, sumps, ovens,
etc.) must be photographed. The photographer takes two kinds of
photos: working photos and publication photos. The working photos
are (in theory) contact prints which are to be fastened to the
lower part of the card. Working photos are not taken of every
locus, only those of special significance or complexity.
Publication photos will go in the excavation reports. These are
taken less often than working photos and are used of only the
most important finds. Often they will be of large areas. When
photos are taken the area must be absolutely clean and a runner
should be sent to the photographer at least half an hour in
advance of when the area will be ready. If photos are taken, the
numbers should be secured on the spot; it can be difficult to get
them later. If no photos of any sort are taken put a - sign in
the boxes. If a locus or wall is photographed it must also be
drawn.
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b. written by. The excavator of each square must have his/her
initials on the card.
c. Checked by. The area supervisor or director who reviews and
okays the card must have his/her initials on the card
4.

Seals and Sealed by -

Below and to the right of line I is the area for indicating
which loci seal or are sealed by the loci being described. There
is space here for numbers for up to three loci which could seal
the one being described on the card, and space for the numbers of
up to four loci which this locus seals.
5.

Loci Above -

Just below the "sealing" box. These are all loci and walls
which are directly above the locus being described, i.e. those
loci and walls which touch this locus. This does not include all
the loci from the surface down, only the ones closed in order to
open the current one. Note that the excavator must again list
here all the loci which seal this locus.
6.

Loci Below -

Similar to Loci Above, only for all the loci directly below
the one being described. All loci sealed by this one must again
be listed here.
7.

stratigraphic Analysis -

This is the last line of boxes before the written
description begins, including Unit, Phase, Stage, strat(um) and
PoM (Phasing of Material). This area is not to be filled in by
the excavator; it will eventually be used by the person working
out the final stratigraphy of the area.
8.

written Description -

This is the area for the written description of the locus.
Codes have their place, they are handy summaries of the evidence,
but nothing compares in usefulness to a well written description
of the locus, its matrix and its relations. If more space is
required use an additional card. Anytime a wall or locus is
mentioned in the written description it must be shown in the
accompanying top plan.
a. Summary - This area is not to be filled in by the excavator;
it will be used by the person working on the final stratigraphic
analysis of the area.
b.

Reason Opened -

One sentence explaining why the locus was
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opened. For example, "L9141 came down on a wall, closed L9141 and
opened W9164 and L9163 to the west of the wall and L9165 to the
east" •
c. Limits - Four brief sentences describing where it is located.
Each line begins with a letter indicating which side of the locus
is to be described there, i.e. (N) means that the northern
boundary is to be described there, (S) is for the south, and so
on. For example, "(N) bordered by the balk and L9323". This is
not the place to describe either the composition of the soil or
the associations of this locus with the surrounding features;
there are separate headings for these.
d. Reason Closed - One sentence explaining why the locus was
closed. For example, "Came to bottom of pit" or "Came down on a
wall, split into three new loci."
e. Matrix - One to four lines briefly describing the color and
composition of the deposit (locus). Actually what is most
important here is how this material differs from the other loci
around it. For example, "Grey, ashy material with lots of shells,
bones and pot sherds; clearly different from the mud brick debris
around and below it and the crushed kurkar (sandstone) above it
and similar to L9999 in square AK31." This should also include
notes to objects which make up a significant part of the matrix.
E.g. if one corner of a locus is full of intact storage jars, or
the locus came down on a floor with intact vessels, this should
be noted under matrix.
f. Relations - This is the most important, time consuming, and
frustrating part of the locus card, especially when filling one
out for the first time. The relationships between this locus and
all loci above, below and adjacent must be fully described. The
reason for each relation must be stated. If you say that a wall
"cuts" a floor there should be a reason why you can claim this,
such as a 10 cm. gap between the floor and the wall along the
entire length of the wall. This is the most important part of the
description, as it contains the data from which the tel's
stratigraphy will be determined. Following is a list of the most
commonly encountered associations between common features:
possible relations of two walls i.
W1 cuts W2 (W1 is later than W2)
ii. W1 floats above W2 (W1 is later than W2)
iii. W1 abuts W2 (two possible interpretations; W1 is later than
W2, W1 or may be part of same building operation as W2, i.e.
contemporary)
iv. W1 is bonded or dovetailed into W2 (W1 and W2 are
contemporary)
v.
W1 is built on top of W2 (W1 is later than W2)
vi. W1 and W2 are adjacent but too close to form a logical
architectural unit (unclear; requires observation of all
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features connected with WI and W2)

Note: Walls often have several phases (i.e. rebuildings); each of
these must be discussed separately. E.g. WI may abut phase "a" of
W2 but not phase "b" of W2.
possible relations between a wall and a fill i.
WI cuts L2 (WI is later than L2)
ii. WI floats above L2 (WI is later than L2)
iii. L2 reaches (i.e. was deposited against) WI (WI is earlier
than L2)
iv. L2 covers WI (WI is earlier than L2)
possible relations between a floor and a wall i.
Floor of Ll reaches (i.e. was laid up to) W2 (W2 is earlier
than floor of Ll, but floor is in use at same time as W2)
ii. W2 cuts floor of Ll (W2 is later than floor of Ll)
iii. W2 floats above floor of Ll (W2 is later than floor of Ll)
iv. Floor of Ll seals W2 (W2 is earlier than floor of Ll)
Note 1: Often there will be several superimposed floors all of
which could have reached a wall. In this case one attempts to
determine the "lowest possible floor". This is done by finding
the lowest floor which satisfies these three propositions:
a. The floor is above the highest point of the base of any
wall adjoining it.
b. The floor is above the highest point at which a clear
foundation trench for the above wall was found.
c. The floor is above the highest preserved point of any
wall earlier than the wall of proposition 1.
Note 2: Since a wall may have several phases it must be noted
which floor(s) go with which phase of each wall.
Possible relations between a pit and a fill and/or a floor i.
pit Ll cuts both L2 and floor of L2 (Pit Ll is later than L2
and floor of L2)
ii. pit Ll cuts L2 but not floor of L2 (Pit Ll is later than
L2, and also floor of L2 because L2 is later than its floor)
iii. pit Ll floats above L2 (Pit Ll is later than L2)
iv. Floor of L2 seals pit Ll (Ll is earlier than floor of L2)
v.
pit Ll is dug from floor of L2 (Pit Ll is contemporary with,
or later than floor of L2)
Possible relations of two fills i.
Ll reaches (i.e. is deposited against) L2 (Ll is later than
L2)
ii. Ll cuts L2 (Ll is later than L2; Ll could be a foundation or
robber trench, a variation on ii immediately above)
iii. Ll covers L2 (Ll is later than L2)
Special Notes on Walls - Walls are some of the most difficult
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"loci" of all to describe. A regular debris locus usually
represents one depositional act (the digging of a pit, the
collapse of a wall, etc), while walls can represent several
actions over time. Example: a wall is built, later it collapses,
someone uses the stump of the old wall as the foundation for a
new one, later still someone builds another wall abutting
perpendicular to the first, and so on. The point being made here
is that the excavator must always examine a wall with the thought
in his/her mind that he/she may be dealing with a multidepositional feature. Some points to remember when examining and
describing a wall are:
i. What is the wall's method of construction? Is it field stones
throughout? Are some courses field stones and the others ashlars?
Is there any variation in the stone work along the length of the
wall (i.e. was it extended at some point, or is there a section
which looks like a blocked up door?).
ii. Does any above floor construction survive, or is all that's
left the foundation? If you think there is above floor
construction what is your reasoning for this (e.g. a floor runs
up to the wall and partly up its face; the lower part of the wall
is field stone work, while the upper is ashlar construction,
etc.)?
iii. How many courses high is the wall? If different kinds of
stone work are involved, how many courses of each are there? What
are the beginning and closing elevations for the different kinds
of stone work?
iv. Is there any evidence of a foundation trench? If so what is
the evidence?
v. If the wall has different phases of construction, which phases
of the wall go with which adjacent loci? If one wall "relates" to
another, which phases in each of these walls relate to the other?
Example: You have a wall with a foundation, floor and
superstructure. The foundation of the wall cuts the fills around
it, while the superstructure is reached by the fills on either
side.
g. Value - This is where the square supervisor gives his/her
interpretation of what the locus is and its value for artifactual
and stratigraphic analyses. E.g. will the locus yield a clean
assemblage or not, and why or why not? Any special problems with
the locus go here. Does the locus have a special significance? It
is the duty of the supervisor to write this section so anyone
later examining the card can look to these two lines and gain a
quick appreciation of that locus.
h.

Top Plan - The box in the lower left hand corner is where a
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1:100 scale drawing of the locus and all associated features is
to be placed. Also, all special finds are to be indicated on the
plan. E.g. if a group of storage jars were found stacked against
a wall, these should be drawn in. The area around the central box
may be used to show related features in adjoining squares. The
basic principle is that if you mention it in the text you must
draw it in the top plan (and if you draw it you must mention it
under relationships). The borders of the locus being described
must be drawn, and the area of the locus must be shaded in with
diagonal lines and its number enclosed within a box. When drawing
the boundary line between two fill loci, and the exact line of
the boundary is vague, this should be represented by a dashed
line, or diagonal hatching over the border line. other locus
numbers discussed in the text should be underlined. Numbers
should go inside the locus where possible; if the area is too
small the number may go to one side with an arrow pointing to the
locus on the plan. It is also possible to use the same color code
on the locus card as is used on the Daily Top Plan (see below),
i.e. debris locus numbers in red, walls in green, elevations in
black, and special find basket numbers (not all pottery baskets!)
in blue. The area director will determine if color coding will be
used in his/her area.
Very large or deep loci, such as 3 meter deep pits or
extensive fills, may have relations to a whole series of loci
stacked one on top of the other; and these other loci may vary
widely in size and shape. Some effort must be made to represent
these as clepnly and neatly as possible. This can be done by
using different types of lines to represent their boundaries
(e.g ..•..• , +++++, -+-+-+, etc.), and by writing the numbers of
the loci so stacked off to one side in the same vertical
relationship using lines to separate those at different levels.
Elevations should be marked on the plan; any unusual small find
spots should be shown. Above all else, strive for clarity. Do
not include loci extraneous to the discussion. Do not clutter the
drawing. Remember that the written and graphic descriptions must
tell the same story.
i. sections - Two spaces at the bottom of the card are provided
for the excavator to draw mini-sections across all or part of
his/her square in order to show complex vertical relations which
may not be clear from a top plan or written description alone.
Also when describing a wall with several phases a section drawing
showing the face of the wall should be drawn on the back of the
card which clearly shows the different phases. These are
sketches.
9.

The Locus Card, Page 2: the Basket List -

All this material is available from the recorder. By means
of the computer the recorder can generate lists of all basket
numbers for each locus of each square in a very short time. The
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square supervisor should keep his/her own list of basket numbers
and contents; this can be used to check the recorder's accuracy,
and vice-versa
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D.

sections are Nothing to Balk at -

The trick to successful interpretation of a square is to
correctly visualize the square (and all relations between
features therein) in three dimensional space. Each feature and
relation must be examined and recorded both horizontally and
vertically. The horizontal view of your square is what you
usually get as you look at the exposed surface of your square
from above. It is recorded in the daily top-plan, the diagram in
the locus card, and the architect's plans. The main vertical
control you have is your balks - the four sections on the sides
of your pit. vertical relations are recorded in the schematic
sections on the locus card and in the section drawings made at
the end of the season.
1.

The Establishment and Removal of Balks -

As you begin to excavate a square, it will usually be
separated from all adjacent squares by a 40 cm. (or sometimes
1m.) wide gap, marked with string, which is not excavated. These
unexcavated areas are your main balks. Occasionally, you will be
asked to establish additional balks as you go along. These are
called temporary balks.
The decisions when and where to establish a balk, and when
and how to remove one, are in the domain of the field supervisor
or group director, and not of the unit supervisor. Here, however,
is the general policy followed at Dor vis-a-vis balks: Every
major deposit (but not necessarily every pit or installation)
should be adjacent to at least one balk. Never excavate a room
(i.e. a space completely surrounded by walls) without a control
balk. Balks are most effective when perpendicular to the major
features in the excavated area. A balk which runs parallel to the
main features
(e.g. alongside a wall, or length-wise in a
robber trench) is worse then useless, and should be gotten rid of
as soon as possible.
If you need a vertical control away from the grid lines, or
if the grid line does not, for any reason, make an effective
balk, you may establish a temporary balk, or you may establish a
temporary "cumulative section" by keeping different parts of the
square at slightly different elevations so that a "step" is
formed across the square. Such devices should be removed as soon
as they are no longer needed (e.g. when hitting a clear floor).
As a general rule, the more complex the stratigraphical
situation, and the less clear you are as to what is happening in
the area, the more balks you are going to need. When excavating a
Roman house with ashlar walls and flag stone floors, balks are
little more than a formality, but keep practicing, so that you'll
have the hang of it by the time you are tracing mudbricks.
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Balks should be removed in the following situations: When
they present a hazard. When they obstruct the viewing (and
photographing) of complete architectural complexes, and when
there is ground to suppose that an important stratigraphical
relation is hidden in the balk. There are two ways to remove
balks: to knock them down, and to excavate them as "mini-units".
When we are satisfied that all of the stratigraphical information
to be had has already been retrieved in the squares on either
side of the balk, we usually knock it down. We excavate a balk in
cases where the excavation of the square itself left some
questions which might be resolved by elements in the balk, or
when we suspect that there might be significant finds in it (e.g.
we had a locus which sent baskets to restoration next to it).
There is an intermediate possibility, e.g. if we want to see the
relation of a particular floor in the balk to a wall, we can
knock the balk down to a few centimeters above the floor,
excavate and clean the floor itself and the wall, photograph and
draw them, and then knock down the rest of the balk.
When the balk is knocked down it is not given a locus
number, and any finds which are kept from it are considered nonstratified. Elevations should, however, be taken for the top of
the balk down to the point where it is "broken off" and this
range assigned to the artifact. If the balk is excavated, it is
considered a "square" for all intents and purposes, and loci are
assigned to any differentiable deposit in it. After balks are
removed they should be reestablished, though not necessarily
along the same lines.
2.

The Care and Use of the Balk -

This has been the subject of much mystique. Do not be
alarmed by "balk connoisseurs" who dust their balks with
feathers, or kick all their volunteers out of the square because
they might raise dust while the supervisor examines the balk.
There are only two rules to trimming balks - the balk must be
vertical, and scraped clean.
Balks tend to slope in as we go down. This happens even if
it looks vertical. To check the verticalness of the balk you need
a plumbob. One useful trick is to lay a pick on the top of the
balk as you are trimming it, and hang your plumbline from its
handle. This way, both your hands are free, and you can move the
patish along the balk as you trim it. After the balk is vertical
you must always finish off with a good scrape (the best tool for
that is the flat spatula) or all you'll see is your own pick
marks.
The intelligent supervisor will not waste prime excavation
time for balk trimming. There are always periods when work is
stalled for various reasons (e.g. while waiting for the architect
to draw something), which may be profitably used for this
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purpose. Do not, however, let your balks grow beards. You cannot
use them if they are not clean.
Try to locate any feature in the unit in one or more of the
balks. Observe and record any relation between two features as it
is seen in the balk. Any interesting relation(s) should also be
drawn (not necessarily to exact scale) in the schematic sections
for the relevant locus cards.
An unfortunate property of the balk is that relations can
only be observed in it after the relevant loci have been dug
through (i.e. when you have cleared the surface of a floor you
cannot as yet observe it in the balk). You will only be able to
do so after you have cut through and gone below. This means that
most observations derived from balks will be "post mortems". If
such an observation has changed your interpretation of any of the
features, be sure to go back to all relevant locus cards,
baskets, etc. to correct them.
The balk, together with such walls of dug-through strata
that have not been removed etc. are also a handy reminder to the
history of the excavation of your square, and may be consulted
whenever you need to review what you have done. It is often
convenient to stick tags in the balk, to remind yourself of locus
numbers or important relations in it (besides, a tagged balk
looks snazzy •• )
3.

Drawing Balks -

At Dor, balk drawings are regarded, together with the
schematic sections and block diagrams, as visual aids to the
discussion of the possible interpretations of the unit, and for
justifying the chosen one. A balk drawing can only show what you
saw in the balk. There is no way for a relation which you missed
to show in a drawing. On the other hand, not every relation which
you observed will be visible in the balk. Often, a section across
some imaginary line will show the relations between the features
in the unit to more advantage. Thus the balk drawing and the
schematic section are complementary tools.
Not every balk drawing is a must. Also, not every balk drawn
in the field will find its way to publication. You will usually
be notified, by the second half of the excavation, which of your
balks need drawing. By default, the main balks of the unit are
drawn, unless one or more are judged to be completely redundant,
while temporary balks would be drawn only if they record
important relations.
There are several preparatory steps (besides cleaning the
balk) to be taken before drawing: The square supervisors must
talk among themselves about when in the fifth week of the dig
they will each want to draw their sections. Not everyone can draw
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their squares at the same time. First, there are a limited number
of long metric tape measures. Second, balk drawing will keep two
people (yourself plus one assistant) busy for most of a day. It
is best if the drawing of the units in the area is synchronized
so someone else can look after the rest of your volunteers
meanwhile.
Where these exist, the square supervisor should find the
section drawings for the squares to either side of his/her square
and for the other side of his/her balk. It is embarrassing when
none of the section drawings across four adjacent square match
up! When digging a square that has already been excavated in
previous seasons the supervisor should find the previous drawings
and append his/her own additions to them.
Each square supervisor should discuss his/her sections with
the area supervisor, the director, or the architect, especially
if there are any trouble spots; a consensus on the understanding
and interpretation of the balk among all parties must be reached
before the section is drawn. The examination of the balks is best
done in the morning while they are still in the shade; bright
sunlight washes out the colors.
After a consensus has been reached as to what is in the
balk, the square supervisor may lightly score lines in it to
assist in taking measurements, especially in strong light. You
should not do so before a final agreement has been reached,
because the scored lines obliterate what is really in the balk.
These lines should be scraped clean after you have finished
drawing.
The last preparation is the laying of a base line for the
drawing, by sticking two pegs at the same elevation (this can be
checked using a transit or a string with a bubble level on it) at
either end of the balk. A long metric tape is draped over these
pegs and provides a horizontal reference, and a short (steel)
metric tape hand-held across it provides the X and Y coordinates
of any desired point. The drawing must be anchored to the
excavation grid by taking a transit level on the base-line and by
recording the position of the grid pegs on the top of the balk in
the balk drawing.
Two styles of balk drawing are known in the literature
(Harris 1979:55-60). The realistic style attempts to describe the
balk as it really looks. Two similar deposits are shaded
similarly, and where the interface lines between deposits are not
really sharp (alas, most of the time •. ) the deposits are drawn as
blending from one shade to another without a line in between. The
stylistic drawing is more of a diagram. The interfaces between
each two deposits are drawn in thick lines, and the deposits
themselves are marked with contrasting raster marks, which need
bear no resemblance to the matrix of the deposit itself.
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(Actually, in the field, we only draw the interfaces, and mark
the deposit itself with a locus no. and a short description, e.g.
"L9007 - brown w/ashspots").
Balk drawings at Oor are in the stylized mode. This is in
keeping with our view of the balk as an interpretive tool rather
than an objective record. Whereas the realistic style "has the
virtue of honesty by omitting the clear cut lines which the
excavator might suppose to be there without their being visible"
(Webster 1974, quoted in Harris 1979), Harris argues that "If a
section shows no .•• interfaces it is an empty record ••• This is
because the analysis of stratification in a section is not a
question of examining the soil composition of the strata, but of
studying the interfaces ••. lf the excavator cannot define any
clear cut divisions in a section, the character of his excavation
is to be questioned. If such interfaces or divisions cannot be
defined in the section, one may reasonably ask whether they were
recognized during the excavation. If not, how were the layers
defined? To what provenance were the artifacts assigned? .• The
stylized method .• is said to contain the danger of
subjectivity ... This reservation applies to all aspects of an
excavation, not only section drawing. It should cause no concern
since we can never obtain, nor should we desire to, the oblivious
state of objectivity." (Harris 1979:58).
In the final analysis, the balk drawing, like the locus card
(and any other record at Dor) , should be an honest representation
of what you and/or other members of the staff observed and
thought while the unit was being excavated.
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E. The Perils of Paula Perfect: How to Dig a Square This section provides "working" examples of the excavation
techniques discussed under sections I.B- above. The heroine of
these vignettes is Paula Perfect; she never makes a mistake while
digging! Follow along in the illustration at the end of this
section.
I.B.2.a - New Loci - Paula begins digging her square and is given
L9000 as the number for her topsoil locus. As she digs she
notices that the crumbly grey topsoil is replaced across the
whole square by a compact reddish soil. She changes locus because
she is in a different material; this is L9001 (L9000 is later
than L9001).
I.B.5.e - Technical Divisions - Paula takes her new locus down
about 20 cm. and then notices a yellowish gray patch of material
in the northeast corner of her square. But the compact reddish
soil continues over the rest of the square. The new material
doesn't look like a pit, but it is a new feature, so it receives
a new locus number L9002. She also closes L9001 and opens L9003
in its place. For Paula this is a "technical" division because
her major deposit to this point (L9001) still covers most of her
square. Paula goes down another 5 cm. and notes that L9002 has
spread across more of the square. Paula decides to excavate a
little bit along the border of L9002 and L9003. By careful
digging she determines that L9002 actually slopes below L9003.
This being the case Paula decides to excavate only L9003 for a
while. After taking down L9003 about 30 cm. she notes that L9002
has spread to almost the southwest corner of the square; as L9003
has receded L9002 has expanded! She turns again to L9002 and
takes it down 5 cm.; she then notices that the material in the
northeast corner has become sandy soil filled with fist-size
cobbles. Here she goes again! She decides to excavate L9003 all
the way to the balk; L9002 below L9003 also reaches to the balk.
Paula sees that L9002 has a pronounced slope to it. She leaves
the patch in the northeast corner alone for the moment and
excavates in L9002, but only down 5 cm., and at just about that
depth across the square the sandy-stony deposit appears. Now she
closes L9003 and give the new locus the number 9004.
Had Paula continued to excavate the entire square in 10-20
cm sweeps her description of the locus would have been most
confused. At each 20 cm interval L9002 would have "appeared" in a
different part of her square. First in the northeast corner, then
in an arcing band across the middle of the square, then as a
small patch in the southwest corner. L9002 would seem to have
"walked" across the locus (see fig. XXX). By excavating the
debris loci carefully according to how they were deposited,
instead of by artificial "spits," Paula saved herself from a
messy and embarrassing situation!
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I.B.2.c. - New Features - After digging L9004 for awhile she
sees a dark grayish soil begin to appear in one part of the
square. After leveling the square and thoroughly cleaning it she
sees that the dark grayish soil is a band cutting across the
square. Since it is a fairly straight line she thinks it may be a
robber trench (RT). At the same time she notices that the
material on either side of the RT has changed texture and color;
the material to its left is L9005 and is looser and with more
pottery sherds, but still red. To the right is L9006 which is
full of bones, sherds, ash and tan soil. The RT is called L9007.
I.B.4.a - Separations - As she is digging in L9005, Paula
believes she may be encountering the top of a pit. She does not
want to chance that material from a late feature (the pit) will
disturb the earlier material into which it is cut. She knows that
an otherwise clean assemblage may have to be termed "mixed"
because a disturbance which was observed in the field was not
excavated separately. Since she is still not certain if she has
encountered a pit, Paula decides to collect all the pottery
coming from the suspect area and put it into a separately tagged
bucket. She takes a closing elevation for the old bucket, which
also serves as the beginning elevation for her two new buckets,
one for the suspected pit, the other for the rest of the locus,
on the chance that she may need to create two new loci after the
next pick pass. After digging across the entire locus again Paula
gives it a good cleaning and discovers that her possible pit has
disappeared, evidently it was just a small lens of different
color debris in her larger locus.
I.B.5.b - Twilight Zones - Paula excavates the RT first because
it is a later deposit cutting into earlier material. After
digging it down for about 30 cm. she decides to bring the rest of
the square down closer to the new level of the RT. In order to
keep any RT material she may have missed from contaminating the
earlier material around it, Paula collects all the pottery from
ca. 15 cm. on each side of the RT in two separate buckets; this
material is considered to come from an uncertain twilight zone.
Paula may assign the twilight zone buckets to any of these loci;
she decides to assign them to the most disturbed feature in the
area, the RT. On her locus cards for L9005, L9006, L9007 she
notes that there were twilight zone buckets assigned to L9007
which may contain material belonging to L9005 and L9006.
I.B.3.c - Floors - While excavating L9005 Paula encounters a
kurkar floor. The deposit is called "the fill of L9005 down to
the floor of L9005". Her original notes for this locus, which
just called it a "fill" will have to be changed in order to
reflect its new status. After making sure that the floor has been
drawn and photographed Paula goes through it. The new locus is
L9008 and is defined as "the makeup of the floor of L9005 and the
fill below the floor of L9005". These are crucial distinctions
which Paula will have to spell out precisely in the locus cards.
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I.B.4.b - Phantom Features - Paula is excavating L9008, which is
similar material to L9005, when unexpectedly two kurkar floors
are encountered, separated by a quarter meter wide gap. The fill,
and all the artifacts it contained, come from L9008, and in
theory should "come down on" the floor of L9008. But since there
are two different floors, which may seal two completely different
deposits, it would be ambiguous to use L9008 to refer to one or
the other of them. Instead Paula employs a bit of numeric
chicanery. She assigns three new numbers in this case: one to the
gap, the second to one floor and the third to the other floor.
The two "floor" loci will be closed as soon as the floors are
removed (the material under a floor belongs to a new locus,
remember?). In this example the first floor becomes L9009, the
second floor L9010 and the gap L9011. Floor L9010 runs right up
to the edge of RT L9007; apparently the RT cut the floor when it
was dug. When the floors are removed L9009 is closed and L9012 is
the makeup of the floor and the fill below; likewise L9010 is
closed and replaced by L9013.
I.B.4.a - Ghost Loci - Moving to the other side of RT L9007,
Paula uncovers a length of wall in L9006 running perpendicular to
the RT. Paula numbers the wall W9016 and numbers the loci on
either side of the wall as L9014 and L9015. The wall is nicely
dressed ashlars laid in "header-stretcher" fashion, with bits of
the floor plaster running up the surface of the wall in places.
Paula notes all of this, carefully measuring the dimensions of
the stones and how many courses are preserved above floor level.
There is, however, a gap of over one meter in the middle of the
wall. The sections on either side of the gap are of the same
construction and on the same line; the debris between the two
ends of the walls looks like all the other soil at that level
(L9014 and L9015). It is possible that there is a robber trench
between the ends which was back filled with the same type of soil
as the fill all around. Paula opens a new locus in the gap
between the walls, a little wider than the existing walls to make
certain she catches all possible mixed debris from her presumed
robber trench. This is L9017. In her locus card for L9017 she
will note that she "assumed" that there was a robber trench, and
what led her to believe this, being careful to note that she did
not actually "see" any differences in the debris at that level.
The baskets for L9017 will be designated "rt", with a note in the
comments that this was a ghost locus.
Paula soon comes upon a floor in both L9014 and L9015; not
only that, she uncovers a threshold between the exposed ends of
W9016. It wasn't a robber trench after all! It's a doorway! Paula
must now go to her locus card for L9017 and note that her
presumed robber trench turned out to be the entrance to a room.
The basket list entries for L9017 will have to be altered to "sa"
and the "ghost locus" comment deleted.
Paula now decides to take the RT down some more. Eventually
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she comes down on a line of field stones running in the same
direction as the RT. Here is the wall which the RT was robbing!
But, is this the foundation of the wall, or courses that would
have been above the floor associated with the wall? She now has
the option of numbering the wall. She may give it the number of
the RT (L9007) and have W9007, or give it a separate number. She
decides to excavate the material to the left of the wall to see
what its possible associations were before numbering the wall.
I.B.3.b - Floors - The floors L9009 and L9010 are not very thick
and Paula decides to lump the material of their makeup with the
loci below them. After excavating L90011, L9012 and L9013 for a
short time it becomes apparent that they are all the same matrix
a red-brown soil with a fair amount of pottery and bones. Paula
decides to lump them together as L9018. Further, it is the same
type of material as L9008. Soon she strikes another floor,
exactly the same as the floor of L9008, this is the floor of
L9018. It too is cut by RT L9007.
I.B.3.c - Floors as Loci - Paula begins to go through the floor
of L9018 and discovers it to be a SUbstantial 6 cm. thick, with a
few pot sherds to boot. Paula quickly assigns the floor its own
locus number, L9019.
Once below floor L9019 the matrix of the fill changes to
hard mud brick material with lots of ash, a destruction layer!
This becomes L9020. Soon L9020 comes down on another change of
debris all across the locus at the same level; the material is
only slightly harder than the fill above it. Paula is uncertain
if she has uncovered a floor or not. In her records she notes
this as a "?e" floor because she is uncertain if it is a floor,
but it seems to extend across the entire locus. She cannot tell
what its relation to RT L9007 might be.
After another pass over this possible floor the material
becomes a much softer red-brown material with a fair amount of
pottery and bones. This material becomes L9021. After a while she
comes down on another floor; this time a thin, gray scrappy one.
Fortunately several pots are found crushed on the floor and their
bases help give some idea of where the floor should be. It too
runs up to RT L9007 and stops. Several of the pots are intact,
others seem to mostly be there on the floor, but are missing some
pieces. Paula decides to send all these vessels for restoration,
trying her best to gather all the pieces for individual pots into
their own separate buckets, and has the recorder carefully write
"Rs" on all the basket tags and in the basket list. Further, she
has all the buckets excavated earlier from that locus marked, on
tags and in the list, for restoration on the chance that some of
the missing pieces might be there. Lastly she makes certain her
records and the comments section of the recorder's basket list
note all the buckets which belong together from that floor. After
much time-consuming work defining the floor, getting it drawn and
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photographed, and carefully recording the positions of the pots,
Paula goes through the floor into the locus below; this is L9022.
Its matrix is yellow-grey. She brings L9022 down to the level of
the top of the wall.
Paula notices that the material in the wall of the RT below
L9014-L9017 is the same as L9022. She moves to that side of her
square again. She has her volunteers clean the wall and floor for
drawing and to be photographed, and also trims the section in
that area. While cleaning the wall one volunteer pulls a bronze
coin out of a crevice in the wall. Paula notes this down; she
asks the recorder to assign a "cl" stratigraphic definition to
the coin because it was only discovered while cleaning, she takes
an elevation on the find spot, just to be sure. After all
photographs and drawings have been made Paula removes the wall,
and in so doing finds another coin. This one gets a "wm" code
because it came certainly from inside the wall, and will help
date the wall; it too has its elevation taken. While trying
remove the wall down to floor level she discovers that the bottom
stone in the wall is the one which the floor reaches; i.e. the
wall had no foundation. She next removes the floor and threshold.
Below the floor, threshold and wall she sees the same yellow-gray
material as L9022.
Now that she is below the floor Paula will open a new locus.
Since the material below both floors, the wall and the threshold
all seems to be the same she decides to give it all one number,
L9023. All the material from L9023 seems to be from the Iron 1
period. After 20 cm. she discover a dark gray ashy deposit in the
middle of L9023. She believes this to be a pit and decides to
open a new locus for it. She closes L9023 even though the
material around the pits seems to be the same as L9023. The new
debris locus is L9025 and the pit is L9024.
At pottery reading the reader pulls a piece of Terra
sigillata pottery out of a tray which comes from the L9024.
Paula's supervisor argues that this sherd may have fallen
unnoticed from balk, that someone may accidentally have put a
sherd in the wrong bucket, or even that some idiot visiting the
Glass House may have moved sherds around the drying trays. This
happens all the time. After all, all the previous material from
L9023 and L9024 was from Iron 1. Paula admits that she has no
recollection of such a sherd coming from L9024. Next day she
carefully excavates L9024 and L9025. As she sweeps the area of
the pit she notices a piece of a ribbed Roman storage jar
sticking out the pit. Triumphantly she calls over her area
supervisor who has to admit that Paula is right again. The Romans
must have dug the pit, buried some garbage in it, then covered it
with the original debris, before they put in the floors and wall.
Paula finally reaches the bottom of the pit. The yellow gray
material of L9024 continues here as well, even under the pit
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itself. Paula closes pit L9025 and fill L9024 and opens one new
locus below both, L9026. If Paula hadn't opened and closed L9023,
L9024 and L9026 each in turn she would have had a locus (L9023)
which would have had to have been described as being above itself
(L9026) !
I.B.2.b - Fewer Loci - Things are getting complicated so she
decides to give the whole square a good cleaning. As a volunteer
cleans the top of the wall he notices narrow dark grey bands of
soil on either side of the wall. Evidence of the foundation
trench (FT) of the wall! Even though three diagnostic rim sherds
come from the FT Paula decides not to give the FT its own number;
instead she tags and buckets material coming from the FT
separately from that coming from the wall itself. There is no
reason to number them separately because both the foundation
trench and the wall were "created" at the same time.
Paula's interpretation of the evidence is as follows: The
two grey bands are the foundation trench of the wall, which she
decides to number separately as W9027. This means that RT L9007
robbed out the upper courses of W9027 at least down to the top of
the foundation course of W9027.
But did RT L9007 rob any of the foundation course of W9027?
She notices that L9022 is the same material as L9023, L9024 and
L9026, which were below the floors of L90l4 and L90l5 and W90l6;
this may indicate that they are perhaps contemporary. The pottery
readings from both are Iron 1. If L9022 is contemporary with the
material of L9023, L9024 and L9026, it is possible that W9027 is
a terrace wall separating the higher L90l4-L90l7 from the lower
L902l. However, the material from L902l is Iron 2a, while the
coin from L90l6 turns out to be Roman! The presence of the
foundation trench of W9027, L9007, so close to the floor of L902l
suggests that all that is left of W9027 is its foundation. (i.e.
the RT robbed out the wall to the top of the foundation but did
not rob the foundation itself). This means, of course, that RT
L9007 cuts all the floors above the floor of L902l as well. She
suggests that the foundation trench for W9027 was dug from the
level of the top of L9022 and that the material of L9023, L9024
and L9026 was piled in behind the wall. The pottery from L9020
also turns out to be different than L902l; its is from Iron 2b/c.
Maybe there was a floor there after all!
The floors of L90l8, L9008 and L9005 are much later reuses
of this same area. Pottery from L90l8 suggests use in the Persian
period. The floors L9009 and L90l0 are at about the same level as
the floors of L90l4 and L90l5. Could they be contemporary? The
pottery from both indicates Roman occupation. Perhaps L90ll marks
the "imprint" of a wall similar to W90l6 which was later removed
some time in the Roman era; Paula found no indication of a robber
trench above it.
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The floors of L9005 and L9008 are identical, as are the
debris above them, they are possible later resurfacings of the
area. The floor of L9005 was evidently laid after the wall which
stood in place of L90ll was removed. L9005 also contains Roman
pottery.
Some time after the area had been abandoned someone dug
L9007 in order to rob the stones of W9027. They back filled the
trench with whatever was at hand. The material of L9002 and L9004
looks like material sloping down from a feature in an adjacent,
unexcavated square. L9003 and L900l seem to be debris moved
around over the area in the centuries that followed. Eventually
wind, rain and vegetation turn the top few centimeters of the tel
to topsoil L9000.
Note: If L9023-L9026 were excavated and revealed two floors
matching those of L9020 and L902l would her interpretation be the
same? What would her interpretation be if the foundation trench
of W9027 had appeared between the floors of L9008 and L90l8?
If this description seems confusing please read and reread
it until you understand why this possible interpretation was
reached. When you understand this exercise you will understand
the role of a supervisor. other possibilities might be advanced
by other members of the staff, and then the whole situation would
be discussed until a consensus emerges.
It is important to remember that the locus card is primarily
an honest statement of the square supervisor's observations and
interpretations of what is going on in his/her square, nothing
more. If there is disagreement among the staff as to the
interpretation of the observations all the alternatives should be
given and the preference of the excavator noted. If the
supervisor changes his/her mind, or a new interpretation emerges,
there is no need to rewrite the whole locus card; add a comment
at the end. Be absolutely certain to go back to all other locus
cards which mention a reinterpreted locus and make the changes
necessary to reflect the new opinion.
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F.

Pottery Reading or Reading Pottery? -

1.

Introduction -

Since it is impossible to keep the huge amounts of pottery
which are excavated every day a selection process known as
"sorting" takes place every afternoon, or every other afternoon.
At these times it is decided which pieces will be kept, and which
will end up in the dust bin of history (these readings have
additional goals - see below).
The "reading" is conducted by a person who specializes in
ancient pottery (hereafter "the reader) in collaboration with the
area supervisor, the square supervisors and the recorder. It is
advisable that all the volunteers working in the area attend as
well as this is their main chance to see the pottery they dug up
and learn something about it. Some times the individuals who
actually dug up the pieces may provide useful information about
their origin (see below).
As the reading for each area is conducted separately, the
first thing to do before beginning the reading is to sort the
trays (in which the washed and dried sherds have been spread)
according to area and make the trays into separate piles. It is
helpful to the readers to have the pottery from each tray sorted
into groups based on type of ware (cooking pot, fine thin ware,
etc.) and within each ware type by type of piece (rims, bases,
handles and body fragments). Directors will advise on whether
they require their staff to pre-sort the trays.
All the information obtained while pottery reading should be
recorded in the basket lists and on the tags. This is the
responsibility of the supervisors though the actual recording may
be done by another person.
2.

Determining the Date and Nature of the Pottery -

Pottery reading provides the preliminary, general chronology
for the material which has been excavated. When each tray is
examined the reader defines the period(s) to which the pottery in
it belongs. He/she then announces the "reading." Now the recorder
must note down the "reading" for each basket in the appropriate
part of the basket list, and on the tag. This includes:
a. The period(s) announced by the reader - e.g. if the tray is
said to have Hellenistic and Persian pottery in it, the recorder
will write down "hI" and "pr". Consult the code list for
possibilities. Always write down the periods in the order given.
The rule is that the period which is most heavily represented in
the tray will be listed first, and so on.
b. Special types of pottery - Another thing the reader might want
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to do is designate special types of pottery that occur in the
tray (see the code list under "comments codes"). Example: If it
is announced that the baskets contain Attic and East Greek sherds
the recorder will write ATe and EGR in the relevant lines of the
basket list for that tray.
c. other comments - The reader, or any other person attending
the reading may have further remarks concerning the contents of a
pottery tray. These verbal notes are to be written in the
comments lines of the basket list
3.

The "Fate" of a Pottery Tray - 0, 1, 2, 3, (cha-cha-cha) -

Once the tray of pottery has been read, the dates determined
and comments noted down something has to be done with the sherds.
There are four possibilities:
a. "3" - All the pieces in the tray are kept. This applies almost
exclusively to pottery which is to be restored. Usually the fact
that a basket is a "3", i.e. it may produce complete vessels, has
already been determined in the field, but sometimes also during
the reading. In the latter case, a "3" is placed in the "R"
column in the basket list, a "(R)" is placed in the comments
section, and a conspicuous circled "R" written on the basket tag.
The tray is then sent back for restoration.
b. "2" - All diagnostics/"indicatives" are kept. Out of all the
sherds excavated the majority are usually plain body fragments
(from which it is very difficult to reach any conclusions
concerning dates) and a minority of pieces (usually rims,
handles, bases and decorated pieces) that are more revealing in
this respect. These latter are the ones we term "diagnostic" or
"indicative."
As a rule, if there is no specific reason to do otherwise
(see below) all diagnostics from every tray should be kept; thus
the "2" code should be the one most frequently used. It is the
reader's task to sort out the diagnostics. Keeping diagnostics
serves two main purposes:
i. The more diagnostics, the more accurate the dating of certain
assemblages may be.
ii. By saving all diagnostics from almost every locus it will
later be possible to conduct quantitative comparisons among
different assemblages, which would be impossible if indicatives
are only randomly kept.
For this reason it is very important to make sure that after
a tray was assigned a "2" all other trays from the same locus
also get a "2," otherwise this locus can not be used for
statistical analysis. It is the duty of the square supervisor to
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remind the reader what the "fate" of previously read baskets from
a specific locus was.
c. "1" - A few indicatives were kept. In a few cases, usually
when the pottery is stratigraphically meaningless (topsoil for
instance, and see below) there is no point in keeping all
diagnostics. The tray, however, may still contain pieces which
are worth saving anyway (e.g. rare types). When sherds are kept
in such a non-systematic way the basket gets a "1."
d. "0" - Nothing at all was kept. For lack of stratigraphic
significance it may be decided to dispose of all the pottery in a
tray. Another reason may be that although of great
stratigraphical value, the tray does not contain anything which
is "indicative" (all too often the case!).
4.

Other Pottery Tasks for the Square Supervisor -

Along with being responsible for the correct registration of
"reading" results, both on basket lists and tags, the
supervisor's main task is to provide the reader with the
necessary stratigraphic (or other) data he/she requires. The fate
of the pottery trays is determined mainly by their
stratigraphical value, and the reader usually has only a very
general acquaintance with any given area, and certainly does not
know each locus.
Thus the supervisor must give the reader an idea of the
nature/value of the material being read. Is it from above, or
below a floor? Could the assemblage be contaminated? And so on.
Also, asking the reader the right questions may help direct the
field work. Example: If the pottery reading verifies the
existence of a disturbance, the supervisor will want to try to
locate and isolate it the next day.
Some times, for various reasons, the supervisor may want to
read all the baskets from a particular locus, or from specific
loci, in a certain order. The supervisor must inform the reader
what this order is and make certain they are so read.
Remember, the "reading" is the best place for everyone to
learn about the pottery that has been dug. Just ask!
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ISeals 9012
Close 08/07/91
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Summary:
Opened: Came down on floor while excavating L9008; floor split from N to S by
apparent RT. Floor to west called L9009, to east L9010. These are Phantoms.
Limits (N): Bounded on N by balk.
(S)Bounded on S by balk.
(E) Bounded on E by apparent RT L9011.
(W)Bounded on W by balk.
Closed: Removed phantom floor L9009 to excavate below. Locus below is L9012.
Matrix: L9009 is a phantom floor. It was only opened so that the floor of
L9008 would not end up sealing different loci on either side of RT L9011.
Relations: L9009 is one of the phantom floors of L9008; the other is L9010 to
the east of L9011. L9009 seems to be cut by L9011 which looks like a RT for a
wall between L9009 and L9010. If so, L9009 would have reached the wall robbed
out by L9011. L9009 seems to extend into the balks on N, Wand S; excavation
in AJ31 to the Nand AJ33 to the S has not reached a depth to confirm if
L9009 continues into those squares or not. AK32 to the W is not being
excavated. L9009 is certainly contemporary with L9010. It also seems very
likely that the floors of L9014 and L9015 east of L9007 are contemporary with
L9009 because they are at about the same level (L9014 = ca. 15.19; L9015 =
ca. 15.24). Since W9016 seems to have originally reached the wall robbed out
by L9007, and the floors of L9014 and L9015 reach W9016, it is likely that
L9009 is also contemporary with the wall robbed by L9007, though there was no
direct connection. L9009 is sealed by the floor of L9005, and seals L9012
below.

Value: Seals L9012 and in turn sealed by L9008. Though not in situ it is part
of a series of well stratified deposits.
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Locus Basket List

L 9157

==============================================================================

Bask.
No.
Sq.
Comments
Comments

Beg.
Ele.

CIa.
Ele.

st
Df

Lc
st Ob Ma

R

C

PI

P2

P3

==============================================================================

100514 AL32
13.90 13.76
pt
sh cr
A few pieces GEO and BOR, also one PHL.
100515

AL32

13.90

13.76

pt

sh cr

2

u

ir2

pr

ir1

2

u

ir2

pr

ir1

100516 AL32
13.90 13.76
tz
sh cr 0
ir2
pr
ir1
This is a twilight zone basket between L9157, a pit, and L9164, a fill.
100517 AL32
13.90 13.76
pt
cv cr 3
u irl
Most of a crushed storage vessel, sent for restoration. Some parts of this
vessel may be in basket 100505 from 04/08/91. (R).
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III.

The Role of the Recorder:

The recorder's job is
the excavation going. Much
recorder's desk every day.
tagged and recorded it may
section are model examples
daily plan which should be
discussion.
A.

in many ways the grease which keeps
of the raw data passes over the
If this material is not properly
be lost forever. At the end of this
of a basket tag, basket list, and
referred to through out the following

Of Tags and Basket Lists -

1.
Tags - Every morning a pottery basket tag must be filled out
for each locus which is being excavated. The tags must be written
in water-proof ink; often the tags end up soaking with the
pottery by mistake! The square supervisors will provide the
recorder with a written list of the loci they are digging and
what tags they will need. Each tag contains the following
information (see the example):
"Dor"
"Excavation Permit Number" / "Year"
"Area Designation"
"Day + Month"
"Square Number"
"Locus Number (boxed)"
"Basket Number"
a note as to the general contents, e.g. "Pottery"
Sometimes a basket of pottery will need to be sent for
restoration, which requires special handling at the museum. The
tags for these baskets must have a circled capital "R" written on
them. Baskets which have been sifted get a circled capital "s" on
their tags. If there is anything special about a basket which the
restorers or conservators should know about a brief note to this
effect should be written on the back of the tag, and also in the
comments section of the basket list.
Special finds go in their own bags and/or boxes. It is a
good idea to duplicate the information from the tag onto the bag
itself (there is a good precedent for this in ancient cuneiform
contracts and letters). This is a safeguard in case a find gets
separated from its tag, but not its container.
2.
Basket Lists - Just as there is a "bank" of unused locus
numbers, so there is also a "bank" of basket numbers (five or six
digits). At the same time as the tag is being filled out the
recorder will also fill in a line for that basket number on the
Daily Basket List (see example). The entries on the DBL are:
"Basket No." for the basket number (6 spaces).
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"Locus No." for the locus number (L or Wand 6 spaces).
"Sq." for the square number (9 spaces).
"Beg. Ele." for the beginning elevation of the object or basket
of pottery (5 spaces).
"Clo. Ele." for the closing elevation of the object or basket of
pottery (5 spaces).
Note: For individual objects the beginning and closing elevations
will be the same. An elevation is taken on each object as it is
uncovered. For baskets of pottery the beginning elevation is the
closing elevation of the previous day, or if necessary as
determined at the beginning of the day. If for any reason a
basket is closed in the middle of the day, and a new one for the
same locus is to be opened, a closing elevation should be taken
for the old basket, which will also be the beginning elevation
for the new basket. The recorder should be certain to get all
elevations from the square or area supervisor before leaving the
tel.
"st Df" for stratigraphic definition; this describes the type
of debris in which the object was found; see the "code key for
basket list" for the possibilities (2 spaces).
"Loc. Str." for local stratigraphy, the stratigrapher will fill
this in (2 spaces).
"Ob" for type of object found; e.g. sh

= sherds (2 spaces).

"Ma" for material of which the object is made; cr = ceramic (2
spaces) .
"R" for the reading, used only with pottery; a "0" means that
nothing was kept, a "1" means that some diagnostic sherds were
kept, "2" means that all diagnostic sherds were kept, and "3"
means that everything was sent for restoration. At Dor we
generally keep all indicatives. This means that most baskets,
except those from disturbed or suspect loci, should get a "2"
reading". Generally once an R code is assigned to one basket of
pottery from a locus, all the rest of the baskets from that locus
should receive the same code, unless the cleanliness/value of
the locus demonstrably changes (e.g. fill coming down on a floor)
(1 space).
"C" for the cleanliness of the basket; Le. in situ to completely
disturbed (2 spaces).
"Pl, P2, P3" for the chronological periods represented in a
particular basket of pottery. If there are more than three
periods the others are noted in "comments". These are
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recorded in order of the quantity of each period represented in
the basket; e.g. rm, hI, pr indicates mostly Roman, some
Hellenistic and a little Persian pottery (6 spaces).
"Comments" for any comments necessary to further explain the
nature of the find; also used at pottery reading for any
comments the pottery expert may have. The reader may also ask
that certain codes for particular classes of vessels be put in
the comments; e.g. EGR for East Greek (2 lines). Baskets sent for
restoration have a (R) written in comments. This is because some
baskets from the tel come to the pottery reading and are only
there discovered to have some pieces which may be restorable. The
basket, as a whole, may receive a "2" (or less) but the few
restorable pieces will be sent for restoration and comments noted
with (R).
Sifting - Occasionally a locus will be sifted; i.e. at least 50
baskets of debris from that locus will be passed through a wire
mesh sieve. When it is decided to sift a locus all the baskets
from that locus which were opened will be closed and new ones
opened. The new baskets will have a circled capital "s" on their
tags, and a (S) in the comments code of the basket list. Once the
desired number of baskets have been sifted the buckets which are
open will be closed and new ones opened, these without the sifted
designation.
At the time when the tag is filled out "Clo. Ele.", "Lc st",
"R" (except for "3"), and "Pl-3" are left blank. "Clo. Ele." will
be filled in by the end of the day, when the locus is closed, or
when an elevation is taken on a special find. "R" and "Pl-3" are
done at the pottery reading. "Lc st" is added when the final
stratigraphy in the area has been determined.
a.

The "Code Key For Basket Lists" Demystified -

Quite often it is difficult for the square supervisors and
recorder to decide what code to use for a particular deposit or
find. Remember, it is permissible to go back and change the code
for something; the change just has to be recorded in every place
where the deposit or object appears. This is much easier when the
computer is available.
i. Stratigraphic Definition - Always take a moment to reflect on
the nature of a locus before assigning it a code number. Look
over the code key. It is always easiest to choose "sa",
"stratified accumulation", but quite often another code key would
be more descriptive. Ask the area supervisor or director if there
are any questions about the nature of a deposit.
sa - stratified Accumulation - Everyone's favorite code; used far
too often. It really is to be used when the excavator is in
stratified deposits which do not conform to any of the other
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codes. A catch-all.
ns - Non-stratified - This is used to describe material which has
"washed" or "flowed" into an area over time. Examples include
material which washes into squares from the surface or balks
between excavation seasons, or the materials that covered the
seaward side of area F. That area was excavated by Garstang years
ago. The debris he piled up eventually recovered his excavation:
it is material that was once stratified but is now a mess. This
code also includes stray surface finds and things found when
buckets are dumped into wheelbarrows.
ss - Surface Soil - This key is used when a square is first
opened. The entire surface of the square will get this code.
Usually only the top 10-15 cm. of a square is "ss". When there is
a clear change in soil matrix and color it is time to change to
use a different code. Sometimes a wall will be very near the
surface and split the square into three or more new loci. The
debris loci on either side of the wall may still be "ss"
material. The appearance of the wall only means a change in locus
number, not necessarily locus matrix.
pt - pit - pits are actually rather easy to find, but not
necessarily to define. They appear as roundish spots of material
which are usually a different color from the material around
them. The debris in a pit is usually garbage and may include
ashes, bones, shells, sherds, etc. It is often light grey due to
ash. It is more difficult to define a pit as it is excavated
because they are just holes in the ground without a standardized
form. It is always best when excavating a pit to be over-generous
in defining its border. This is so because the material of a pit
is later than the material into which it was dug, and it is the
latest material which gives the date for a locus. Thus earlier
material from around the pit being mixed in with it is not much
of a problem, but pit material which is mixed in with the earlier
debris around it "contaminates" that earlier deposit. Baskets
from the edge of pits should be assigned to "twilight zones."
rt - Robber Trench - Similar in effect to pits, but dug for a
different purpose. pits are dug in order to contain things
(grain, garbage, etc), while robber trenches are dug in order to
remove things (stones, mudbricks, Assyrian reliefs, etc). Most of
the comments applicable to pits fit here as well. Remember that
sometimes a robber trench is only suspected, not seen: e.g. when
there is a gap in the exposed upper length of a wall.
ft - Foundation Trench - When a wall is being erected the
builders dig a trench for the foundation of the wall. They try to
base this wall on something solid, bedrock if its close to the
surface or sometimes just on the remains of earlier walls (this
is how walls can have several phases over centuries). The
foundation course can be laid down the center of the trench,
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leaving space on both sides. In an excavation this usually
appears as two narrow bands of soil on both sides of the
foundation courses of a wall. If the stones are laid right up
against one side of the trench, space will be left only on the
other side, which will appear as a single, rather thin band of
debris on one side of the wall. Romans just dug trenches and
poured in stones and cement that do not leave definable
foundation trenches. Sometimes normal stones are laid so close to
both sides of the trench that no indication of the trench can be
found. Usually the foundation trench is counted as part of the
wall and the same locus number is used for it. Any debris,
however, which comes from the trench will be given a separate
basket tag and defined as "ft". A final point to stress is that
"ft" should only be used for observed trenches. If a wall is
inferred to have a foundation trench, but one is not actually
observed, the basket is coded "sa" (see below), and in the
comments a note such as: "from along W####" should be added.
tz - Twilight Zone - Not to be confused with the TV show, though
it often has the same effect on those who hear about one for the
first time! This code is for those baskets from that "fuzzy" or
"gray" border area between two loci. It really should only be
used for the borders of pits, foundation trenches or robber
trenches with adjacent debris loci in order to make sure that no
contaminating material from these later intrusions is mixed up
with earlier things.
is - In situ Artifacts - It is usually very difficult to tell
when debris is about to give way to a floor. The best indicator
is when picks start hitting more compact material. The debris
right above the floor is often more densely packed than the
debris above it. This is only a tenuous guide. Sometimes a
sUbstantial part of an intact pot will become visible in the
debris; complete vessels are usually only found on floors at Dor
(they can also typically be found in pits and tombs). If a floor
with in situ artifacts is discovered in one part of a locus that
locus should be closed and a new one opened and given the "is"
code, or at least the buckets should be changed and the new
bucket be given the "is" code. This kind of deposit is one of the
most important that can be found. There may be in situ"pottery
and other objects on a floor left behind by the last users of the
area. The pottery gives the excavator an idea of the time when
the floor was last in use.
al - Ash Layer - Not necessarily a destruction layer. Ashes may
accumulate on a floor because some part of a room was used as a
fire place and the ashes became strewn around; ashes may also be
heaped in piles. Destruction layers are made up of a variety of
debris, not just ashes. Ash layers often contain burned bits of
pottery, wood and other vegetal matter so it should be sifted.
dl - Destruction Layer - What we do not see enough of. This
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material usually appears as masses of ash, burnt mud brick or
stone, and other charred remains. Can range in thickness from a
few centimeters to a meter or more. These mark clear breaks in
the stratigraphy of an area and are especially important if they
can be found in other areas of the tel, thus providing a
chronological bench-mark for the site.
fb - Fallen Bricks - Same situation as "fs" (see below) except
trickier because bricks are just molded mud. If the bricks are
very deteriorated it can be difficult to tell them from
surrounding debris. Indications that mud bricks have been
encountered are: a change in soil color to a deeper reddish-brown
with a corresponding increase in the density of the matrix. The
brick material tends to look more "porous"; perhaps due to
decomposed chaff mixed in with the clay; bricks need not be the
same color; if the debris is hard-packed, but with patches of
different colors, it may be fallen bricks. This material comes
from the superstructures of houses; often only the first few
courses above the foundation are stone; the rest may be brick.
fs - Fallen Stones - Often a crew will be digging a locus and
begin to turn up a few stones. Eventually the whole area is
stones. Somewhere between "few" and "whole area" the locus should
be divided into two, one the regular soil debris, the rest being
the stones, which will get the "fs" code. The time when to change
loci is subjective; certainly by the time half of a locus is
stones it is time to sub-divide. Fallen stones can represent a
tumbled wall or back fill at the bottom of a robber trench, for
example.
fm - Floor Make Up - If a floor is substantial, say 4 or more
cms. thick, and yields artifacts, it should be given a separate
locus number and the "fm" definition. The latest material from
the make up of the floor may indicate when the floor was laid.

wm - Wall Makeup - When a wall is finally removed the stones (or
bricks) are carefully removed. Any finds which definitely come
from inside the wall are of supreme importance for dating the
wall. Finds from inside a wall are important because they predate it. Also, a wall should be removed according to
constructional phases, and the exact stage of the wall should be
noted for each find. Before removing a wall, clean it thoroughly,
going into all nooks, crannies and crevices as far as possible
(this should be done anyway to prepare the wall to be drawn
and/or photographed). Material found cleaning the wall is "c1",
especially when it is uncertain if the find is really from inside
the wall. Finds clearly from inside the wall have the locus
number of the wall and are defined as "wm".
c1 - Cleaning - As a wall is exposed, and the loci around it
excavated, a certain amount of debris clings to the stones of the
wall. And if the wall is of unhewn field stones there will be
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little crevices full of debris. Eventually all walls will be
photographed and thus will need a through cleaning. Any finds
that come from this operation are given the "cl" definition.
At the end of a season, when the stratigraphy in the balks needs
to be drawn, or when the square supervisor wants to check
vertical relations along one side of a square, the balks, or
"sections", will have to be cleaned. This means trimming back the
sides of the square so they are perfectly vertical again. The
debris from this cleaning will come from all sorts of deposits
and will be mixed. Any finds worth keeping from this operation
will also be given the "cl" code. If a square supervisor is
certain that a particular object found while cleaning a section
comes from a specific locus (e.g. a volunteer pulls a gold ring
out of a pit in the section) it should be attributed to that
locus in the basket list, and a note made in the locus card.
ii. Objects - Old timers at Oor will recognize a major change
here. No longer is there just a contents code, instead we now
have an entry for the type of object found, and a second for the
object's material. Hopefully this will eliminate much of the
confusion of the past (was a bronze ring 14 for jewelry, or 04
for bronze?) •
sh - Sherds - By far the most common find. All broken, nonrestorable pottery gets this code.
cv - Complete Vessels - This is used of vessels which are found
basically in one piece, or which were crushed flat in place so
that most of their pieces are found together. They are "complete"
in the sense that they can be put "completely" back together.
1m - Lamp - Lamps change form more often than other types of
pottery, and in the later periods have decorations which can date
them very closely and possibly also indicate place of origin. Any
lamp or lamp fragments are tagged separately and get the "lp"
code (this is known as flIp-service").
ma - Material For Analysis - Any non-artifactual material which
might be worth examining by physical science techniques goes
here. All human and animal bones fit this category. Other
examples include "wood for carbon 14 dating", and "soil sample
from fire pit".
mo - Mosaic Cubes - These are small cubes used for creating floor
surfaces, and sometimes for decorating walls. Most often they are
white stone, but other materials and colors are possible. These
are found in the upper strata as part of the Roman structures.
The comments should indicate approximately how much of a bucket
was filled with them; e.g. "1/2 bucket of white mosaic cubes".
These can be discarded at the end of the day. If intact fragments
with a design show up the whole piece is kept, and if
reconstruction seems possible, all cubes from the immediate
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vicinity. For these intact fragments the average size of the
cubes should be noted as well as their density in a 10 x 10 cm.
section.
af - Architectural Fragment - This is for objects such as
fragments of friezes, column drums, etc. sometimes these objects
are so large that it takes a wheelbarrow to move them. In this
case, the recorder should paint the tag information on the back
of the fragment. This code can include plaster moldings too!
fr - Fresco - Actually for any surviving wall painting. This too
is found only in the upper strata. Not a common find at Dor.
cn - Coin - Usually the coins are so dirty and corroded that they
can not be read. If one can read it, indicate what it
says/depicts; for example. "large bronze coin, on back is a 'M'''.
coins will not likely be found any earlier than the Persian
period.
se - Seal - There are two main types of seals: cylinder and
stamp. Most seals found in Israel are stamps, frequently of the
Egyptian scarab variety. Note the material and design (if any) on
front and back of the seal; for example: "limestone scarab seal".
jw - Jewelry - Jewelry of all materials goes here. Indicate type
of piece (where possible) and material in comments; for example:
"gold earring" or "bronze anklet".
tw - Tool/Weapon - Arrow heads, spear heads, and sling stones are
typical weapons. Needles, plow points and knife blades are
examples of tools. Note: Stone tools, such as flint blades, get
this code.
wr - Written Material - Very rare! coins, though often inscribed
are placed under "cn"; seals may also have writing but still are
"se". Architectural pieces may have inscriptions and these do get
"wr". Papyrus will not likely be found at Dor. In certain periods
clay tablets might turn up, especially in the Late Iron Age
(period of Assyrian domination, ca. 745-620, = ir2b/c period
code) or in the Late Bronze Age (ca. 1550-1200). The most likely
form of inscription will be writing on pot sherds. These are
called ostraca (singular is ostracon). There are two types, those
incised on the vessel wall, and those written on the wall with
ink. These latter are also rare because of the moisture in the
soil. They are difficult to see on sherds right from the soil.
They are usually seen only after soaking in the pottery bucket
but before they are scrubbed. If one is found on the tel it is
"wr".
sc - Sculpture - Use this for whole or fragmentary figurines of
all materials, and whole statues (we hope) or statue fragments
(lots of these). The distinction between a figurine and statue is
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not precise. Figurines generally are hand size or smaller.
statuettes are 30 centimeters to 1 meter high, and statues are
higher than 1 meter. In the "comments" indicate whatever is
discernible about a figurine or a figurine fragment; for example,
"legs of faience figurine".
ot - other Find - If it does not belong anywhere else it goes
here. Examples include: "furniture fragment" or "gaming piece?".
other finds always receive an explanatory note under "comments".
111.
Material - If there is any question about the material
composition of an artifact the area supervisor or director should
be consulted.

cr - ceramic - Most often this will apply to the masses of
pottery which are found every day. It also applies to figurines
made of clay, or writing on fragments of pottery (ostraca).
cm - Cement - Objects of cement are not usually saved, but there
may be part of a building made of cement which can be so tagged.
p1 - Plaster/stucco - Used for architectural moldings or for wall
paintings/frescoes.
mr - Marble - Found usually only in the upper levels as fragments
of Roman or Hellenistic buildings. Marble is often white, and
sparkles where there is a fresh break.
st - stone - This is for fragments of worked stone which are not
clearly marble. Often these are architectural fragments; for
example; "fragment of limestone Doric column-drum". This is also
used for all stone tools, vessels, grinding stones, weights,
anchors, etc.
gl - Glass - Another common find in the upper layers. It is not
much found before the Hellenistic period. If the glass is found
as fragments indicate so; if a partially intact piece is found it
gets a separate tag and is put in its own box; in the "comments"
write, for example, "neck and rim of narrow glass vessel".
fa - Faience - The Egyptian "plastic"; all sorts of trinkets were
mass-produced from this stuff. Usually blue in color, but also
shades of white and green are found.
br - Bronze - Bronze and copper corrode a sort of turquoise-green
color. This is the best way to tell. Both metals get this code.
An elaborating comment must always be entered in "comments". If a
bronze dagger blade is found write "bronze dagger blade"; if
lumps of bronze are found write "lumps of bronze".
ir - Iron - Iron corrodes brown to orange red. Same rules as for
bronze.
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sr - Silver - Rare. Most often found in the form of coinage. Can
also be found as jewelry. Don't expect it to shine! Silver
corrodes to dull grey.
ld - Lead - Often indistinguishable from silver except that lead
is heavy, so a small object that seems to weigh a lot for its
size may well be lead.
gd - Gold - Even more rare than silver. Usually found as coinage
or jewelry.
mt - Metal-Uncertain - If you know it's metal, but not what kind,
give it this code.
no - Non-organic - It's not "animal" or "vegetable", so it must
be "no" or Non-Organic. This is for all material which is clearly
not organic, but which cannot be more precisely identified.
bn - Bones-Animal - A fairly common find. Use this code if you
are uncertain if the bones are those of an animal or a person. If
a palaeo-osteologist (a specialist in old bones) is available at
the time the finds are recorded get specific comments as to type
of bones found. Also give some indication of the number of bones;
for example, "a few bones" or "half a bucket of bones".
sk - Skeletal Remains-Human - Burials, or even stray finds of
human bones, on the tel are rare at Dor. If found they require
special excavation and treatment. If you think human bones have
been found, cease digging and consult with the
anthropologist/osteologist (if available) or with the area
supervisor on how to proceed.
ib - Ivory/Worked Bone - These are usually indistinguishable when
found. These are almost always parts of composite objects
(furniture inlays), or very small items like pins. Indicate
function where possible. This does not include unworked bones.
sl - Shells - Dor was a coastal center of purple dye production,
so shells are not an uncommon find, especially murex shells
(these are the shell fish which yield the purple dye). These
should usually be "ma", material for analysis. Sometimes shells
could be used as jewelry.
wd - Wood - Very rare. Usually wood is only found in large pieces
if it was burned, or if conditions of preservation are very
favorable, which is not the case at Dor. If found it will usually
be part of a building, or part of some composite object, like a
piece of furniture or the handle of a tool.
vg - Vegetal Matter - For any plant remains which are not wood.
This would include most often carbonized remains of olives,
grapes and grain.
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un - Uncertain - If there is no possible category for an object
it can only get a "un" and a note in "comments". If there are any
questions about how an item is to be entered the area supervisor,
assistant director, or director should be consulted.
iv.
Cleanliness - This is the same set of code letters used in
the locus card to describe the stratigraphic value or
"cleanliness" of the locus. The choices here are:
i - I n situ - This is material found in its original context,
such as sitting on a floor, or held in the hand of a skeleton.
p - Primary - Almost in situ. Not directly on a floor or leaning
against a wall, but close to such a surface. Vessels which
tumbled from (now disintegrated) wooden shelves on to storage
jars stacked on the floor would be one example.
s - Sealed - Material from a sealed locus, i.e. some physical
barrier separated this deposit from the one above; usually this
is a floor, but there are other possibilities.
u - Unsealed - Your average debris locus; nothing seals it,
nothing disturbs it (save the excavator's pick).
d - Disturbed - Something clearly disturbs and probably
contaminates this locus. This most likely is a pit or a trench,
either robber or foundation.
?d - Possibly Disturbed - You are uncertain if the locus is
disturbed. There is no clear sign of a pit (or the like) but
intrusive (i.e. later) material is turning up.
n - Non-stratified - For objects found on the surface, while
cleaning walls and sections, while excavating "wash" from the
off-season, and from Garstang's dumps/backfill.
v.
Periods - More changes! We are now using abbreviations for
the archaeological periods similar to those found in the
"literature". These notes give the dates for each period.
Everyone should work to memorize these as quickly as possible.
Important Disclaimer! - All dates below
nomenclature devised purely for pottery
should not be construed as an effort to
questions of periodization and absolute

are approximate and are a
reading at Tel Dor. They
solve the vexing
chronology.

-- - No Date Assignable - Now and then baskets of pottery turn up
which have no chronologically diagnostic sherds. Baskets with 2
body sherds from a storage jar fit into this category.
mixed - Mixed - Basket contains pottery ranging over many
periods, for example, rm (Roman) to ir2a (Iron IIa). For
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establishing the date of the deposit it is worthless.
early - Early - Before the Middle Bronze age. There is no break
down of the Early Bronze age, yet, because few finds from this
period have been discovered.
iba - Indeterminate Bronze Age - From some where in the Bronze
age, but the exact period is indeterminable.
mb2 - Middle Bronze II - Belongs some where in the MB II, but
uncertain precisely where. 2000-1550 B.C.
mb2a - MB IIa - Ca. 2000-1750 B.C.
mb2b - MB lIb - Ca. 1750-1600 B.C.
mb2c - MB IIc - Ca. 1600-1550 B.C.
mb/lb - Middle Bronze to Late Bronze - Transitional period. Not
to be confused with "iba" above.
lb - Late Bronze Age - Belongs some where in the LB, but
uncertain precisely where. 1550 to 1200 B.C.
lb1 - LB I - Ca. 1550-1400 B.C.
lb2 - LB II - Belongs in the LB II, but uncertain precisely
where. 1400-1200 B.C.
lb2a - LB IIa - Ca. 1400-1300 B.C.
lb2b - LB lIb - Ca. 1300-1200 B.C.
ir - Iron Age - Belongs some where in this period, but uncertain
precisely where. 1200-586.
irl - Iron Age I - 1200 to 1000 B.C.
ir2 - Iron Age II - Somewhere ca. 1000-586 B.C.
ir2a - Iron Age IIa - Ca. 1000 to 900 B.C.
ir2b/c - Iron Age IIb-c - Could belong to lIb or IIc. 900 to 586
B.C.
ir2b - Iron Age lIb - Ca. 900-732 B.C.
ir2c - Iron Age IIc - Ca. 732-586 B.C.
pr - Persian - 586 to 330 B.C.
epr - Early Persian - 586 to 400 B.C.
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lpr - Late Persian - 400 to 330 B.C.
hI - Hellenistic - 330 to 63 B.C.
ehl - Early Hellenistic - 330 to 200 B.C.
lhl - Late Hellenistic - 200 to 63 B.C.
rm - Roman - 63 B.C. to ca. 325 A.D.
erm - Early Roman - 63 B.C. to 135 A.D.
lrm - Late Roman - 135 to 325 A.D.
bz - Byzantine - ca. 325 to 640 A.D.
late - Post Byzantine - Arabic, Crusader, Turkish, Modern; 640
A.D. to the present.
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B.

The Daily Top Plan -

Definition: The Daily Top Plan is a map which shows all loci and
walls open at the beginning of each day, or opened during the
course of a single day.
Each day the recorder will get from the architect one or
more photocopied sheets which contain outline top plans for
his/her area. When walls, or features, appear which will likely
be left for several weeks, and perhaps the whole season, the
recorder should accurately draw in the outline of each such
feature on the permanent plan. The architect will say where the
permanent plans are kept. When such a feature is removed its
outline must be removed with white-out.
The recorder will draw the outline for all the loci which
will exist that day in pencil, heavy enough so that it will
photo-copy clearly. This means all loci which were open at the
beginning of the day, or were opened sometime during the day,
even if they were not actually dug that day. It is usually best
to do this the night before because of the time it takes in the
morning to fill out basket tags and the basket lists. Each locus
number is written within its outline in red ink, e.g. L9203. The
L must be written; when the plans are photocopied the colors do
not copy. If the area of the locus is too small, its number may
be written to one side and an arrow used to mark the correct
area. Walls are handled in the same way, only in green ink. The N
must be written in. Elevations for each special find, and closing
levels for each day, are marked on the plans as close as possible
to where they were taken with a small ~ and in black ink. Where
space permits basket numbers are written within the bounds of the
locus, and special finds should have their precise find spots
marked with an "X"; this is done in blue ink.
Whenever a locus is closed, and new ones opened, the square
or area supervisor will inform the recorder and show him/her
where the loci are to be drawn on the plan. When a locus is
closed its number is circled on the plan; its closing elevations
are also circled in order to clearly distinguish them from the
elevations of the new loci below.
Neatness and clarity are essential. Locus borders must be
dark enough to photocopy well. All numbers must be readable. Any
mistakes should be corrected with white-out.
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Tel Dor

11/07/91

==============================================================================

Date
Bask.

Locus

No.

No.

Excavator's Initials
Beg. CIa.
Sq.
Ele. Ele.

Comments
Comments

st Lc
Df st Ob Ma R C

PI

P2

P3

==============================================================================

11/07/91
AFS
90513 W9153 AL32
13.45 11.97 wm
se fa
A scarab found while removing W91531 it is clearly from the wall make up.
The decoration is very difficult to make out.
11/07/91
AMA
90514 L9002 AK31

12.50 12.25

sa

sh cr 1

d rm

11/07/91
AMA
90515 L9005 AK31

12.39 12.30

rt

sh cr 0

n rm

hl/rm

hI

11/07/91
AMA
90516 L9010 AK31
12.45 12.40 sa
ma bn
This is about half a bucket of what appear to be fish bones.
11/07/91
JLS
90517, L9872 AK22
15.66 15.04 ss
fr pI 0
rm
Chunks of fresco with floral motifs. Green and brown on yellow-brown.
05/08/91
IS
90518 L9162 AH21
17.75 17.70 tz
sh cr 0
rm
pr
hI
This is a twilight zone basket between L9164, a pit, and L9163, an Ir1
fill.

05/08/91
AG
90519 L9144 AG29
17.63 17.52 is
cv cr 3 i ir2b
Most of a crushed storage vessel, sent for restoration. Some parts of this
vessel may be in basket 100445 from 04/08/91. (R).
08/08/91
JRZ
90520 L9165 AK31
12.57 12.33 tz
sc mr
rm
This is a complete statue of Herod the Great found underneath the floor of
a late Roman drain.
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A.

The Dor Computer Data Base System Reguirements -

Each group is responsible for bringing its own computer;
this should be a laptop model with at least 512K RAM, and a hard
disk (20 Meg is fine). It's a good idea to have a model with a
rechargeable battery. Note: an adapter must be used if the
computer is plugged into a wall socket in Israel. The operating
system must be a version of MS-DOS 3.3, or later. The data base
program is Filepro 16+, version 4.1.
Space does not permit a full discussion of the computer
software used on the Dor excavation. The following is a brief
description which will enable a user to get into and manipulate
the data base. It is always difficult for a user to really
understand a program's operation solely from a written
description; it takes a little hands on time to get really
familiar with it. This discussion should be thought of as an
introductory text and reference manual. All recorders will be
required to spend sometime on orientation Day going over the
program.
Filepro 16+ is an extremely powerful data base program. It
can do almost anything asked of it. However, setting up all the
files, data input screens, indexes, and output formats is not
something that the recorder should worry about. It is very
important that each group's recorder be comfortable with
computers! If a recorder is interested in real data base
management I (JRZ) will be more than happy to give an
introduction.
Everything discussed here is current as of April 1, 1992.
There is likely to be a little tinkering between this date and
the dig. Handouts with notes as to any changes will be made
available then. It is also likely that minor changes will occur
during the season. However, the bulk of what is described here
will hold through the 1992 season.
The examples used below all use the Berkeley area G. The
menus for each other area are the same except that the group name
is different: Sacramento, Israeli and Canada.
B.

Entering and Exiting the Program -

In putting together the data base I have tried to make its
use by recorders as simple and stream-lined as possible. The
system is based on a series of nested menus which lead the user
into and out of the program in a tree-like structure. There are
four branches to this tree. When the computer is first switched
on it will put the user on a menu screen, called Tel Dor Data
Base Main Menu, where 2 choices are available. One is the Filepro
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Main Menu option. This option takes the user into the guts of the
program. However, the use of a password is necessary to get into
this part of the program. As a rule, recorders will not have
access to this menu. The other choice is the Tel Dor Recorder's
Main Menu. The recorder should always select the Tel Dor
Recorder's Main Menu.
"X" Key - In order to leave one part of the menu structure and
return to the previous "branch" the user must hit the "X" key.
This allows the user to back out of the menu structure one level
at a time.
Ctrl-C Key Sequence - When the user has gone from the menu system
into any of the data entry, data checking or print menus the "X"
key no longer helps. To leave a record (a basket list entry,
locus card, etc.) without saving it press the Control (Ctrl) key
and "c" key simultaneously. If a record is being entered for the
first time Ctrl-C will take the user out of data entry without
saving the record at all. If the user is editing a pre-exisiting
record and presses Ctrl-C the user will be taken out and the
changes will not be saved. If the user is ever in a screen where
he\she is being prompted to enter a piece of information (usually
either for checking data or printing it) Ctrl-C will take the
user to the menu which originally placed him\her at the prompt
screen.
Esc(ape) Key - When entering data for the first time, or editing
earlier entries, pressing the Esc key will save the initial
record, or any changes made.
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C.
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Using the Program -

Once inside the Tel Dor Recorder's Main Menu the user will
see three choices:
A - Berkeley Basket List Menu
B - Berkeley Locus Card Menu
C - Berkeley Pottery Menu
Each choice leads to another menu. During the excavation
season it is likely that most recorders will only need to worry
about the Basket List Menu. Locus Cards will probably be entered
during the off-season and the Pottery Menu is still being
developed. However, this manual covers each of these menus in
turn.
A - Basket List Menu After selecting "A" the user is transfered to the Basket
List Menu and is presented with the following options:
A - Go to Basket List Entry/Correct
B - Go to Basket Print Screen Menu
C - Go to Basket Print Page Menu
D - Go to Basket Print Diskette Menu
E - Rebuild Basket Index System
X

- Exit

By using the "Up-Arrow" and "Down-Arrow" keys to move from
one selection to another a slightly slonger description of the
menu choice appears at the bottom of the screen.
Each of these, except "E" and "X", leads to one final menu.
"A" leads to the menu where all basket list data is entered and
corrected. "B", "c" and "D" lead to identical menus. However,
each menu produces a different king of output. "B" displays
results to the computer screen. "c" sends the results to the
printer for hard copy. "D" sends results to a file on a diskette.
This allows data to be transferred to another computer where it
can be further manipulated by, for example, a word processing
program.
"E" is a special selection that rebuilds the entire system
of indices for the basket list. Any time the program is shut off
by accident (power failure, power switch turned off by mistake)
the index system loses track of the records it was indexing. "E"
rebuilds these indices so that other programs will operate
properly. It is an excellent idea to run the index program at the
end of, or very beginning of each day.
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"X," where ever it appears, takes the user one step up in
the menu tree. It allows the user to back out one step at a time.
Basket List Entry/Correct Menu By selecting "A" from the Basket List Menu the user is lead
to the Basket Entry/Correct Menu and is presented with the
following options:
A - Enter Basket List Data
B
C
D
E

-

Check
Check
Check
Check

Specific Basket Number
Basket Numbers by Date
Basket Numbers by Locus
Baskets by Supervisor

F - Basket List Data Backup
X - Exit

Pressing "A" puts the user directly in the screen for
entering basket numbers. This screen has the same format as that
for the basket list used in the field, with a few additions. A
sample blank screen is shown below:
==============================================================================

Date:
Bask. Locus
No.
No.
Comments
Comments

Excavator's Initials:
Beg.
Clo.
Square
Ele.
Ele.

Press FlO - for Help
st Lc
Df st Ob Ma R

C PI

P3

P2

==============================================================================

<
< <

<
<

<

<

<

<

<

< <

<

<

<

<
<
<

On
On
On
On
On

Bask. No. press Down-Arrow to View/Edit Basket List in Basket Order.
Locus No. press Up-Arrow to VieW/Edit Locus Card for that Locus.
Locus No. press Down-Arrow to View/Edit all Baskets of that Locus.
PI-P2-P3 press Down-Arrow tp View/Edit all Baskets with that Period.
Square press Down-Arrow to View/Edit all Baskets from that Square.
Remember to periodically rebuild the Index system!

----------------------------------------------------------------------------Screen #
ESC to Record,

BREAK to Cancel,

Record: #
F6 to Create Browse Lookup
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Cursor Control - The "Return" or "Enter" key advances the cursor
one field at a time. A field is one of the blank areas on the
data entry screen with its own heading/title. The "Space Bar" and
"Right-Arrow" key advance the cursor one space at a time within a
field; when the right-most space is reached striking either key
will move the user to the next field. The "Left-Arrow" key moves
the cursor back one space within a field; if the cursor is in the
first space in a field striking the "Left-Arrow" key will move
the user back one field. Important, the "Tab" key will advance
the cursor to the beginning of the next logical group of entries.
"Tab" can move you through the screen faster than the "Return"
key. Note that in certain fields the "Up-" and "Down-Arrow" keys
call up special "windows". Generally it is best to use the
"Enter" or "Return" key to move one field at a time.
The user types in the basket record just as it appears on
the hand-written form. This is not a word processor, so one must
be careful in the "comments" section not to break words between
lines. Pressing the "Esc" key saves the record and presents the
user with a new blank record screen. Pressing the "Break" key, or
the "Ctrl" (=Control) and "c" keys simultaneously (Ctrl-C) causes
the program to break from the record without recording it and
presents a new blank screen. Users should not press the
F(unction)6 key; this is an advanced application in which most
users will get lost. If the F6 key is hit by mistake. press
"Break" or the "Ctrl-C" sequence.
If the user is ever uncertain about the value of a reading
for a particular field on the hand-written field copy of the
basket list, pressing the F(unction)IO key will display a Help
Scre.en which will list the types of values which can be used in
that field. If an incorrect value is entered the computer will
not let the user continue. If this occurs, make a note of the
probelm entry and consult the area or square supervisor on the
correct value for that field.
Major Helpful Hint: Pressing the F(unction)5 key fills any field
with the exact same value as was in that field in the previously
entered record. This is especially useful for entering the date
for each record.
Below the actual data entry area are five lines of
instructions concerning viewing and editing records. These all
work in the same manner. For example, if the user presses the
Down-Arrow while the cursor is in the Locus No. field this will
display a small "window" which will contain a list of all the
baskets entered for that locus, in basket number order. The user
can scroll up or down in this window. When the highlight bar is
on a specific record and the user presses "Enter" the computer
will ask the user if he/she wants to edit that record. Typing "N"
or pressing "Enter" returns the user to regular data entry. A "Y"
will display another "window" containing the selected record
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within which will be the cursor. The user may now alter the
record; pressing "ESC" saves the record and "Break" or "Ctlr-C"
exits the record without recording changes.
These functions are extremely powerful features. The example
used above could be used to check to see if a specific locus has
the same stratigraphic definition (St/Df) throughout.
The first option places the user in a window which is at the
"bottom" of the basket list. From here he/she can scroll up to
see if there are any missing or incomplete entries. The second
option brings up abbreviated information from the locus card for
the locus containing that basket. Answering "Y" to the edit query
will put the user in the top part of the locus card (screen 1 in
the locus card data entry section). If no locus card has been
entered for that locus card the window will be blank. Answering
"Y" will lead to an error and exit the user from that level of
the program. The third option was described above. The fourth
option provides a list of all pottery baskets which contained the
same value (in Pl, P2 or P3) as that in the field selected. The
fifth option provides a list of all the baskets from that square
arranged in locus number order.
Basket List Correction
Everyone makes mistakes. A square supervisor may need to
check a basket number, or a recorder may type in the wrong date
for a range of baskets. How does one find baskets quickly in
order to correct them? The answer lies in the next three menu
selections on the Basket List Entry/Correct menu.
B - Check Specific Basket Number - Prompts the user for a basket
number and then takes the user to the screen containing that
basket's data. If the user is not switched it means that there is
no basket which matches the one entered. Example: If you wanted
all baskets entered from a specific day (Choice "c" below) and
typed in that d~y, but nothing happened, it means that no baskets
were typed in for that date. If the user should ever not be
switched, he/she should continue to type in entries until one
matches, or leave the prompt blank and hit "Enter"; this takes
the user to the first basket in that list. At the bottom of the
screen will be the following choices:
i. "D"elete - Deletes the basket number entirely. It will
ask you if you really want to do this. Needless to say, the
recorder should be careful about hitting the "D" key.
ii. "H"ardcopy - Causes the printer to print out the current
screen. Useful if you need instant copy.
iii. "U"pdate - Puts the user in update mode, which is
exactly the same mode as the user employed to record the data in
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the first place. You have to select this option in order to alter
the basket number.
iv. e"X"it - Takes the user back to the screen which
prompted you for a basket number. To exit the program entirely,
press the "Break" key or "Ctrl-C" sequence after leaving the
basket number entry screen.
v. Print "F"orm - A selection which the recorder should not
use without first receiving special training. If you enter this
by mistake hit "Break" or "Ctrl-C".
vi. "B"rowse - Takes you to a special "browse" screen, which
is described below.
C - Check Basket Numbers by Date - Prompts for the date from
which the user would like to examine basket numbers. The user is
then taken to a special "browse" screen where a relatively small
part of twenty basket records is displayed. This allows the user
to scan over the most important parts of a range of baskets. In
order to see the next full screen hit Page-Down, to see the
previous screen hit Page-Up. At the bottom of the screen are
another series of options:
i. Return Arrow - This moves the user onto a basket entry
screen for the basket which was highlighted on the browse screen;
the user can now examine the record without modifying it. At the
bottom of this new screen will be the options described above
under Check Specific Basket Number.
ii. "U"pdate - Similar to the Return Arrow, except that the
user is put into update mode immediately; the options at the
bottom of the screen are those for Enter Basket List Data,
described above.
iii. "S"et Selection - A choice which the recorder should
not make without special training. Immediately hit "Break" or
"Ctrl-C" to exit this area.
iv. fu"ZZ"y Search - A choice which the recorder should not
make without special training. Immediately hit "Break" or "CtrlC" to exit this area.
v. "R"eset - Basically "refreshes" the screen. Does no harm
to press this, but it does not help, either.
vi. "C"ontinous - By hitting either the Up-Arrow or the
Down-Arrow and then "C"ontinuous the user starts the screen
"scrolling" very quickly in one direction or the other. This is
useful for scrolling quickly to baskets which are not too far
away.
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vii. "H"ardcopy - User should not use this option without
special guidance.
viii. e"X"it - Takes user back to the prompt screen.
To exit from the prompt screen and return to the Data Entry
and Correction menu, press "Break" or "Ctrl-C".
D - Check Basket Numbers by Locus - Prompts for a Locus number,
then takes user to a browse screen where the first and all
subsequent baskets from that locus are displayed in a "browse"
format. The user can use Up- and Down-Arrows, and Page-Up and
Page-Down to move around in the data base from here. All the
options at the bottom of the screen are the same as described
under Check Basket Numbers by Date above.
E - Check Baskets by Supervisor - Prompts for the initials of a
supervisor. This is useful if a supervisor has baskets from one
locus which are split between different squares. "D" would not
retrieve this data. The user is taken to a browse screen where
all baskets for a specific supervisor are displayed in locus
order, and within each locus by square. Scrolling and all options
at the bottom of the screen are as discussed above.
F - Basket Data List Backup - Prompts the user for diskettes on
which to back up the complete basket list. There should always be
~ complete backups at all times. Imagine if you only had one
backup copy and started another backup on that same set of
diskettes when a sudden power surge wipes out the computer and
the diskette inside! All the data typed in up to that time will
be totaly wiped out. If a second backup was available, it would
be simple to retrieve this disaster. Two backups is a must!!
At the end of every day on which baskets have been entered
or edited one backup copy should be made (Monday to Thursday). At
the end of the week (Friday) the second backup should be made.
These are called the "daily" and "weekly" backups. The two copies
should be kept in separate places, so that if an accident occurs
both are not destroyed. The weekly copy could be kept with the
director, the daily with the recorder.
Basket Print Screen - Page - Diskette Menus
When the user selects one of these options he/she is taken
to one of three virtually identical screens filled with what may
seem like a bewildering sea of print choices. The headings at the
top of the screen indicate which menu the user is in. Do not
forget to put a diskette in drive a: if you select "D". If you do
not the computer will not be able to transfer the data. Again, by
using the arrow keys to move from one choice to another slightly
longer explanations appear at the bottom of the screen.
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Basket List Main options
Select by Period and Other
Print Daily Basket Lists
I Print Pottery by 1 Period
Print Basket Lists for Date Span J Print Objects by Strat Def
Print Basket List for Locus Card K Print Pottery by R
Print List for Range of Loci
L Print Objects by Comments
Print by Supervisor's Initials

Select by Object/Material
F Print by Object Type
G Print by Material
H Print by Object and Material

x-

Exit

This set of selections is really much less formidable than
it appears, and is simpler than the data entry and correction
procedure described earlier. When the user selects an option
he/she will immediately be faced with a screen which will prompt
him/her for an entry which will determine the type of records to
be printed. In some cases the user will have to enter two items
by which the program will select, sort and print data. In some
cases, the program will prompt you for the same data twice;
nothing is wrong, this is just the way the program works. Simply
type in the exact same item(s) again.
Now we shall briefly examine each of these choices in turn
so that the user will have a better idea what to expect from each
selection.
A - Print Daily Basket Lists - This is one of the choices which
will be used most often. The program prompts for the day for
which the basket registration list is to be printed, in basket
number order. These print outs will be part of the permanent
"hard copy" of the excavation archives. Example: Enter "12/07/92"
for a list of baskets from 12th July, 1992.
B - Print Basket Lists for Date Span - Prompts the user for two
dates and will then print a list of all the baskets between and
including those two dates in basket number order; first date must
be earlier than second. Example: Enter "12/07/92" and "17/07/92"
for a series of lists for the days from July 12 to July 17, 1992.
C - Print Basket List for Locus Card - Prompts for a specific
locus number and then prints an abbreviated form of the daily
basket registration list which will be filed with the print out
of the locus card. The order is by basket number. Example: Enter
"9872" for a list of baskets from locus 9872.
D - Print List for Range of Loci - Prompts for two locus numbers
and then prints abbreviated baskets lists for all loci between
and including those entered, in basket number order. First number
must be lower than second. Example: Enter "9872" and "9900" for
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the basket list for the loci from 9872 to 9900.
E - Print by Supervisor's Initials - Prompts for a supervisor's
initials and then prints abbreviated basket lists for all loci
for that supervisor. This is an important option to print
periodically so that supervisors and recorders can make certain
all the data is correct.
We now move into the first of two "specialist" sub-menu
sections. The first one deals with object lists organized by type
and/or material.
F - Print by Object Type - Prompts for two letter object code and
then prints all objects which match that code. Objects are sorted
first by locus, then by basket number. Example: Enter "se" for a
list of all the seals.
G - Print by Material - Prompts for two letter material code and
then prints all objects which fit that code. Objects are sorted
first by locus, then by basket number. Example: Enter "sr" for a
list of all the silver objects.
H - Print by Object and Material - Prompts first for type of
object, then for material. Prints only those objects which fit
both categories. Order is by locus, then basket. Example: Enter
"cn" followed by "br" for a list of all bronze coins.
Now comes the second specialist sub-menu. Here objects are
selected by date, stratigraphic definition or code used in the
comments section.
I - Print Pottery by One Period - Prompts for one date code and
then prints all sherds (sh), complete vessels (cv) and lamps (lp)
which received a dating in that period somewhere in the three
period fields. Pots are sorted by Period 1, then Period 2 and
finally Period 3. This is because pottery dates are entered based
on the number of examples of each period in the basket. Example:
Enter Ir2b for all baskets which contained some pottery from the
Iron 2b period.
- Print Objects by Strate Def. - Prompts for two letter
stratigraphic definition code and then prints all baskets which
originated from such contexts; sorted by locus, then by basket.
Example: Enter "is" for a list of all objects from in situ
contexts.

J

K - Print Pottery by R - Prompts for a number ranging from 0 to 3
and then prints all baskets of pottery which have that code or
higher. Example: Enter "2" for a list of all pottery baskets in
which all the diagnostic sherds were kept or which were sent for
restoration.
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L - Print Objects by Comments (Codes) - Prompts for a three
letter comments code, then prints all baskets which had that code
somewhere within the two "comments" lines of the record. Example:
Enter "EGR" for a list of all baskets containing some East Greek
Ware.
The format for locus card data entry is basically the same as for
basket list information. Differences are noted below.
B - Locus Card Menu By selecting this option the user is taken to a menu very
similar in appearance to that used for the Basket List.
A - Go to Locus Entry/Correct Menu
B - Go to Locus Card Screen Menu
C - Go to Locus Card Page Menu
D - Go to Locus Diskette Menu
E - Rebuild Locus Index system
X - Exit
"A" takes the user to a screen for entering or correcting
Locus Card information. "B," "c" and "D" take the user to
virtually identical screens for printing out data to the screen,
the printer or to a file on a disk for transfer to another
computer. "E" rebuilds the index system. This must be done any
time the computer is shut off accidentally while in the program,
and should be done once a day in any event.
Locus Card Entry/Correct Menu By selecting "A" the user is taken to a menu much like that
for entering and correcting the Basket List.
A - Enter Locus Card Data
B - Check Specific Locus Card
C - Check Locus Cards by Date
D - Check Locus Cards by Locus
E - Locus Card Data Backup
X - Exit
A - Enter Locus Card Data - Type the data in just as it is on the
cards. The major difference between a locus card and a basket
number is size. They both constitute "one record" as far as the
computer is concerned and it handles them the same way. A locus
card record requires three screens to enter all the data. Once
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you have typed in all the data for one screen move to the field
at the bottom of the screen which says: "Move to Screen (1-3)".
Type in the number of the next screen you need. If you have
finished 1, type 2, if 2 is done, type 3. If you made an error on
a screen, and need to go back to correct it, just move to the
"Move to Screen (1-3)" field again and type the screen number.
The three screens which make up the computer screen data
entry version of the locus card is virtually identical to the
hand-written form. Because of space considerations the "Value"
fields are at the bottom of screen 2, rather than at the end of
the card. However, they will print properly at the bottom of the
page. Pressing FlO in any field will bring up a help screen which
tells the user what values will be accepted in that field.
There are also three special View/Edits. On any Locus No.
pressing the "Up-Arrow" will display an abbreviated heading of
information for that locus. Pressing "Enter" causes the program
to ask if you wish to edit that particular card. Pressing "N" or
"Enter" returns the user to entering data in the original card.
Pressing "Y" displays a window of that top part of the requested
locus card, which can then be edited and saved (by pressing
"Esc," remember?). The user can exit the window by also pressing
the "Ctrl-C" sequence, which exits without saving any changes. If
the requested card has not been typed in the program will report
this; an attempt to edit a non-existant card causes an error and
takes the user out of the data entry for the original card. This
is to be avoided. This feature is useful for checking the
relations of the loci immedately around the one being entered or
corrected.
Likewise, pressing the "Down-Arrow" on a Locus No. displays
a scrollable window containing the Basket List for that locus. If
the user moves the highlight bar to a basket number and hits
"Enter" the program will ask the user if he/she wishes to edit
the basket. The procedure is identical to what was described
above. Remember, if no baskets are displayed, do not try to edit
them. This just boots the user out of data entry. This feature
has many uses; e.g. the user could quickly scan the periods
represented in the baskets for an approximate date of the locus.
Finally, pressing the "Down-Arrow" on the Square field will
display a scrollable list of loci in that square. Highlighting a
Locus No. and pressing enter will bring up the abbreviated
heading, Choosing to edit it will bring up the top part of that
locus card. The procedure is the same as that described above.
The user might use this to quickly check the stratigraphic
sequence in a particular square.
Note: This is not a word processing program with an automatic
wrap-around feature when you reach the end of a line. Think of it
as a typewriter. If you are 2 spaces from the end of the line and
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begin typing a 7 letter word, the first 2 letters will appear at
the end of the first line, and the next 5 at the beginning of the
second. The user should not split words between lines.
Note: If you run out of space in the "Relations" part of the card
do not edit the writer's text to fit the available amount of
space. Instead, when you need more room, save the card and start
another one with the same locus number at the top. Leave all the
other entries blank except for the "Relations" area. Save this
card too when you are done.
Locus Card Correction - The computer always starts the user on
screen 1; the user must change screens him/herself.
B - Check Specific Locus Card - Prompts user for a specific locus
number. If the user does not switch to a locus card screen it
means that locus number does not exist. Enter a new number, or
hit "Enter" ("Enter" takes you to the first locus card entered).
C - Check Locus Cards by Date - Prompts user for a date which
must be in European fashion dd/mm/yy (including slashes). This is
the date on which the card was last updated, not entered. If the
user is not switched, enter a new date or hit "Enter" ("Enter"
brings the user to the locus which has the earliest date for its
update) .
D - Check Locus Cards by Locus - Prompts for a locus number, then
takes user to a "browse" screen. This screen has all the loci
sorted in ascending locus number order. Again, the number typed
in must be one for a locus which is already entered. If the user
is not switched, enter a new number or hit "Enter" ("Enter"
brings you to the lowest numbered locus card).
E - Locus Card Backup - Prompts user just as for backing up the
basket list. There should always be two backup copies. Rules are
the same as for the basket list backup.
Locus Card Screen - Page - Diskette Menus Selecting "B," "C" or "D" from the Locus Card menu takes the
user to one of three virtually identical screens. Only the output
medium is different: the screen, the paper in the printer or a
diskette. If the user selects "D" be sure to have a diskette in
drive a: so that the program will have a place to which to send
the output. Use the arrow keys to move up and down the menu.
A - Print Single Locus Card - Prompts for one locus number; do
not include the "L" or "W". Prints out the card for that locus.
Example: Enter "9872" to print the locus card for 9872.
B - Print Range of Locus Cards - Prompts for two locus numbers;
the first must be a lower number (numerically, not
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stratigraphically) than the second. Prints all locus cards which
fall within that range. Example: Enter "9872" and "9900" for all
cards between and including 9872 and 9900.
C - Print Locus Cards After Date - Prompts for a date, then
prints all cards which were last updated on that date or after.
Example: Enter "08/08/92" for all locus cards updated since
August 8, 1992.
D - Print Unchecked Locus Cards - Does not prompt the user.
Prints all locus cards which have not had the "Checked By" field
filled in.
E - List of Cards Mentioning 1 Locus - Prompts for a locus
number. Prints a list of all locus cards which mention that locus
in the written description at the bottom of the card, not in the
Loci Above, Below, etc, in the top part of the card.
F - List of Loci Above or Below - Prompts the user first for a
locus number, then whether the user wants a list of loci Above or
Below the one specified. This list is genearted from the Loci
Above, Below, etc. section at the top of the card.
G - Prints Cards Created on Given Day - Prompts for a date in
European format, mm/dd/yy. Prints all locus cards first typed in
(created) on the date specified. This is useful for checking
systematic errors that may have been entered on a given day.
C - Pottery Menu Pressing "c" at the area/group main menu takes the user into
the still experimental pottery registration menu. The menu
selections are similar to those for basket lists and locus cards:
A - Go to Sherd Reg. Entry/Correct
B - Go to Sherd Reg. Screen Menu
C - Go to Sherd Reg. Page Menu
D - Go to Sherd Reg. Diskette Menu
E - Rebuild Sherd Reg. Index System
X - Exit

Sherd Reg. Entry/Correct By pressing "A" the user is taken to a menu for entering,
correcting and backing up data for registering individual sherds.
A - Enter Sherd Registration Data
B - Check Specific Reg. Number
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Reg. Numbers by Locus
by Class and Type
by Family and Class
by Family, Class and Rim

G - Sherd Registration Data Backup
H - Update Sherd Reg. Data
A - Enter Sherd Registration Data Pressing "A" takes the user to the screen for entering data
on individual sherds, as follows:
Tell Dor Pottery Registration Form:
==============================================================================

Bask

Sr Locus Ar PoM
<

<

<

<

SD Cl R Fm Ca Ty
<

<

< <

<

<

Sb RID D Fr Sl Lo Br Lo Dec
<

<

< <

<

<

<

<

<

Today is:
Record created:
Last Altered:
Press Down-Arrow
on Bask or Up-Arrow
on Locus to View/
Edit on those fields
Press Up-Arrow on
Ca to View/Edit on
Class+Type;
Press Down-Arrow
to view/edit on
Class+Type+sub-type
Screen 1
ESC to Record,

Break to Cancel,

Record: #
F6 to Create Browse Lookup

Pressing F(unction) 10 in any field displays a list of values
which may be used in that field. These are presented below:
Note: for several of the fields listed below the program
automatically enter the correct information. The sherd
registration program is linked to those for basket lists
locus cards and obtains certain data directly from those
bases. This ensures that the data in the sherd data base

will
and
data
conforms

<
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with that in the other two files.
Bask - Basket Number: A six digit number which identifies each
basket. This number must already be known for each individual
sherd.
Sr - Serial Number: A two digit number which identifies specific
sherds within each pottery basket.
Locus - Locus Number: Accepts a 4 or 5 digit number which
represents the locus from which the basket came. This value is
automatically filled in by the program when the record is saved.
Ar - Area: Current active areas are:
Bl - Deep Trench
B2 - Sacramento
F - Berkeley
G - Berkeley
This value is also automatically entered by the program after the
record is saved.
PoM - Phasing of Material: Don't type anything here! This space
is reserved for use during the final architectural analysis of
Tel Dor. It is filled in automatically by the computer when the
record is saved.
SD - Stratigraphic Definition: These are the same as for the
basket list and are entered automatically by the program.
Stratified Accumulation al
Ash Layer
sa
Destruction Layer
ns
Non-stratified
dl
Fallen Bricks
ss
Surface Soil
fb
Fallen Stones
fs
pt - Pit
Floor Makeup
Robber Trench
rt
fm
Wall Makeup
wm
ft - Foundation Trench
Cleaning
tz
Twilight Zone
cl
is - In situ Artifacts
fd - Deposit on Floor

-

-

---

-

CI - Cleanliness: This is the same code used to describe the
stratigraphic value of an entire locus, but on a basket basis. It
is filled in by the program. Code letters are:
In situ
i
Primary
p
s
Sealed
u
Unsealed
Disturbed
d
Possibly Disturbed
?d
Non-stratified
n

-

---

B - Number and Type of Sherds Kept: Same as in the basket list.
This is filled in by the program.
o - No Sherds Kept
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1 - Some Diagnostic Sherds Kept
2 - All Diagnostic Sherds Kept
3 - Vessel(s) Sent for Restoration
Note that all the fields from Locus to R will be updated by
pressing "H - Update Sherd Reg. Data" in the Sherd Reg.
Entry/Correct Menu.
Fm - Family: Two letter code to describe the general category of
the vessel:
PL - Plain
LD
Local Decorated
SA
Samarian
AC
Achzivian
BR
Black-on-Red (Cypro-Phoenician)
RB
Local Black-on-Red
BC
Bichrome (undefined)
LB
Local Bichrome
IB
Imported Bichrome
WP
White Painted
PW
Proto White Painted
Buccero
BU
Philistine
PH
AN - Assyrian
East Greek
EG
MC - Mycenean
00 - Undefined
Ca - Class: Two letter code to designate the specific class of
pottery vessel.
PL
Plate
BJ - Beer Jug
BL
Bowl
PF - Pilgrim Flask
Krater
BO - Bottle
KR
CH
Chalice
PT - pithos
Goblet
GB
PX - Pyxis
CP
Cooking Pot
LP - Lamp
Storage Jar
SJ
CS - Cup and Saucer
Jug
JG
BT - Baking Tray
Juglet
JT
SR - Stopper
Amphoriskos
SD - Stand
AM
Stirrup Jar
00 - Unknown
ST

--

---

TY - Type: Three digit number to specify vessel type within a
given class. Also accepts a
083?, 121, 215?

following "?"; e.g.

001, 027?, 099,

Sb - Sub-Type: Accepts one letter as a designation within each
type. Also accepts a following "?"; e.g. a, a? q, z?
Rm - Rim Type: Accepts two digit number to identify rim types:
from 01-99.
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.Q - Diameter: Accepts one number from "1" to "8". This represents
the fraction of the diameter of the vessel's rim preserved in
"eighths". E.g. 1 is upto 1/8 of the whole diameter of the
vessel; 5 = 5/8; 8 means that the entire rim is preserved.
Fr - Fragment: A two letter
fragment.
WH - Whole
FB Complete
CP
RB Rim Fragment
RF
RG RH
Rim and Handle DB RB
Rim and Body
OB Body Fragment
BF
TB Body and Handle NK BH
Handle
HN
SP Body and Base
BB
00 -

code to designate the type of vessel
Flat Base
Round Base
Ring Base
Disc Base
Omphalos Base
Trumpet Base
Neck
spout
Unknown

Sl - Slip: A one character code for the color of the slip.
o - Unknown if vessel was slipped
R
Red
B - Black
W
White
G
Grey
Y
Yellow
N - Brown
S - Self Slip (color of clay)
X - No Slip
Lo - Location of Slip: A two character code for the area on the
vessel which is slipped.
00 - Unknown
OI - Outside & Inside
OT - Outside Only
IN - Inside Only
OR - Outside and on Rim
IR - Inside and on Rim
RM - Rim only
XX - No Slip
Br - Burnish: A one character code for the type of burnish.
o - Unknown if vessel was burnished
S - Wet Smoothed
I - Irregular Hand Burnish
V - vertical Hand Burnish
T - Combination of I & V
F - Few Burnishing Lines
W - Wheel Burnish
C - continuous Wheel Burnish
R - Ring Burnish
P - Polished
X - No Burnish
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Lo - Location of Burnish: A two character code for the area
on the vessel which is burnished. Almost the same as the code for
the location of the slip.
00 - Unknown
OI - outside & Inside
OT - outside Only
IN - Inside Only
OR - outside and on Rim
IR - Inside and on Rim
RM - Rim only
XX - No Burnish
Dec - Decoration: Two letter code for type of decoration, if any.
00 - Unknown if decorated
RL - Red lines, painted
BL - Black lines, painted
BR - Black and Red lines, painted
CD - Composite Design, painted
IN - Incised
IS - Inscribed
RS - Reserved Slip
xx - No other decoration
Sherd Registration Correction B - Check Specific Reg. Number - Prompts user for a specific
basket number and takes user to a "browse" screen which lists all
the sherds registered for that basket. The user may scroll up and
down to see other baskets. The selections at the bottom of the
screen were described in the section on basket lists above.
C - Check Reg. Numbers by Locus - Prompts for a locus number and
takes user to the first basket from that locus. The sherds are
sorted first by basket, and then by serial number within each
basket.
D - Check by Class and Type - Prompts the user for the class and
type simultaneously. These must be typed in without any spaces
between them; e.g. KR007. Takes user to the first example of this
group. The sherds are sorted first by class, then by type. The
user may scroll up or down from here to view other classes and
types.
E - Check by Family and Class - Promtps user for the family and
class simultaneously. These must be typed in without any spaces
between them; e.g. ACJG (= Achzivian Jug). Takes the user to the
first example of this group. The sherds are sorted first by
family, then by class. The user may scroll up or down from here.
F - Check by Family, Class and Rim - Similar to E, except that
the sherds are also sorted by type of Rim.
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Backup & Update Sherd Reg. pressing "G" backs up the sherd resistration data base. Be
sure that there is a disk in drive a: or the back up will not
happen. Pressing "H" updates all data for individual sherds based
on any prior changes to the basket list or locus card to which
they relate. For example, if the PoM (Phasing of Material) for a
locus should change, the "H" key will make certain that all
registered sherds from that locus have their PoM updated.
Sherd Reg. Screen - Page - Diskette Menu pressing "B," "C" or "D" in the Sherd Reg. Menu takes the
user to one of three virtually identical print screens. The only
differance is the output medium. "B" displays output to the
screen, "C" to the printer and "D" to a diskette for transfer to
other computers or a word processor.
A - Sort by Reg. Number - Prints a list of sherds sorted by their
registration number, a combination of the basket and serial
numbers. Each Basket is printed on its own page.
B - Sort by Locus Number - Prints a list of sherds sorted first
by locus number, and within each locus by the sherd registration
number. Each locus is printed on its own page,
C - Sort by Class and Type - Prompts the user for the codes for a
vessel type and class, then prints all the vessels which match
both codes. If there are no matches nothing is printed. E.g. PL
015.

D - Sort by Family. Class and Type - Prompts the user for the
codes for a vessel family, class and type, then prints all
vessels which match all three codes. If there are no matches
nothing is printed. E.g. AC JG 023.
E - Sort by Family and Class - Prompts the user for the codes for
a vessel family and class, then prints all vessels which match
both categories. If there are no matches nothing is printed. E.g.
AN BL.
F - Sort by Class and Rim - Prompts user for codes for a vessel
class and rim type, then prints all vessels which match both
categories. If there is no match nothing is printed. E.g. PL 04.
G - Sort by Color of Slip - Prompts user for a slip code and then
prints all vessels with that color slip. These are sorted by
family, class and type. In the unlikely event that there are no
vessels of that slip type nothing will be printed.
H - Print all Decorated Sherds - Prompts for nothing. Simply
prints a list of all decorated pottery, i.e. all pottery with
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xx.

Rebuild Sherd Reg. Index System pressing "E" in the Sherd Reg. Menu rebuilds the entire
index system for pottery registration data base. This should
always be done any time the computer loses power in the middle of
operation, and once a day in any event. This helps keep all
indices current.
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v.

The Role of the Area Supervisor and Director:

The area supervisors and directors do not generate as much
paper work as the square supervisors or recorders, but this does
not mean that their duties are light. Their responsibilities are
as follows:
A.
Introduction - We defined the purpose of archaeological
excavation above as the removal of deposits from the site, the
recording of all the observations made about them, and the
offering of interpretations for these observations. The main
burden of detailed observation and recording falls on the square
supervisors and area recorders. The job of the group director and
area supervisor is deciding where and how to excavate, and the
(preliminary) interpretation of the finds. It is the square
supervisor's job to describe individual trees, the area
supervisor and director should try to visualize the forest.
In order to make valid inferences from observations made in
the field, one must have a perspective wider than the individual
square. No square contains the full stratification of the site,
nor even a full set of clues to the correct stratification of the
elements which do appear in the square itself. The answer to a
puzzle which eludes you in one square may lie in another, or even
a different area. Moreover, no matter how carefully you excavate,
the clues in any single unit may be misleading. A strong
interpretation is one which is supported by repetitive evidence
from a wide frame of reference.
Let us give two examples of this: In areas A and C the line
of the Hellenistic wall follows the edge of the tell. The first
stratum encountered on top of the tell in these areas was Roman.
The walls and floors of this town all stopped short of the city
wall, or in line with it. Does this mean that the Hellenistic
city wall also served as the fortification of the Roman town, or
did the houses end on this line merely because it was the edge of
the tell? We did find some elements (mostly pits and some
installations) over the line of the wall, but these could be
interpreted as post occupational (or at least post-urban)
activities. Try as we might, we could not find a stratigraphic
connection between them and elements of the Roman town plan.
Moreover, neither these installations nor the Roman buildings
themselves could be reliably dated, because all were just under
the surface, and hence unsealed. The solution came in area B,
where the entrance to the Roman town was through a wide open
piazza. Some of the pavement slabs of this piazza were laid right
over the remains of the Hellenistic city wall, thus proving that
(at least in area B) it was no longer in use. Moreover, the end
of the use of the Roman "piazza" could be dated by finds sealed
inside the drainage channels under the "piazza" pavement.
In area B there are two clear Roman phases (which, by the
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way, were not distinguished in A or C). The earlier of the two is
the stone paved "piazza" and the drainage system under it. The
later phase consists of a repaving of the "piazza" with crushed
kurkar. The elaborate drainage system was not used in the later
phase. Also, the area of the entrance "piazza" was greatly
reduced. The large public space of the previous phase was cut up
by low partition walls into many small plots, most of which
contained small installations of private or industrial nature.
Our initial interpretation was that the city had suffered urban
disintegration. As central authority waned and public utilities
were disused, people appropriated public space for their own use.
Some seasons later we saw in area F a similar picture, differing
in some important respects: Here too were two Roman phases, the
first containing stone paved streets with a central sewage
system, while the second consisted of repaving of the streets
with crushed kurkar. There were indications however, that the
huge temple complex west of area F was built within the second
and not the first phase. Private dwellings of the first phase
were leveled to make way for wide open sp~ces of a public nature.
Thus while the second Roman phase certainly represents important
changes in the layout, and possibly the function of several
quarters of the city, it cannot be characterized as a period of
deterioration, devoid of civic activity. Eventually, we found
support for the latter interpretation in area B too, when the
corner of a large public building erected in the later Roman
phase was uncovered.
Thus the area supervisor and group director must not only be
experienced excavators, but should be aware of current issues
facing Near Eastern archaeology, and have a wide knowledge of all
aspects relating to the excavation at Dor. They will move from
square to square in the area, and spend some time studying other
areas too. The area supervisor may have a wider vista, but he
cannot usually match the square supervisor's awareness of detail
in each individual square. The fruitful interchange between the
square supervisors and the area supervisor and director is the
key to the understanding of the area.
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B.
Paper Work - All locus cards must be checked by the area
supervisor or director for completeness and accuracy. This may
mean reading over 150 locus cards 2-3 times. Once the cards are
complete they are "signed" by the checker. All daily top plans
are to be checked on at least a weekly basis to ensure that they
are accurate. The same is true for the daily basket lists.
Unlike recorders and unit supervisors, there is no fixed
format for the records that the area supervisor and director
keep. However, the following are the special responsibility of
the area supervisor: Features. The definition of a feature was
given above. Roughly speaking walls, floors, installations,
rooms, and buildings are all features. You will notice, however,
that in describing the tasks of square supervisors and recorders
we have dealt almost exclusively with loci. While the square
supervisors keep track of individual loci, the area supervisor
keeps track of features in the area, notes which loci constitute
each feature, makes sure that the feature, as such, is drawn and
photographed, and, where possible, notes down the preliminary
phasing of each feature (or at least the arguments for a possible
phasing). This can be done in tabular form, as free notes, in
sketches, or as part of the "block diagram" for the unit.
Key Loci - All loci are equal, but some are more equal than
others! In an excavation the size of Dor it is impossible to
analyze and present all the assemblages. On the other hand, the
size of the operation allows us the luxury of presenting, for
every phase, assemblages of impeccable qualifications. A key
locus is one which possesses all of the following properties:
1) It is undisturbed. Le. its "stratigraphical value" code is
"s" or (preferably) "i".
2) Its stratification is clear (it got a single phase number e.g.
"Phase 6 (in B1)" rather than "6?/7?/8??").
3) All of the diagnostic finds from it were saved (baskets got
"2" or "3" in the "R" field). Thus when the assemblage is drawn
or counted we may be assured that it faithfully represents the
aforementioned phase, and is not an arbitrary collection of
"nice" sherds.
4) There is a large number of diagnostic sherds (and/or other
finds) from it. i.e. it represents an adequate sample of its
phase.
Note that whereas 1) and 4) are usually known at the time of
excavation, and 3) is a factor which we control, property 2) will
only be ascertained when the stratigraphical analysis is complete
(though we often have a good idea of it within the season
itself). The area supervisor will keep track of potential key
loci in the area, make sure that as much material from them as
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possible is saved, and inform the relevant artifact analyzers of
them. Artifactual processing (mending, drawing, typology,
counting) will usually start with these loci.
Important finds - Individual objects of inherent value are
usually remembered by description rather than registration
number. When we want to locate "that scarab found in 1988 in area
G" we could, of course, search the records for all those that
satisfy the conditions "Area is G, season is 88, Object is SE"
and then find and open the boxes for each registration number
that comes up in the search. It is much simpler to look up the
area supervisor's notes.

c.
Liaison with Other Staff Members - Any problems with
members of the staff or with the volunteers (whether part of
one's own group, or another), which cannot be resolved by the
square supervisor, will be handled by the area supervisor; if
he/she cannot resolve it, the director will deal with it
personally.
In the course of your work you will need help and
information from other staff members, both from your own group
and from outside it, or they may need some from you. It is the
responsibility of the area supervisor and group director to
coordinate such "meetings" and to make sure that nothing is
forgotten or overlooked, and that neither party's time is wasted.
Here are some examples:
Drawing - It is the area supervisor's responsibility to see to it
that every feature is completely drawn, levels taken on it etc.,
before it is removed from the area and/or by the end of the
season.
Photographing - The above is true also for field photos. The area
supervisor should see to it that the unit is clean and ready when
the photographer arrives, that the photo contains all the correct
locus numbers, etc.
Decisions, Decisions - Finally, it is the area supervisor's
responsibility (and more specifically - the director's, wherever
these two functions are distinct) to make operative decisions in
the course of excavation. Some of these decisions are needed for
the sake of the smooth running of the excavation and the welfare
of the workers (e.g. when to go down to breakfast, or who will go
down to the Glass-House to wash pottery). These will not be dealt
with here. Other decisions are an integral part of the
interpretation of the site. Here is an example:
Paula P. is excavating her square, and she finds a few large
stones. Naturally, she leaves them in place, and continues to
excavate around them. She finds out that under these stones there
are other loose rocks. Pretty soon, the whole unit is practically
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filled with stones, forming a straggling heap which extends
across the square.
Paula cleans the stone pile carefully, but can still make
neither head nor tail of it. Work in the square is practically
stalled. Paula and her area supervisor review the situation.
Paula thinks that the pile is a collapsed wall, and that the line
of the wall itself is hidden under its own fall. She points out
several stones which she thinks may be part of that line. How are
we to find out if this theory is correct? A drastic operation is
clearly called for. The area supervisor decides to remove a part
of the stone fall, starting at the bottom and up to the suspected
line of the wall. She reasons that if there is indeed a wall
there, than as she and Paula come to it from the side, they will
reveal its face. If, at the point where the suspected line is,
they uncover another course in the same line, they will have
vindicated Paula's hypothesis.
Of course, they are taking a gamble. If the wall is not
there, or worse, if they actually remove stones which in fact do
belong to a wall, they may never find out the true nature of the
stone pile. Thus a decision taken during the excavation on the
basis of Paula's interpretation of the site will affect our
subsequent view of the site.
D.

Experts -

In olden days, the director of the expedition would sit with
his students every day after work, and they would sort through
the pottery found that day, discuss the stratigraphy of the site,
and plan the next steps of the excavation. This may still be the
case in some small expeditions. Alas, in most cases no one person
has the time or the expertise to cope with all aspects of the
excavation.
What we try to do at Dor, is to have on the staff people of
as many different fields of interest as may be relevant. Each one
may assume responsibility for a given aspect or topic over the
whole site. Indeed, the organizational structure of the
expedition may be described as a coalition of scholars in
differing but overlapping fields, who have gotten together to
pursue common goals, rather than as a straight up-and-down
hierarchy. We are using the term "expert" somewhat loosely here:
it includes such functionaries as your draftsmen, the
photographer and the pottery restorer. It might include any
student who has obtained permission to research a certain type of
find, or a site-wide phenomenon. Let us again explain with the
aid of an example:
Back in her school, the University of &&&, Paula P. is majoring
in palaeomagnetism, under the world famous professor ***. To
complete professor ***'s data base of palaeomagnetic samples from
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allover the world for the last ten millennia, Paula needs to
sample tabuns or other fixed-in-place burnt clay installations,
from as many different periods as possible, provided such
installations are well dated. Before the season, she submitted a
research proposal to her group director and the excavation
director, and her tabun project is now incorporated as one of the
expedition's research objectives. In addition to running her
square, Paula is the palaeomagnetism expert for the expedition.
At the beginning of the season, she instructed all the staff on
how exactly tabuns are to be excavated and recorded, so that they
may be reliably sampled. As she excavates her own square, Paula
diligently adheres to the instructions of the various experts on
how to deal with various facets of the excavation (though she
does not, in one or two cases, understand what it is they are
trying to achieve ••• ) she knows that she will be notified, and
her instructions heeded, the minute anybody finds a tabun in any
area in the excavation.
Some of the expedition's experts you will have no cause to
meet at all. The coins you find are completely encrusted and will
take months to clean. Therefore the Numismatist's input to the
excavation cannot be given in the field. others you will meet on
a day-to-day basis. They perform various tasks which aid you in
your daily work, and they may need information and assistance
from you to accomplish their work:
a. The expedition's architect and the area draftsmen - Each area
has a draftsman whose job it is to make precise plans of all the
features uncovered during the excavation. sometimes two or more
areas share the same draftsman. All of the draftsmen of the
expedition are coordinated by the excavation's architect. The
"architect" is not necessarily a professional architect, rather,
he is a qualified archaeologist whose job is to maintain the
grid, double check that every feature is drawn by the end of the
excavation (and/or before it is removed), make sure that work is
performed by different draftsmen in a single standard, and note
down preliminary phasing as it is done in the field or the
stratigraphy sessions. After the season it is his job to maintain
and update the expedition's master plan set and to prepare, with
the aid of the stratigrapher and the notes he took in the field
and the stratigraphy sessions, a set of phase separations for
each area.
The area draftsman is a member of your team. He and the
architect must be appraised of any new feature as it is found.
He/she will sit in on your stratigraphy session and should take
part in any stratigraphical discussion in the field.
The area supervisor, unit supervisor and the draftsman
should get together and plan well ahead of time when each feature
is to be drawn, so that work in the unit will not be stalled (or
at least be minimally delayed) because features have not been
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drawn. At the appointed time the feature has to be completely
excavated and spotlessly clean. The draftsman will probably need
one or two volunteers to help him/her. The square supervisor
should have a contingency plan ready as to what to do with the
rest of his/her workers while the feature is being drawn.
The draftsman will take levels of each feature independently
of the square supervisor. This is both because the plans must
contain many more levels than do locus cards or daily top plans,
and because we want two independent sets of measurements to
crosscheck against each other. You will need to give the
draftsman the locus numbers for whatever feature he/she is
drawing.
Before removing any feature you must obtain permission from
both the area draftsman and the expedition architect. This is to
be done even if you know that the feature has already been drawn.
This is their final chance to make sure the feature is completely
and correctly drawn, all levels are taken, all locus numbers
noted, etc. sometimes they will have special instructions as to
how the feature is to be dismantled. (e.g. a multi-phase wall has
to be removed phase by phase. As each phase is removed, the top
of the previous phase is exposed, and has to be separately drawn
(and photographed!». This means that removing a feature must be
planned in advance, and discussed with the architect as he comes
on his daily rounds, otherwise you'll spend your time hunting
him/her allover the tel.
b. The Photographer - Several types of photos are taken in the
field:
i. Detail photos - Each and every feature in the excavation must
be recorded in at least one B&W photo (not necessarily a separate
one for each), some should be photographed several times, from
different angles. (e.g. a wall, especially if it is multi-phased,
should be taken both from the top and from the side(s).)
Important relations (wall to wall, floor to walles»~ must also be
recorded photographically. The number of the photo must be noted
by the square supervisor(s) on the relevant locus card(s) and the
contact pasted onto (the final copy of) the card. Every feature
visible in the camera's lens in a detail shot should be numbered,
and there should be a metric scale in each picture.
ii. Area photos - This is a wide view of a large area (at least a
square and possibly a whole field), usually taken from the top of
a ladder, or a crane, both in B&W and in slides. They are used to
record the progress of the excavation, to show large-scale
features (e.g. buildings, streets) and often serve as backups for
details which have been missed. Area supervisors should see to it
that every square is photographed at least twice during the
season (once in the middle of the season, and once at the end),
from several different angles. Main features (major walls, floors
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etc.) should be numbered.
iii. General photos - These are photos of various features taken
not to document details of relations, but to characterize the
site. Examples would be photos of walls which all show the same
construction technique (Hellenistic headers), or the layout of
rooms. Only a few locus numbers are placed in these photos, and
those only on the main feature(s).
iv. Aerial photos - Usually taken just after the season. This is
one reason why you should leave your area meticulously cleaned.
v. "Public relation" photos - These are what are shown in
lectures, brochures, popular books & newspaper articles. We never
have enough of them (whenever you want to show a good slide of a
certain feature in a lecture it is either missing altogether, or
is a boring shot containing only numbers and scales). Area
supervisors should make sure that they take several "action
shots" of the area, and/or major features in it during the
season, as well as any exciting finds while they are being
excavated. It is worthwhile to search for exciting or unusual
angles for these shots, in addition to the bland "top of the
ladder" view. These photos should be color slides. Too many
numbers in these photos are to be discouraged.
You should let the photographer know in advance what you
would like to have photographed, and when. Some shots (e.g. of
mud-bricks) are best done at certain hours of the day. Ideally,
the photographer should know what will have to be shot that day
when work starts in the morning, so he/she can plan that day so
as to get every picture in at the best time (and so you can plan
your day accordingly). Area supervisors should try to batch as
many different photography together tasks as are needed, to help
keep the photographer from jumping from area to area and back
again unnecessarily. It is a good idea to confer with the
photographer ahead of time on the angle of the shots also, and
plan on just which parts of the area have to be cleaned.
The square supervisors need to have two things prepared for
their appointment with the photographer:
i. The area to be included in the photo (plus a safety margin)
needs to be meticulously cleaned. All stones have to be dust
free, sharply delineated (by cleaning the crevices with a patish
or a trowel), mud-brick should be freshly scraped, and all
surfaces free of loose dirt, swept clean and without footprints.
All tools, buckets etc. should be out of the picture frame.
ii. All of the appropriate numbers should be set up.
c. The pottery analysts - You will meet them mainly at pottery
reading, which is described in detail elsewhere in this manual.
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Occasionally they will come up to see your area. They should be
kept informed of the developments in the field, and of
stratigraphical problems - especially ones which come up during
readings. Area supervisors should show the location and the
importance of key loci.
d. The pottery restorer - Most restoration will take place after
the season. It is important that the area supervisors leave
instructions to the pottery restorer as to what has been sent for
restoration and why e.g.: "L4321: 2/3rds of complete storage jar
(basket # 42256). Rest of locus is junk, sent down on hope of
locating missing 1/3rd." Or: "L9987: No in situ material, but
many large pieces strewn on a floor. Worth a try."
It might be a good idea to call the restorer over when you
have a good in situ locus, to have him/her get a better idea of
what it looked like in the field, and consult with him/her about
how best to separate and record the vessels as they are sent
down.
E.

Professional Forums -

Below we argue that some large excavations in the sixties
and seventies were brought to a virtual standstill because their
centralized organizational structure could not cope with the
weight of data the excavation produced. Many of the
organizational innovations at Dor are attempts to deal with this
problem. Division of responsibilities and employing outside (and
inside) expertise is one such attempt. Another is what is usually
referred to in computer science as "parallel processing": setting
several machines to work side-by-side on different aspects of a
common problem. For such a scheme to work, information has to be
shared across the organization, as well as passed up and down the
hierarchy. The way we attempt to accomplish that at Dor is
through splitting the staff into professional forums. Such a
forum includes all of the staff members who deal with, or collect
information about, a single problem or facet of the excavation.
Some forums are pre-established, and have a fixed schedule and a
rigid agenda, others may be formed ad-hoc during the season to
deal with a specific problem. Each forum holds scheduled or
impromptu meetings, where that particular facet is discussed.
Each member of the staff may be included in one, and sometimes
several (but never all) of the forums.
Several of the forums at Oor, viz. the late and early
pottery reading groups, and the stratigraphy forums, are
discussed elsewhere in this manual. Several other forums you
should know about are:
1.
The directors' forum - This includes the group directors
and the excavation director. They hold meetings twice or three
times a season, where policy decisions are taken. The directors
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decide on research objectives and priorities. These are then
translated into decisions as to where to dig and how much
manpower to devote to each task.
2.
The draftsmen's forum - The expedition architect and the
area draftsmen meet regularly to "compare notes" and ensure
standardization in their work.
3.
The registration forum - All the people involved in
computer registration will meet once a week, or more often as is
needed, with the expedition's programmer, to discuss problems and
bugs they encounter and suggest improvements to the system.
4.
The Iron Age forum and the Hellenistic/Roman forum Includes all the staff members who are concerned with problems of
these particular periods. They meet, on an irregular basis, to
discuss problems relating to their fields of expertise, or to
study problems in that particular period as they appear in the
field.
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VI.
A.

The "Zen" of the Architectural "School" of Archaeology:
Archaeological Schools in Israel, an Overview -

It should first be noted that the term "school" as applied
to any discipline, not only archaeology, cannot be used with
strict precision. No two Israelis apply the exact same methods.
There are enough, however, who share sufficient methodology in
common, that we can refer to a school. For those interested in
the history and state of archaeological methodology in Israel see
the Bibliography in section VII below for recommended reading.
The beginning of stratigraphic excavation should be placed
around the turn of the century. No doubt Schliemann must have had
some sort of intuitive notion of the formation of a tell when he
excavated Troy, but, as a matter of fact, the first person to
actually write down the most basic (and banal) law of
stratigraphy: viz. that in a site with many superimposed
occupational levels, those which are lower are earlier than the
ones which cover them, was Sir Flinders Petrie, (1904).
The earliest model of the structure of the tell, as
initially held by Petrie and his contemporaries, has been
described as the layer-cake, or onion theory. It assumed that
strata got deposited on the tell horizontally, much like
geological deposition. Therefore, the correct procedure of
excavating a tell seemed to be to strip it in arbitrary
horizontal spits, putting all of the walls which were apparent in
a single pass on the same plan. The only stratigraphical record
an artifact had, under that recording system, was the find
elevation. It was assumed that all of the artifacts found at the
same absolute elevation allover the tell were contemporary. This
system was being used as late as the 1950s (e.g. in Byblos).
The true founders of the architectural school in this
country were George Reisner and Clarence Fisher, field-director
and architect of Harvard University's excavation in Samaria in
1908-1910. They realized that tells did not get deposited, but
were built. Accordingly, they used walls as the main phasing
criterion, connecting all associated walls to an architectural
complex, and assigning buildings to strata according to the
super-positional relationships between their walls. Most of the
large scale excavations in the 20s and 30s emulated these methods
(some with markedly less success).
Down through the 40s the "Reisner-Fisher" method reigned
supreme. Albright's "locus to stratum" system introduced some
changes, mainly in the handling and registration of artifacts,
but he himself professed to excavate according to the
Reisner-Fisher method. In neighboring countries similar methods
were used. The large tell excavations in Syria, Iraq and Pakistan
all used architectural approaches, as did Classical excavations
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around the Mediterranean.
While architects were honing their skills in locating phases
and sub-phases in the construction of walls, the dirt
archaeologists did not always follow suit. For instance, though
the importance of floors was realized early on, excavation was
usually not careful enough to locate beaten earth surfaces. A
locus was opened as soon as the walls of the stratum started
showing up, and was often not closed till the excavators reached
the top of another wall system. Since artifacts were usually
recorded by locus (i.e. room) number alone, this meant that finds
post-dating the destruction of the stratum were sometimes mixed
with those pre-dating its construction. Add to that the fact that
the existence of pits was often ignored, and you realize the
problematic nature of evaluating the results of many excavations
of the 30's and 40's. The reason they are referred to at all is
that some of these are still treasure houses of information, if
only because they have never been equaled for sheer scale and
exposure.
Meanwhile, North European archaeology had been developing in
a different way. In Northern Europe stone and brick architecture
became prevalent only well into the Middle Ages. Therefore
archaeologists there had mainly been digging sites which had no
architecture in the first place, or had wooden architecture of
which the walls did not survive. On top of that, at least in
pre-Roman eras, far less pottery was usually found. This meant
that if the archaeologist wanted to find anything at all, he had
better dig carefully, and watch the soil at all times. In
England, the formulation of stratigraphic excavation techniques
is accredited mainly to the work of Sir Mortimer Wheeler. The
first consistent use of "the Wheeler method" was in the
excavations of Maiden Castle in 1934, though he put it down in
writing only twenty years later (Wheeler 1954).
Wheeler stressed the exact delineation of individual dirt
deposits, their labeling, and the isolation of artifacts
according to the deposits in which they were found. Another basic
principle of his methodology was establishing strict vertical
control by means of balks between excavation units. The limits of
each dirt deposit are traced on the balks, and the overall
stratigraphical scheme is obtained by sequential enumeration of
the dirt layers on the balk.
This system seems to have several implicit assumptions:
a. That every occupational activity causes the deposition of
(exactly one?) dirt layer on the site. (This supposition was
amended by Kenyon, who included, as units, intrusive elements,
such as pits or ditches, which are the results of removal, rather
than deposition of layers.)
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b. That every deposit in the unit extends to the balks, and that
every relation between two units is visible at the balk.
c. Wheeler, possibly influenced by geological deposition models,
seems to regard most deposits as continuous occupational
accumulation (vs. the architectural view which sees most deposits
as constructional fills and destruction debris). Thus, for
instance, he supports rate-of-accumulation arithmetic to estimate
the chronological range of a deposit by its thickness, and the
notion that a sterile deposit denotes an occupational gap.
Finding decreasing amounts of potsherds typical of older
assemblages in deposits of a new culture is interpreted as
cultural overlap, rather then redeposition of sherds in a fill
(Wheeler 1954:48-49).
Wheeler had some experience digging in the East, and some
appreciation of the importance of architecture to the
understanding of the stratigraphy of sites in which it is a
dominant factor, but architectural considerations are not part of
the formal stratigraphic model which he proposed.
The Wheeler method was introduced to Palestine by Dame
Katheleen Kenyon. She excavated with Wheeler in England, but
unlike him, was primarily a Near-Eastern archaeologist. Some of
her early work, in the joint expedition re-excavating Samaria
(1931-1935), should still be characterized as architectural in
essence, though it already shows heightened awareness of the role
of debris layers for the dating of architecture. Her later work
at Jericho (1952-1956) shows wholesale use of Wheeler's
excavation strategies and analytic techniques (Kenyon 1962).
The late 50's and early 60's were dominated by two
expeditions: The Israeli expedition to Hazor, and an American
team which excavated Shechem, and later went on, with largely the
same staff, to excavate Gezer. The impact of these excavations is
such, that nearly all the directors of projects in the field
today were junior staff members in these projects, while most
younger excavators are their students. The excavation methods of
these expeditions were labeled as "the Israeli" and "the
American" excavation methods.
Both of these methods essentially combined the
"Reisner-Fisher" and the "Wheeler-Kenyon" methods (though the
"Israelis" would not admit to the latter). Each saw itself as the
legitimate heir to Albright. The dominant figure in establishing
the stratigraphic methods at Hazor was Emanuel Dunayevski, the
expedition's architect. The Hazor policy was to use the "locus to
stratum" method, amending it as needed. The Shechem - Gezer team,
on the other hand, adopted the "Wheeler-Kenyon" method,
implementing into it elements of the architectural method.
The "Israeli" school emphasized the "construction -
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destruction" cycle of a tell. Fill/debris usually accumulates in
short spurts, rather than over a long time (i.e. years or more).
A fill laid as a podium for a building is laid in weeks,
sometimes months, and destructions happen in minutes or hours.
These comprise the majority of deposits on a site. Garbage heaps
or pits are rarer. Even then housekeepers tried to keep floors
clean, and streets rose slowly.
Emphasis was placed on small well-controlled deposits. A
group of complete vessels found on a floor is much more important
than all the "fill" thrown in on top. Loci which are doubtful,
disturbed or represent materials not in their original contexts
are less valued. The necessity of a certain minimum number of
artifacts in the sample is recognized. The larger the sample the
greater the likelihood that it represents a "representative
sample". In a small deposit with few sherds, the archaeologist
cannot know how representative those few sherds are of the total
assemblage of that culture. This is why pits are usually dug as
units, rather than by individual tip line; the number of sherds
in each tip line will usually be very few, those in an entire
pit, though spread over a greater length of time, will represent
the assemblage better. And since the pit falls within one
construction-destruction cycle such micro-stratigraphy is of less
use.
How loci were defined is somewhat subjective; two
archaeologists excavating the same square, without the benefit of
consultation, will likely define the deposits differently (this
goes against the theory of the "balk and debris" school that each
deposit can have only one correct definition, and that careful
observation can determine this; more on this below).
By the mid-sixties most excavations were digging in 5x5 m.
squares, isolating the finds by the deposit in which they were
found, and most were defining their strata by the relation of
debris loci to super-imposed architectural complexes. The interschool controversies had deteriorated to bickering about whether
to draw all balks and at what stage to remove them (Aharoni
1973) •

In the seventies, most of the Hazor and Shechem-Gezer junior
staff graduated to running their own projects. As they dispersed,
the monolithic "American" and "Israeli" excavation schools
diversified into many different methods, to fit the individual
aims of the new projects, and sometimes personal preferences of
their directors. Soon, the differences between excavations
professing to the same school became as great as, and sometimes
greater then, those between projects owing allegiance to
different traditions.
The increasing sophistication of excavation and recording
technique, producing increasingly complex data sets, necessitated
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corresponding advances in the analysis of the data, to produce
increasingly weighty report formats. However, while national,
religious or antiquarian interest could still be tapped for
supporting ambitious enterprises in the field, the funds for
analysis, laboratory work and publication were, if anything,
decreasing. The organizational structure of the expeditions could
no longer cope with the sophistication of the field techniques
either. Most expeditions up to the late seventies were sponsored
by a single institution and were committed to the research goals
of one person. This structure tended to inhibit the intellectual
contribution of the rest of the staff, who were essentially
regarded as technicians. with increasing specialization a single
person could no longer cope with all of the required skills, nor
could direct personal attention be given to every detail in a
large excavation (e.g. the "Wheeler-Kenyon" dogma which requires
that the director himself draw all the balks). Final publication
of results could no longer keep up with the fieldwork. The final
results of the four "formative" excavations mentioned above Hazor, Jericho, Shechem and Gezer were not published till the
eighties, and in part are unpublished still. The folly of
pursuing these trends was not realized, however, until it
culminated in the seventies in such dinasaurial projects as the
Southern Wall excavations in Jerusalem.
The late seventies and the eighties again witnessed the
importation of a new methodology, this time mainly from North
America. The impact of the "New Archaeology" on Mid-Eastern
archaeology can be discerned in two different dimensions. One is
the contention that archaeology is (or at least can be made into)
a science. That "the accuracy of our knowledge of the past can be
measured. It is this assertion which most sharply differentiates
the new perspective from more traditional approaches. The
yardstick of measurement is the degree to which propositions '
about the past can be confirmed or refuted through hypothesis
testing" (Binford 1968:17). The controversy on whether such a
program could be implemented has divided the archaeological
community in the Near East as it has in other parts of the world.
The methodology followed at Dor regarding this dilemma has been
outlined above.
Another aspect of the "New Archaeology" is the change of
orientation it proposes: Excavations in the Near East are, by
tradition, motivated by an interest in history, Biblical studies,
and, to a lesser extent, classics and art history. In the
nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century, explorers
of the Near East, especially Egypt and Mesopotamia, handed the
historians a wealth of documents which caused a veritable
revolution in our perception of ancient history. Until the
nineteenth century, a well educated person knew his Bible and his
classics. That meant that the intellectual world's perspective
reached back to about the loth century B.C •• At the end of this
century historians know details of events which happened in the
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30th century B.C. Humanity's historical perspective has nearly
doubled!
This revolution was every bit as dramatic in the field of
Biblical studies. Whereas up to the nineteenth century the Bible
was a unique document, it quickly found a whole corpus of related
literature, theology and mythology. As long as archaeology
could hand over such merchandise, both historians and
archaeologists were happy with the view of archaeology as
history's handmaid. To a certain extent that is still the
situation in Egypt and Mesopotamia, where excavations still
routinely produce written documents; embarrassing questions about
the role of archaeology are rarely asked, and the borders between
archaeology, linguistics and history are still vague.
The Holy Land itself, however, was proving somewhat of a
disappointment. Not only did it appear that it was a poor cousin
as far as inspiring monuments were concerned, but the "people of
the book" were also a disappointment in expressing themselves in
writing. In two centuries of research only two or three written
documents of any ground-breaking historical value were found, and
most of those before the turn of the century. After the 1950's
all but die-hard optimists were despairing of any significant
change in this state of affairs.
By the seventies, some people were beginning to wonder aloud
about the contribution that archaeology, per se, can make to
historical research. It has been argued that in periods where no
historical documentation is available, archaeology has done
little beyond indicating some of the long range processes, which
are the background before which the historical play is performed,
rather than the drama itself. Where documents do exist,
archaeology has sometimes provided striking illustration to
events we read about, but added little to our actual
understanding of the historical process. Masada is a case in
point here. In cases where the historical evidence is vague or
conflicting, archaeology has generally not been able to
resolutely confirm or refute any of the hypotheses.
Here we might quote the case of the Israelite settlement in
Canaan. Three general theories (and a myriad of variations in
between) have been proposed. All were based on historical and not
archaeological considerations. Honest efforts by major league
archaeologists over more then a century have brought to light a
lot of new data, which has served to confuse the issues even
further. At last count, all of the theories are still alive and
kicking, and each claims some support from archaeology.
Thus, when "New Archaeology's" proposal that archaeology
divorce the humanities and ally itself with the social sciences
had filtered to Near Eastern archaeology the ground was ripe for
change. The argument is that archaeology, by its nature, is
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better fit to study societies than individuals (be they princes
or prophets), and long range social process than particular
events.
The bond between archaeology and biblical history is not
easily broken, however, and few are trying to argue that it
should be. For an anthropologist a society which happened to
exist between the desert and the Mediterranean is but another
case study. For a student of monotheistic religions, however,
this is a unique source of empirical data. The same is true for
other Mediterranean archaeologies (e.g. Aegean archaeology and
Classics). The argument is, however, that historians and
bib1icists will gain if they let archaeology do what it does
best, and that many issues will be better defined if the vicious
circle between historical and archaeological considerations is
cleanly cut.
It remains to be demonstrated that archaeology can serve
anthropology better then it served history. A stumbling block
here is that the social sciences usually require that the
researcher provide more than merely a feasible scenario for his
propositions to be considered acceptable. Hence the insistence of
"new" archaeologists on an explicitly scientific epistemology.
Given the consistently poor track record of archaeology in
proving anything at all, this writer is pessimistic in this
respect. In as much as a new discipline can be judged from a
perspective of only twenty years, the new archaeology is showing
every sign of following the old, as the grand visions of the
sixties deteriorate into many arguments of a technical nature.
Due to their proximity, some American archaeologists were
exposed earlier to "new archaeological" influence. By the end of
the eighties, however, not a single research project was
unaffected by these ideas, and opinions as to whether, and how
much, of them ought to be accepted is as divided in Near Eastern
archaeology as anywhere else.
It was financial constraints, more than anything else, which
forced the excavations begun in the eighties into one of two
molds: One is a small scale, short-range, modestly-budgeted,
narrow-scoped, problem-oriented project. The other is for several
excavators of different backgrounds to pool their resources
together and form mUlti-institutional (and usually
multi-national) consortiums to tackle some of the larger sites.
In these, for the first time, excavators schooled in very
different traditions, with varying theoretical commitments have
actually started working together. The main challenge of these
projects is working out strategies which will simultaneously
tackle the different dimensions in which their participants
specialize. Whether these encounters will produce the
methodological breakthroughs of the nineties remains to be seen.
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The Zen of the Excavation System at Dor -

In order to understand the excavation methods practiced at
Dor in the context of other methodologies in the Near East and
elsewhere, you'll need to consider some of the dimensions upon
which excavation methods differ, as well as review some of the
history of the discipline, which we have done above.
1. Speed vs. Precision All excavation methods are essentially compromises between
two conflicting laws in archaeology: The first is that the more
dirt you remove the more information you get, and the second is
that the faster you dig, the more you miss. Since these demands
are in direct contradiction, no compromise can get the best of
both worlds. If you dig fast, you miss detail, if you dig
carefully you might make fewer mistakes (though it certainly is
possible to dig slowly and badly), but you'll have less to show
for it. If all excavation methods were graded on a scale of 1
(dental picking the surface for fear of destroying evidence) to
10 (ploughing through everything to go for the goodies), Dor
would probably rate around 7.
In general, we push the pace whenever we have no concrete
reason to go slowly. Thus, for instance, some manuals advocate
digging with small tools by default, and switching to picks and
shovels only for large dirt removal jobs. We advise using large
tools until you hit something which necessitates switching to
small ones (which does not necessarily mean that you won't spend
most of your time with a trowel and a brush •.. ) Some reasons for
this preference will be explained later on.
2. Ends and Means A method, by definition, is a systematic way of getting
something done. That is, it is always a means and not an end in
itself. Different objectives, and different conditions,
necessitate the use of different methods. If you are interested
in town planning you should not employ methods developed for
stratigraphical probes, nor can an Indian campsite be excavated
like a Byzantine city. These truisms would not have deserved
mention, except that all too often archaeologists design their
research objectives to fit the working methods they are used to,
rather than vice-versa.
When evaluating an excavation method, you must consider
first what the excavator wants to achieve, secondly the nature of
the site, and thirdly the means at his/her disposal (musclepower, time and money) .
Recent decades have seen a gradual decline in the scale of
individual digs in Israel. The assets available for
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archaeological activity are now divided among many institutions
supporting many small projects rather than a few large ones, and
the funding for anyone project is usually limited in period. The
growing sophistication of excavation and analysis has
considerably slowed down the pace of excavation, and rising costs
are cutting down on the size of individual digs. This has led
some archaeologists to believe that the era of large tell
excavations is over, and that the future belongs to short term
excavations of small and/or single period sites, or narrow-scoped
probes to clear up specific problems in previously excavated
sites. others disagree. Several ambitious projects were initiated
in the eighties, with the expressed purpose of countering this
trend (e.g. Dor, Miqne, Ashkelon).
We believe that the core of the study of an urban
civilization will always be the large scale exposure of towns. We
cannot rely on the results of excavations conducted fifty years
ago, even when rechecked by modern probing, to give us the data
we need today. The basic units of which a town is composed, and
in which its population exist and act are buildings. The goal of
the excavation is therefore to excavate, in as much as this is
possible, complete architectural complexes, and obtain large
exposures of every period of interest.
While it is true that a very short term (one or two season)
project can give a high return on the investment, the same is
true for a very long term project. The explorative stage on a
large tell site can last up to ten seasons and longer. Only after
this stage are we in a position to formulate informed hypotheses
about the site and suggest concrete ways in which these might be
checked.
One way of overcoming the financial and organizational
obstacles outlined above is by having several researchers pool
their efforts and concentrate on one site. This has a bonus in
that fewer facets of the excavation remain "orphans" in the sense
that no staff member has immediate interest in them. It does add
complexity in that the excavation has to address many different
goals simultaneously.
The above goes some way to explain why we often opt for
speed and large area clearance (which in no way says that we will
put up with irresponsible destruction of evidence!). The
complexity of the site and goals explains why we sometimes appear
to be using different methods in different areas. Indeed, in some
cases even within the same area one unit supervisor will be
exhorted to dig faster and not to dawdle over details, while
another might be upbraided for not cleaning enough.
It has been argued that it is unethical not to excavate as
meticulously as possible, because in doing so we are destroying
irreplaceable resources. This has some truth in it, but
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invariably, the "proper" method of excavation, in the eye of the
critic, is the one with which he happens to be familiar. As we've
pointed out, meticulousness has no bounds when it is not in
context with a specific goal. For instance: it is true that we
lose some evidence when we do not sift everything, but some
research goals require wet sieving through a fine mesh, and
others might require that every sherd be mapped in three
coordinates. Which system are we to use? When we don't know what
kind of data posterity is going to need, we cannot effectively
collect it.
Furthermore, public expenditure in archaeology, as well as
our volunteers' time and efforts, are also finite resources. We
obtain the moral right to appropriate some of them upon
presentation of worthwhile and (if we are not con-men or
charlatans) attainable research objectives. To sacrifice these
goals for the sake of some vague posterity would surely be
unethical.
In an excavation the size of ours, we can afford to win a
few and lose a few. We take a calculated risk by pushing the pace
along, but it is offset by the fact that even if we find we have
made a mistake and, say, contaminated a locus by not locating a
pit fast enough, we will find other clean loci of this phase.
(Small consolation to the unit supervisor who lost his best
locus .•• ). To give another example, some time-consuming chores,
such as sifting, are done only on a sample basis. Still, our
sample of sifted material may be as big as that of a small
excavation in which everything has been sifted, and it has the
bonus that it is more varied in provenance then what might have
been obtained in a small excavation, and that it does not contain
any material from disturbed or questionable loci.
3. Architectural vs. Debris Layer Stratigraphy The system of stratigraphical analysis followed at Dor is
called "Architectural stratigraphy." We will elaborate how it
works later on. Briefly, what it means is that all the loci in
the excavation are assigned to groups called strata according to
their relation to wall systems. Each stratum represents a single
construction - destruction cycle (see "definitions"), beginning
with the beginning of occupation and ending with the construction
of the next cycle. All loci from above the (lower-most) floor
relating to wall system II to just below the floor line of wall
system I are called "stratum II" deposits. The number of strata
on the tell reveals how many times the town was destroyed and
rebuilt. Another system of stratigraphical analysis which has
been used in Israel is one in which the stratigrapher's objective
is to seriate (rather than group) all of the deposits, according
to the super-positional relations between them (rather than
between the deposit and an architectural phase), from the latest
to the earliest.
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since not every wall system is represented in every square,
the stratigraphical scheme is usually established by the field
supervisor, the architect, and the stratigrapher, on the level of
the field or area. At the unit supervisor level it is important
to note that some types of deposits (e.g. floors, walls) are more
important then others for the determination of the stratigraphy.
Of supreme importance are the relations between walls, and
between walls and floors, because these are the building blocks
with which a stratigraphic scheme is built. Other deposits are
usually phased according to their relations to the "diagnostic"
features above. This means that you should take note of the
relations of all of your deposits to walls and floors. If a fill
reaches up to a wall of phase 2 in your unit, then it is most
probably in phase 2 as well. If, however, you note that it is
separated from the wall by a foundation trench, it would mean
that this fill and any fill below it are earlier then phase 2. As
for floors, since we defined phase 2 as all the accumulation
between the floor line reaching the phase 2 wall system to the
floor line reaching the phase 1 system, we can only be sure that
a deposit is clean phase 2 if it is directly sealed by a floor of
phase 1. Since, in most cases, the phase 1 floor was removed in
order to excavate the phase 2 deposits and you might have
switched loci a couple of times since, the trick is to remember
exactly which of your loci are sealed, and which are not, and to
excavate and assign your loci in a manner which keeps your clean
deposits separate from potentially disturbed ones.
4. vertical vs. Horizontal orientation The textbook definition of stratigraphic excavation is the
removal of layers from the site in the reverse order by which
they were deposited. This should allow us to see what the site
looked like at any period of its existence.
The other objective of stratigraphic excavation is to
correctly determine the stratigraphic provenance of all finds. If
you look at a slice of cake from the side, all the layers are
visible, and it is easy to determine exactly which one each
raisin belongs to. Note that such an excavation method requires
that you slice the tell first, and then remove a bit of each
layer at a time, in direct contradiction to the first rule.
The reason why the layering of the cake is clearly visible
from the side again has to do with the crucial role of relations
or interfaces in stratigraphy. Interfaces are seen clearly when
sectioned perpendicularly. The interface between two layers is
horizontal, and thus it is best observed in a vertical section.
Unlike a layer-cake, a tell also has features like walls or pits
which have vertical interfaces. These are often observed best
when sectioned horizontally (i.e. in plan view).
Here again, any excavation system has to find a trade off
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between conflicting demands. Some systems are horizontally
oriented. Open area excavation, which has become popular in
England in the eighties (and has actually been standard in
prehistoric excavations in Israel all along) has no interruptions
or balks at all. Some measure of vertical control is retained by
the device of keeping the bottom of adjacent units at slightly
different levels. Thus there is always a mini-balk between two
units, which can be consulted or drawn. This is referred to as a
cumulative section. Under such a system a complete section is
only built on the drafting table.
At the other extreme is the moving balk or the "Salami"
system, in which the excavation of any unit starts with a deep
probe or trench. The balks of the trench are analyzed, and the
different features are assigned numbers. Next, the excavators
start to trim back the balks of the probe, assigning artifacts to
their respective units as they come out of the balk. The balks
are thus rolled back to the edge of the unit. This system has no
horizontal control at all, and the only place where a single
occupation phase may be seen is at the architect's table.
Dor lies in between these extremes, leaning more towards the
open area strategy then the salami method. The rules for using
balks at Dor were detailed in the section about balks above.
We do not usually advise the use of probes at Dor, as in our
experience they rarely justify the damage they cause.
5. Observation vs. Interpretation One of the hotly debated issues in archaeological
methodology is whether archaeology is a science or not. Those who
wish to see archaeology as an empirical science view the
excavation as a scientific experiment. An obvious flaw in this
view is the fact that archaeological excavations, unlike
experiments, cannot be repeated. The possibility of repeating
experiments is central to scientific methodology because an
observation is only objective in as much as any "normal" person,
under precisely the same conditions, would make the same
observations.
To cover up for this flaw, scientific archaeology argues
that if the archaeologist records his field observations
completely and objectively, without making any personal judgment
or interpretation, and all of these records (written, drawn,
photographed or whatever) are fully published in the final
report, then anyone can access all of the facts, and draw their
own interpretations from them. Accordingly, this school has
devoted a great deal of effort to "objectivising" the field
observations, and separating them from the excavator's subjective
interpretations. This has led to the insistence, in late years,
on more and more narrow and exact descriptive terminology. A good
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example for this type of a report are the final volumes of
Jericho.
Another view holds that archaeology is inherently incapable
of being a science. Observation and interpretation cannot really
be separated according to this view. The purpose of the
excavation report is not to supply all of the raw data, but to
give the most reasonable interpretation of it, and to justify the
reasoning which led the excavator to adopt that interpretation.
The philosophy of the excavation at Dor is prejudiced
towards the interpretational view. This means that we want your
(informed) opinion of what you are excavating rather than a
mechanical description of it. For example, let us consider the
assertion "deposit A is different from B" vs. saying "deposit A
is xxx on the Munsell color chart, while B is YYY." Note that the
second statement gives the reader no more practical information
than the first (unless and until someone were to prove
conclusively that knowledge of the exact shade of a deposit is
necessary and sufficient for determining the depositional
processes that created it). The difference between the two
statements is that the first is an interpretational statement,
while the second gives some sort of "hard" data (which might, but
would not necessarily) support such an interpretation.
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C.
1.

From the Field to the Final Report Introduction-

The team at Dor has recognized the following problems in
excavation technique and publication:
a. When an excavation is published only one interpretation of the
data is usually presented, and every effort is made to fit all
the data into that mold.
b. The description of a stratum should be done horizontally,
while the explanation of how the specific stratigraphic
interpretation was reached should be done vertically. In a report
space is usually not taken for this; usually one or the other is
left out, or the wrong method is applied (i.e. a vertical
approach applied to the description of the strata).
c. Excavation reports need to address the needs of three types of
user: the casual reader who wants a synthesis of the results
(needs a readable summary separate from detailed treatments of
deposits); the critic who wants to reconstruct the site on paper
(needs locus and basket lists, plans, sections, detailed
descriptions); the collector who is looking for particular
objects (needs good indices and cross references).
d. stratigraphers want pottery analysts to give them dates for
deposits, while the pottery experts want the stratigraphers to
give them an established stratigraphic sequence. Neither wants to
go on record before the other.
e. The Dor excavations will go on for years. Revisions in
analysis and synthesis will certainly be required.
f. Not all members of the staff can be expected to agree on every
point; consideration must be taken for divergent views.
g. The city plan at Dor changed very little from the Persian
period to the Roman period. within a building or room it is often
possible to arrive at a satisfying stratigraphic analysis, but
correlating all the phases in two buildings across the street
from each other may be impossible.
h. At Dor it seems that there were no major city-wide
destructions from ca. 500 B.C. to A.D. 200. This makes the
application of the construction-destruction model far less useful
for interpreting the stratigraphy of the entire site.
The team at Dor attempts to resolve these difficulties in
the following ways:
i. stratigraphic analysis is carried out as independently as
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possible from all artifact analysis. Once an interpretation has
been reached the artifacts are consulted as a cross-check.
j. The interpretation of the stratigraphy will be kept separate
from the description of the deposits.
k. The stratigraphy will be presented in the following order:
First there will be a synthesis of the results for a given area,
without explanation; this is followed by in-depth description and
the reasoning for the interpretations; full indices will be at
the end of the description of the area.
1.
2.

Modularity of description of analysis will be maintained.
The Process of stratigraphical Analysis -

In this section we'll give a short description of the way
that stratigraphical analysis is conducted at Dor. Its purpose is
to give you an idea of what is done with your stratigraphical
observations and records from the moment they have been made in
the field to the final report.
a. preliminary stages - The locus card is the primary
stratigraphical record of the excavation. All information
pertaining to the locus has to find its way to the locus card, or
it will be lost. The square supervisor's daybook, and notes taken
by the field supervisor, the stratigrapher, or the architect are
all very well, but they do not form part of the official database
of the excavation. It is the square supervisor's responsibility
to enter all information, including comments and interpretation
made by "visitors" such as the field supervisor, the architect,
or the director, in all of the locus cards to which they pertain.
All subsequent analysis is essentially editing of what has been
recorded by the square supervisor in the locus cards. The square
supervisor is as much the author of (the square's portion of) the
final report as anyone, and his or her name will appear on it.
Once a week, each area holds a "stratigraphy session". This
forum includes the square supervisors, the field supervisor
and/or group director, the excavation's architect and/or the area
draftsman, and the excavation's stratigrapher. Occasionally the
excavation director, one of the artifact analyzers or one of the
specialists in other aspects might join a session which treats
some aspect or feature in which they have special interest. These
sessions are held either back at camp or in the field.
The "strat. session" has three objectives. The first is to
ensure that all of the information which has been observed in the
field is correctly entered in the locus cards. The second is to
ensure coordination between all the people involved in the
excavation of the area. For instance: if the same element extends
from one square to another, both square supervisors must keep
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records of it, and these records must be matched, the levels
taken by the architectural staff for floors or other features
should be compared to the ones taken by the excavators etc. The
preliminary "block diagrams" or "locus genealogies" for the
square are drawn during the session (see definition and
explanation below), as are the "shortlists" of major features
(walls, floors, etc.) and their relations, which are kept by the
field supervisors, the stratigrapher, and the architect. Finally,
we try, during the sessions, to work out some preliminary
stratification based on the data above.
The next step of analysis is the drawing of the separation
plans. This is usually done by the architect and his staff after
the end of the season. The separations are an ordered set of
plans for each field, in which all of the major features
shortlisted from the locus file are shown. At the same time, by
determining what is shown on each sheet, these form a preliminary
phasing proposal. This phasing is worked out by the architect and
the stratigrapher, based on their and the field supervisor's
notes and the discussions at the stratigraphy sessions.
In most cases, this is as far as analysis goes on a year to
year basis. The next steps are taken when the excavation director
decides to start the process of final publication of the field.
b. The stratigraphical Analysis of an Area - Final
stratigraphical analysis is best begun after work in a particular
field or subfield has begun to wind down. When the field is
active, and especially during the first few "explorative"
seasons, there usually are too many "nasty surprises" which
introduce fundamental changes to our understanding of the
stratification of the area. On the other hand, it is best not to
begin analysis after the area has closed down, because some
questions which need resolving by further excavation usually crop
up during analysis.
Three staff members are usually concerned with the analysis.
They are the stratigrapher, the architect, and the editor. The
role of the architect in the analysis exceeds the mere graphical
drafting of the stratigrapher's proposals, because, while they
are drawn, many details which escape the stratigrapher's eye come
up. Some schemes which sound plausible verbally show internal
contradictions when drawn, and vice-versa. We've found it useful
to include an editor in the analysis team. Apart from watching
out for registration and other mistakes, the editor provides an
unbiased eye. Some things which are obvious to "insiders" who
have been intimately involved with an area for years, are not
clear to an outside observer. The editor's job is to judge
whether the argumentation presented by the stratigrapher can be
understood by an intelligent reader who has never been at the
site. Lastly, the editor plays the "devil's advocate" in the team
- seizing on the stratigrapher's argumentation flaws and trying
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to argue for alternative interpretations in order to cause him to
either improve his case or change it. At a late point in the
analysis (usually after the first drafts have been written up)
the various artifact analyzers present their input, refuting some
(one hopes, not all) of the options presented by the
stratigrapher on the basis of artifactua1 evidence.
The first step is the division of the field to be analyzed
in to logical areas. A logical area is a contiguous group of
excavation squares, having many features crossing over from one
to the next. These serve as "pegs" upon which a correlation of
the stages of adjacent squares can be "hung" to form a common
stratigraphical scheme. A logical area often (though not always)
comprises a building or a group of buildings (e.g. an insula). In
defining these "logical areas" an effort is made to conform to
the spatial definition and names of the original excavation areas
(or subareas within a field). However, as the extent of a
"logical area" is dictated largely by the architectural divisions
of the ancient town, and the division into excavation areas by
the logistics of the excavation, the two are never quite
synonymous.
There are two ways to go about the stratigraphical analysis
at this point. One is general to specific - start out with the
phasing of the major features, and thus build a general scheme
for the area, and then do the detailed square by square and locus
by locus analysis, relating each element to one of the phases in
the general scheme. The problem with this strategy is that you
may find, in some of the squares, some details which contradict,
or necessitate changes in the general scheme (e.g. a phase that
was not attested elsewhere). Every time something like this
happens, you would have to go back and revise everything analyzed
up to that stage. Therefore, we chose the other way - specific to
general. It must be remembered, however, that we do rely on the
preliminary work done at the end of each season, so that by the
time we get to the final stratigraphical analysis we usually have
a pretty good idea of what the general features or criteria are
upon which the general stratigraphic separations of the area
depend.
The next step, then, is a separate stratigraphical analysis
of each excavation unit (usually, though not always, a grid
square), starting with the sequence of walls, from top to bottom,
and then adding the floors and the relationships between the two.
The end of this step is the proposition of a stratigraphic scheme
for that unit alone. Each subdivision within that scheme is
called a stage and is marked (from the top down) with a lower
case roman numeral (i, ii, iii, iv, etc.). Each locus is assigned
to one of these stages in the unit. Where more than one
possibility exists, the more likely is given first, and the less
likely is marked with a question mark. Where there is an unlikely
(but nevertheless possible) alternative, it is marked with two
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question marks.
After all the squares in a "logical area" have been
analyzed, the several different schemes are correlated through
the "stratigraphical pegs" - those elements which cross over from
square to square, and a scheme for the stratigraphy of the
"logical area" is put forward. Each subdivision of this scheme is
called a phase and marked (from top down) with an Arabic numeral.
The second section of the analysis of each square contains the
relation of the stratigraphical scheme of the square to that of
the rest of the "logical area". In it, a correlation is proposed
between each stage of the square and a particular phase of the
logical area.
sometimes a stratigraphical distinction is found in one
square in the area, which was not recognized in others. In such
cases we talk of subphases at the area level, and mark them (top
down) with a lower case letter (4a, 4b etc.). Where the loci of
one square are designated as "4", while in another we have "4a",
"4b" and "4c", it means that we do not know which subphase(s) are
represented in the deposit marked as "4". A usual interpretation
in this case will be to equate "in situ" finds on a "phase 4"
floor as dating to the very end of phase 4 (i. e. "4a") while
artifacts from a "phase 4" fill will be regarded as mixed
"4a","4b" and "4c". Similarly, when phase 4 is divided to "4a"
and "4b" in one part of the logical area, and, say "4a", "4b" and
"4c" in another, then it does not necessarily follow that
subphase "4a" in the first instance was built at the same time as
"4a" in the other (though it is late within the life span of
phase 4 in both) - if we could follow the subdivision across the
whole area we would usually have assigned two different phases to
begin with. Another case where subphasing is commonly used is
where there are several floors reaching the same wall system. The
argumentation here is similar to the above. Two super-imposed
floor levels on either side of a wall, which are not associated
with a destruction (in which case architectural changes would be
evident) need not have been laid at the same time.
For each logical area a "stratigraphical draft" is written,
and distributed to all persons involved in analyses pertaining to
that area. This draft has an introduction defining the "logical
area" and presenting the stratigraphic framework (phases) of the
area. Attached to this introduction is a set of final separation
plans, in which all the elements of each phase are drawn on a
separate sheet. Following this is a section for each excavation
square, in which the scheme for the square (stages) is discussed,
together with its relation to the general scheme of the area.
Next are an index of all loci in the square, with their proposed
phasing (relative to the area), and a block diagram connecting
each locus to loci above and below.
c. The Conclusion of the Analysis - At this point, we have a
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separate stratigraphical scheme for each logical area in the
field. No further integration is attempted at this stage, though
an outline for correlations between the logical areas is usually
appended. Remember that the definition of the logical areas is
such, that there are few (if any) reliable stratigraphical pegs
relating different areas - if there were - we probably would not
have made the division in the first place. Thus, the main
criteria for correlating the different areas are artifactual. It
is at this point, therefore, that the ball rolls into the various
artifactual analyzers' courts.
It is the director who finally obtains all of the data from
both the stratigraphical analysis team and the artifact
analyzers. His task is to collate all of the data and to
integrate the independent schemes for all of the logical areas to
a comprehensive stratigraphy for the whole site. The unit of this
final scheme is the stratum, and it is numbered with capital
Roman numerals (I, II, III etc.). Where there are several phases
in one area, which are correlated with a single phase in another,
a sUbstratum notation is added using capital letters ( IVA, IVB,
etc. ) •
Note, that unlike other systems of notation there is no real
hierarchy between the stage, the phase and the stratum (i.e. the
stage is not a subdivision of the phase). There is a unique
correlation between each stage in the unit and an individual
(sub)phase in the area. The same should be true between the phase
and the (sub) stratum. E.g. if stages i and ii in square 27K
correspond to phase 1 of logical area Bl, which is designated
stratum I of the tell, then one is able to say "L2203 is stage ii
(in 27K) = phase lb (in Bl) = stratum IB".
The goal here is to have a system where:
i. One can accept the phasing of an area while changing the
attribution of specific loci to particular stages within a
square.
ii. One can accept the phasing of an area while being able to
reassign phases to different strata on the tel.
E.g. an individual believes that phase 1 in AJ37 represents
a Late Roman use of the area, not the Early Roman period
(=Stratum II) as believed by the staff; he reassigns this phase
to stratum I which is the Late Roman stratum. This reassignment
does not affect the established system of stages or the structure
of the phases, only the assignment of one phase to a particular
stratum.
d. semantics and Notation - In the stratigraphy drafts, A
peculiar terminology, as well as a sort of pseudo-mathematical
shorthand notation is used. Some of these symbols are:
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? - possible. exx: "floor (?)" means "possibly a floor". "4b?"
[or"4b(?)"] means "probably in phase 4b (in area)". "4(b?)",
on the other hand, means "in phase 4 (in area), my guess
is subphase b, but other subphases are possible."
?? - improbable.

Used as above.

/ - or. exx: "4b?/5a?" means "either phase 4b or 5a". "4b?/5a??"
means as above, but more likely 4b.
+ [or &] - and. exx: "4+5" means "an element existing both in
phase 4 and phase 5. "2 & 3 & 4a?" means "in use in phase 2
and phase 3 and possibly also 4a".
- to (inclusive). ex: "2-5" means "existing from phase 5 to
phase 2".
> - later than (stratigraphically above). ex: "W3919>W3050"
means "W3919 is stratigraphically above (floats over, built
on to cuts etc.) W3050".
> - later than and/or contemporary with. ex: if W2960 abuts
against W2702, you may note: "W2960 > W2702".
< - earlier than. used as above.
< - earlier than or contemporary with. Used as above.

= - contemporary, in the same phase as. ex: i W3919 = floor
L3880 = L3777 > ii W3050 = floor L3115' means phase i (in
unit) consists of the (contemporary) elements W3919, floor
L3880, and L3777. It is stratigraphically above stage ii,
which consists of W3050 and floor L3115".
= - the same as. W2152(=W2070) means "W2152, alias W2070". The same wall was given two locus numbers (e.g. in two
squares). Note the difference between = and =.
i, ii, iii, etc. Small Roman numerals mark stages within an
individual unit (should usually be noted with a square
number). ex: "stage ii (in 27L)".
1, 2, 3, etc. Arabic numerals denote phases in a logical area.
ex: "stage ii (in 27L) = phase 3 (in C1)" means "stage ii in
grid square 27L is phase 3 of logical area C1".
I, II, III, etc. Capital Roman numerals mark strata, which are
stratigraphical divisions discernable over the whole site.
ex: "W3050 = ii (in 27L) = 3 (in C1 = lIB" means: "W3050
belongs with stage ii of its unit, which is phase 3 of the
area, stratum lIB at Tel Dor".
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# - elevation. exx: "floor L3880 (#16.06 - 15.92)" means the
highest point of the floor surface is at an elevation of
16.06, and the lowest point at 15.92. "W3050 (#16.78 15.85)", on the other hand, means the top of preservation is
at 16.78, and the highest base elevation is 15.85.
e. Block Diagrams - A "Block Diagram" (or "locus genealogy" as it
is sometimes called) is attached to the stratigraphical
discussion of each excavation square. The diagram notes all loci
in the square. Each locus is connected to the loci above and
below it. A floor in the locus is noted by an additional line
across the bottom of the block. (A dashed line means a possible
floor, and a partial line means a floor fragment.) Walls are
usually marked by elongated blocks.
The concept of a "block diagram" is similar to that of the
"Harris diagram" (Harris 1979). The difference between the two is
that the "Harris diagram" connects loci according to the order in
which (the excavator supposes) they were deposited. That is, it
is a schematization of the end interpretation of the analysis.
The "block diagram" merely notes the physical relation between
loci (which locus was opened below which), and as such is a
schematization of the raw data for such an analysis.
The block diagram is a two dimensional projection of a three
dimensional situation. Moreover, it is drawn so as to be
optimally readable, and to have as few "knots" in the connecting
line as possible, rather than to conform with the space of the
locus on the site. Therefore, the physical setting of the blocks,
their size, or the distance between them, in no way reflect the
setting, size, or distance between the loci in the squares. The
block diagram is meant to be used, together with the section
drawing, schematic sections, and line plans, as a visual aid to
the text. It is useful, for instance, for understanding the
phasing of loci not specifically mentioned in the text. You
locate the locus on the diagram, and follow the connecting lines
to the next floor levels above and below. It may be especially
handy to staff members working on material from the given square
(e.g. to locate all loci which may contain potsherds restorable
with a locus you are working on).
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All the Rest:
Useful Supplies -

Staff members will want to bring along many personal items
from home in order to make life in Israel more tolerable. The
materials listed here are the tools necessary for proper
excavation and recording.
Marshal Town trowel (the kind with the pointy tip)
metric tape measure (at least 5 meters)
patish (if you own one)
metric ruler with 1:100, 1:50 and 1:20 scales
clipboard
day-book
pencils (all kinds, mechanical pencils are very useful)
eraser (a big one)
pens
graph paper scaled at 1:20 meters for section drawing
line level (they are cheap; think of buying 2)
plumb bob
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Finale
The Highs and Lows of Taking Levels -

Taking elevations or "levels" is a fairly simple task, once
the principles are understood. within each area the dig's
surveyor/architect will determine the height above sea-level of
one or more "fixed" objects. All levels measured within an area
are determined from those fixed points, which are called benchmarks.
The instruments used in taking levels are a transit and a
leveling-rod. The kind of transit used at Dor is a Dumpy Level
and the leveling rod is usually called a Stadia Rod. Each morning
the area supervisor will set up the transit in a spot where
he/she can see the bench mark and any spot in the excavated area.
The transit must be set up "level"; this means that when one
looks through the transit the horizontal cross-hair will "cut" a
perfectly horizontal plane in all directions. This is done by
adjusting screws on the plate which attaches the transit to its
tripod. The transits at Dor have either a "line" level or
"target" level. As one adjusts the screws the air bubble in the
level tilts from side to side. Line levels are adjusted by
tightening and loosening diagonally opposed screws. Target levels
have only three screws. The area supervisor must have the bubble
in the center of the display no matter which way the transit is
turned.
Once the transit is set up and level a volunteer takes the
leveling rod to the bench mark and holds it there as vertically
as possible, and so that no part of the hand blocks the front of
the rod. The area supervisor looks through the transit and reads
the number on the rod which the horizontal cross-hair cuts. This
number is added to the known elevation of the bench-mark which
yields the height of the instrument. For example: the bench-mark
is known to be at elevation 17.25 and the reading from the
transit is 1.25; this means that the height of the plane which
the transit cuts is 18.50 meters above sea-level.
To determine the depth of any locus or small find the
leveling rod is held vertically on the spot to be measured and
the reading is taken as before. This number is then subtracted
from the height of the instrument; this yields that spot's
elevation above sea-level. For example: the height of the
instrument above is 18.50 and a square supervisor needs an
elevation on a bronze ring. The rod is held on the find spot and
yields a reading of 3.25; this is subtracted from 18.50 to give
us a height of 15.25 meters above sea level for the ring.
At first this may be difficult to grasp conceptually, but
the accompanying diagrams should clear up any difficulties.
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Dor Bibliography -

A complete bibliography of manuals of excavation, articles
on aspects of digging, and discussions of the various national
schools is out of place. Instead a selection of the most
informative readings is provided.
1.

Methodology-

Aharoni, Y. et aI,
"Methods of Recording and Documenting," pp. 119-132 in BeerSheba I: Excavations at Tell Beer-Sheba, 1969-1971
Seasons. Tel Aviv: Institute of Archaeology, 1973.
Aharoni, Y.,
"Remarks on the 'Israeli' Method of Excavation," Eretz
Israel 11 (1973):48-53 (Hebrew with English abstract).
Binford, L. R. ,
"Archaeological Perspectives," pp. 5-23 in: New Perspectives
in Archaeology Binford L.R. & Binford S.R. (eds.),
Chicago: Aldine, 1968.
Blakely, J.R. and Toombs, L.E.
The Tell el-Hesi Field Manual: The Joint Expedition to Tell
el-Hesi Vol. I. Cambridge: American Schools of oriental
Research, 1980.
Dever, W.G. and Lance, H.D.,
A Manual of Field Excavation. Cincinnati: Hebrew Union
College - Jewish Institute of Religion, 1978.
Drinkard, J.F. Jr., Mattingly, G.L. and Miller, J.M., eds.,
Benchmarks in Time and Culture. Atlanta: Scholars Press,
1988.
Harris, G.C., Principles of Archaeological stratigraphy.
London: Academic Press, 1979.
J oukowsky, M.,
A Complete Manual of Field Archaeology. Englewood Cliffs:
Prentice Hall, Inc., 1980.
Kenyon, K.M.,
Beginning in Archaeology. New York: Praeger, 1962.
Lance, H. D. ,
The Old Testament and the Archaeologist. Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1981.
Petrie, W.M.,
Methods and Aims in Archaeology. London: MacMillan & Co.,
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Wheeler, M.,
Archaeology from the Earth. London: Clarendon, 1954.
2.

Archaeological Schools -

Benoit, P.B.,
"French Archaeologists," pp. 63-86 in Benchmarks in Time and
Culture. Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1988.
Davies, G.I.,
"British Archaeologists," pp. 37-62 in Benchmarks in Time
and Culture. Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1988.
Dever, W. G. ,
"Archaeological Method in Israel: A continuing Revolution,"
Biblical Archaeologist 43 (1980):41-48.
King, P.,
"American Archaeologists," pp. 15-36 in Benchmarks in Time
and Culture. Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1988.
Mazar, A.,
"Israeli Archaeologists," pp. 109-128 in Benchmarks in Time
and Culture. Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1988.
Ussishkin, D.,
"Where is Israeli Archaeology Going?" Biblical Archaeologist
45 (1988):93-95.
Weippert, M. and H.,
"German Archaeologists," pp. 87-108 in Benchmarks in Time
and Culture. Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1988.
3.

Tel Dor -

Included here are all works relating to the site and
excavations of Tel Dor up to 1991/.
Ariel, D.T., Sharon, J., and I. Perlman, " A Group of Stamped
Hellenistic Storage Jar Handles from Dor," IEJ 35
(1985):135-152.
Avigad, N., "The Priest of Dor," IEJ 25 (1975):101-105.
, "A Hebrew Seal Depicting a Sailing Boat," BASOR 246
(1982) : 59-62.
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, "The Ship of Oniyahu - A Hebrew Seal Depicting a
Sailing Vessel," Qadm 16 (1983):124-126 (Hebr).
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